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Abstract 
Constrained portfolio selection problems in continuous-time are solyed yia the 
methods of continuous-time stochastic dynamic pr-ogramrn'ing and the calcl1.lus 
of variations. 
First a portfolio selection problem including 'inequality constraints (in the 
absence of transaction costs) is considered. The expected utility of terminal 
wealth over a finite time horizon is maximised for portfolios comprised of a 
money market security and diffusions. (Merton [101] solved a similar problem 
but implicitly considered only the equality constraint that the portfolio security 
weights sum to unity, for the rest of this thesis referred to as the unity weight 
constraint, and maximised the expected utility of consumption over a finite time 
horizon.) A value functional is defined and proofs of its properties are provided. 
Using a theorem of stochastic dynamic programming Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman 
(HJB) equations are derived. Optimal portfolios are given in feedback form in 
terms of the solutions of the HJB equations and their partial derivatives. An 
analysis of the no-constraining (NC) reg'ion of a portfolio is conducted and an 
example is proyided. 
Second a financial market comprised of non-l\larkov securities driven by Leyy 
processes is considered. A constrained portfolio selection problem for an in8idcr-
with a strictly increasing, concaye, at least once-differentiable utility function is 
solved by maximising the expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time 
horizon. An insider is an inY(~stor who has more information available about 
the disturbances in a financial market than an honest investor'. \Ve generalise 
to a multidimensional setting the models of ([18], [42], [62]) and this immedi-
ately introduces (amongst other things) an explicit unity weight constraint on 
the portfolio security weights which is not present in these papers. Inequality 
constraints are also imposed on the insider's portfolio security weights and the 
resulting constrained portfolio selection problem is solved via the method of 
calculus of variations. Some analytical solutions are derived and some problems 
are solved numerically. 
Unless otherwise stated all results in this thesis are original. A summary of 
the results in Sections 2.3-2.6 (of this thesis) was published in [48]. 
Keywords: control theory, utility maximisation, stochastic dynamic program-
ming, Levy process, insider, enlargement of filtration. 
Please direct all correspondence to fernandod@pq. co . za or (+2721)-670-4986. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The most important aspect of ~Iarkowitz [96] and Ro~"s [118] work was to 
show that it is not a security's own risk, perhaps as measured by variance, 
that is important to an investor, but rather the contribution the security makes 
to the risk of his entire portfolio. The general problem of choosing the best 
allocation of assets in a portfolio is called portfolio selection theory. [100] There 
are two main methodologies for the study of portfolio selection problems: one 
that relies heavily on the theory of partial differential equations (the control 
theoretic approach) and the other on martingale theory. [151] (See ([140]. pp403) 
for a comparison of the two approaches.) The main aim of this thesis is to 
incorporate portfolio security weight constraints into both approaches. 
In Chapter 2 (stochastic) dynamic programming is employed to solve a con-
strained portfolio selection problem where the risky securities are diffusions. 
Since d~·namic programming is employed, the state variables (which in this set-
ting are the risk;· securities) must be :"Iarkov, which is wh;' these are modelled 
as diffusions. ='Jot a great deal of attention has been given to continuous-time 
portfolio selection models with weight constraints solved by the method of dy-
namic programming. One of the early important contributions is a consurnption-
inYestment portfolio selection model for diffusions by Robert ~Ierton [101] where 
the only constraint is a unity weight constraint. In practice portfolio managers 
are required to impose inequality constraints on the total or relative amount 
of investment in particular securities. In the presence of constraints other than 
the unity ,veight constraint, the solution obtained in [101] cannot be applied 
and a constrained portfolio selection model must be derived from scratch. In 
this chapter optimal portfolios are derived where the portfolio weights are con-
strained between realistic bounds. 
Consumption-investment portfolio selection models with constraints have 
been derived in [150] where a financial market with only two securities (a log-
normal risky security and a riskless bond) is considered. The control variables 
are the portfolio security holdings and the expectation of total utility of con-
sumption over an infinite horizon is maximised. As explained in [150]. since the 
securit,· drifts are constant, short-selliug constraints need not be considered. 
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The model in [140] is the same as that in [150] except that a nonnegativity of 
wealth constraint is also included. In [140] and [150] no short-selling constraints 
are considered but in our model we find that short-selling constraints are impor-
tant in keeping the portfolio weights within realistic bounds. Control problems 
with constraints have also been considered in ([134]' [135]) but these are de-
tenninistic control problems whereas our problem is stochastic. The model 
considered in Chapter 2 differs from those mentioned above in the following 
ways: 
(i) Vie allow an arbitrary, finite number of securities in an investor's portfolio. 
(ii) A riskless (money market) security mayor may not be available for in-
vestment by the insider. 
(iii) Drifts and volatilities of the portfolio securities can be stochastic processes 
but the portfolio securities must be l\hrkov processes. 
(iv) The weights of the portfolio securities are the control variables (and not 
the security holdings). 
(v) The expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horizon is max-
imised (rather than the expected utility of consumption over an infinite 
time horizon). 
(vi) Both buying and short-selling constraints are included in the portfolio 
selection model. 
(vii) A positivity of wealth constraint is imposed. 
From (v) above, constrained optimal portfolios are derived in Chapter 2 by 
defining a value functional and using a theorem from stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming to derive a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation which the value 
functional should satisfy. Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tl1,cker conditions [149] we 
show that constrained optimal portfolio weights are given in feedback form in 
terms of the solution of the HJB equations and its partial derivatives. In an 
example a constrained portfolio selection problem is solved. An analysis of 
the no-constraining (NC) region of a portfolio is conducted and an example is 
provided. 
In Chapter 3 a financial market comprised of non-Markov securities driven by 
Levy processes is considered. The securities are non-Markov since the expected 
returns, volatilities and jump coefficients of the securities are path dependent. 
The portfolio selection model in this chapter is a generalisation of that in Chap-
ter 2 in at least four ways viz: 
(i) The risky securities are modelled as being non-Markov processes. 
(ii) The logarithmic returns of the risky securities are allmved to exhibit jumps. 
(iii) The hypothetical investor is modelled as having more information available 
to him other than that generated by the financial market - the investor is 
assumed to be an insider. 
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(iy) Particular types of investment strategy of the insider are penalised, This 
is accomplished by including penalty junctions in the objectiye functionals 
of the insider portfolio selection problems soh'ed, 
A constrained portfolio selection problem for an insider with a strictly increas-
ing. concave, at least once-differentiable utility function is soh'ed. An insider 
is an im'estor who has more information available about the disturbances in a 
financial market than an honest investor. The fundamental difficulty associated 
with solying a portfolio selection problem for an insider in continuous time in 
the presence of non-deterministic disturbances, is how to interpret the resulting 
integrals, which in general are no longer stochastic integrals. \\le follow closely 
the models of ([18], [42], [62]) and generalise these to a multidimensional set-
ting and this immediately introduces (amongst other things) an explicit unity 
weight constraint on the portfolio security weights which is not present in these 
papers. Inequality constraints on the insider's portfolio security weights are also 
imposed and the resulting constrained portfolio selection problems are solved 
via the method of the calculus of variations. 
In ([62], [116]) optimal insider portfolios comprised of a money market secu-
rity and a diffusion are derived by maximising the expected logarithmic utility 
of terminal wealth of the insider. In [62] penalty functions are included in the 
objective functional so that optimal insider portfolios are not conspicuous (rela-
tive to an optimal honest investor portfolio) and so that the objective functional 
maximised in [62] is finite. In [116] the authors assume a particular form for the 
insider's filtration and moreover assume that the Brownian motion disturbance 
(employed in [116]) is in fact a semimartingale with respect to the insider's fil-
tration. In [31] optimal insider portfolios comprised of a money market security 
and a diffusion are derived by maximising the expected difference between the 
logarithmic utility of the terminal wealth of the insider and the logarithmic util-
it~, of the terminal 'wealth of an honest inY(~stor. In ([18], [79]) optimal insider 
portfolios comprised of a money market securit~, and a diffusion are derived 
by maximising the expected utility of the insider's terminal wealth, \vhere the 
utility function need only be concave and at least once differentiable. In [79] 
howeyer the coefficients in the stochastic differential equation of the diffusion 
are modelled as being anticipative. In ([51], [57]) optimal portfolios comprised 
of a money market security and risky securities driyen by independent Brownian 
motions and (compound) Poisson processes are derived by maximising the sum 
of the expected utility of intertemporal consumption and the expected utility 
of terminal \vealth of the insider. In ([42], [78], [110]) optimal insider portfolios 
comprised of a money market security and a risky security driven by a Levy 
process are derived by maximising the expected logarithmic utility of terminal 
\vealth of the insider. In [110] however the coefficients in the stochastic differen-
tial equation of the risky security are assumed to be anticipative. The portfolio 
selection model considered in Chapter 3 differs from those mentioned above in 
the following ways: 
(i) \Ye allow an arbitrary, finite number of securities in an insider's portfolio. 
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(ii) A riskless (money market) security mayor may not be available for in-
vestment by the insider. 
(iii) The risky securities are driven by Levy processes and can be non-l\Iarkov. 
(iv) Drifts, volatilities and jump coefficients of the risky securities can be non-
l\Iarkov processes but these must not be anticipative. 
(v) The expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horiwn is max-
imised (rather than the expected utility of consumption over an infinite 
time horizon). 
(vi) Penalty functions are introduced into the objective functionals so that 
optimal insider portfolios are not conspicuous (relative to optimal honest 
investor portfolios) and so that the objective functionals maximised are 
finite. 
(vii) In particular penalty functions are included in the case where the insider 
has logarithmic utility and the securities are driven by Levy processes 
(with jumps). 
(viii) The insider portfolio selection problem is solved for general utility where 
the securities are driven by Levy processes (with jumps). 
(ix) Both buying and short-selling constraints are included in the portfolio 
selection models. 
(x) A positivity of wealth constraint is imposed. 
Chapter 3 contains only theoretical results. In Chapter 4 some analytical solu-
tions are derived and some problems are solved numerically. 
1.1 The organisation of this thesis 
In Chapter 2 a portfolio selection problem including inequality constraints is 
solved. Constrained optimal portfolios comprised of a money market security 
and diffusions are derived by maximising the expected utility of terminal wealth 
over a finite time horizon. A value functional is defined for the constrained 
portfolio selection problem and proofs of its properties are provided. Using a 
theorem of stochastic dynamic programming HJB (Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman) 
equations are derived. Constrained optimal portfolios are given in feedback form 
in terms of the solutions of the HJB equations and their partial derivatives. An 
analysis of the no-constraining (NC) region of a portfolio is conducted and an 
example is provided. 
In Chapter 3 a non-l\larkov financial market driven by Levy processes is 
considered. A constrained portfolio selection problem for an insider with a 
strictly increasing, concave, at least once-differentiable utility function is solved 
by maximising the expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horizon. 
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\Ye generalise to a multidimensional setting the ltlodels of ([18], [42]. [62]) and 
this immediatel~' introduces (amongst other things) an explicit unity weight 
constraint on the portfolio security weights which is not present in these pa-
pers. Inequality constraints are also imposed on the insider's portfolio security 
weights and the resulting constrained portfolio selection problem is soh'ed via 
the method of calculus of variations. In Chapter 4 some anal.\·tical solutions are 
derived and some problems are solved numericall~·. 
Chapter 5 is the Conclusion. Derivations of some equations are listed as 
appendices. For the rest of this thesis the following are required: 
• The variable T E ]R+ will be fixed and will denote the time horizon of the 
portfolio selection problems. 
• All matrices will be in bold and all vectors will be columns. AT will denote 
the transpose of the matrix A. 
• Let v := (VI, ... , Vd) E ]Rd, dEN. Then the matrix diag(v) will denote 
a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements equal to that of v, in other 
words with V := diag(v) we have that 
{
V, 
v,j := 0 if i = j. 
othenvise. 
• Let (n.IF.IP') be a complete filtered probabilit)· space where IF := {Ft }O<t<T 
is a filtration. 
• The variable w will denote a sample point of n. 
• The s~'mbol := \vill denote that the expressioll on the left (of this symbol) 
is defined as the expression on the right (of t his s~·mbol). 
• The \'ariables N.Ns,NB.Nq E N and the sets.V := {l. .... X},N., .~ 
{l.. ... Xs}.NB := {I, ... , NB}.Nq := {l.. ... X q }. 
• The vector S := (SI ..... SNJ \vill denote Ns risky securities and \vhere 
required So will denote a money market security or another risky security. 
• For each i ENs the variable 7r; = 7r;(t,w),O s: t s: T.w E n will denote 
the portfolio security weight of S; and 1r := (7rl .... , 7rN8 ) will denote a 
portfolio. 
• 8(]RN8) are all Borel sets in ]RN8 . 
• The symbol 0 will denote the empty set. 
• The symbol. will denote the end of a proof, theorem. proPOSitiOll, lemma 
or corollary. 
• The symbol. will denote the end of a defillition. assumption or remark. 
\Ye now progress to the main part of this thesis whC'fe cOllstrained optimal 
portfolios cOlllprised of :t\Iarkov processes (in particular diffusions) are cleriYed. 
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Chapter 2 
Constrained portfolio 
selection with Markov 
processes 
A constrained par·tfolio selection model is derived for diffusions where in-
equaldy constra'ints are imposed on the portfolio security weights. A 
value functional is defined for the problem of maximising the e:rpected 
utility of tenninal wealth over a finitp time hOTizon and propeTties 
of the vulue fundional are proved. Using the method of stochastic 
dynamic programming HJB (Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman) equations an; 
derived. Optimal portfolio weights arE given in feedback form in tenns 
of lhe solution of the HJTJ equalions and its partial derivatives. In an 
e:mmple a constrained par·tfolio selection pmblem is solved. An analy-
sis of the no-constraining (Ne) region of a portfolio is conduded and 
an example is provided. A sumrrwT"y of the results in Sections 2.3-2.6 
was pl1,blished 'in !48j. 
2.1 Introduction 
Optimal portfolios in the presence of short-selling constraints have been derived 
in [71] and [72]. The fundamental difference between these two papers and 
our model is that there the authors employ the martingale theoretic approach 
to solving constrained portfolio selection problems. The martingale theoretic 
approach to portfolio optimisation allows the state variables to be non-~Iarkov 
processes whereas the dynamic programming approach applied in this chapter 
requires all state varia bles to be l\larkov. (In Chapter 3 a constrained portfolio 
selection model including llon-~Iarkov processes is derived.) Also in [71] the sum 
of the expected utility of terminal wealth and expected utility of intertemporal 
consumption is maximised. In [72] the same model as in [71] is used except that 
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more general constraints are dealt with other than those relating onb' to short-
selling. In our model we do not maximise the expected utilit~· of intertemporal 
consumption and we maximise only the expected utilit:v of terminal wealth. \Ye 
do this since the future liabilities (or consumption) of an institutional portfolio, 
for example a portfolio managed by an asset manager, are known a priori, 
hence an optimum consumption rule need not be determined. (For example 
the fee agreement between the asset manager and client are defined upfront.) 
The inclusion of intertemporal consumption better describes the investment 
behaviour of an individual - see [22] and [105]. 
In [150] optimal portfolios with only short-selling constraints are derived by 
maximising the expected total utility of consumption over an infinite horizon. 
The investor's opportunity set if comprised of a lognormal risky security and 
a riskless bond. The model in [140] is the same as that in [150] except that a 
nonnegativity of wealth constraint is also included. In [140] and [150] no short-
selling constraints are considered but in our model we find that short-selling con-
straints are important in keeping the portfolio weights \vithin realistic bounds. 
Control problems with constraints have also been considered in ([134], [135]) 
but these are deterministic control problems whereas our problem is stochastic. 
The model considered in this chapter differs from those mentioned above in the 
follmving ways: 
(i) \Ye allow an arbitrary, finite number of securities in an investor's portfolio. 
(ii) A riskless (money market) security may or ma~' not be available for in-
vestment by the insider. 
(iii) Drifts and volatilities of the portfolio securities can be stochastic processes 
but the portfolio securities must be ~Iarkov processes. 
(iv) The weights of the portfolio securities are the control variables (and not 
the security holdings). 
(v) The expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horizon is max-
imised (rather than the expected utility of consumption over an infinite 
time horizon). 
(vi) Both buying and short-selling constraints are included in the portfolio 
selection model. 
(vii) A positivity of wealth constraint is imposed. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: III Section 2.2 the financial 
market model is defined, in Section 2.3 the portfolio selection problem with 
constraints is solved, ill Section 2.4 a procedure for calculating constrained op-
timal portfolios is provided, in Section 2.5 all example is solved and in Section 
2.6 an anal~'sis of the no-constraining (XC) region of a portfolio is conducted. 
11 
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2.2 The Financial Market Model 
Suppose we have a financial market comprised of risky securities S := (51, ... , 5 N.~) 
satisfying for all 0 <:: t <:: T 
d8i (t) 
5 i (t) ~i(t, S)dt + O"i(t, S)dBi(t), 
The requirements of this financial market model are: 
i=l, ... ,Ns · (2.1 ) 
(i) The expected security returns e := (6,···, ~NJ and volatilities a := 
(0"1, ... , 0" Ns) must satisfy certain regularity conditions [117] which ensure 
the existence of solution of (2.1). 
(ii) The Ns Brownian motions B := (B1 , ... , BNJ are correlated with 
IE[dBi(t)dBj(t)] = piJ(t)dt, i,j = 1, ... , Ns 
and P,j (t) E (-1, 1) almost surely for all 0 < t < T is the correlation 
between Bi and B j at time t. 
(iii) For all 0 <:: t <:: T the covariance matrix of the returns of the securities S 
(2.2) 
must be positive definite. (This is actually only stated for completeness 
since covariance matrices are by definition positive definite.) 
(iv) For all 0 <:: t <:: T let 
Ns 
W(t) := L N,(t)5i (f) (2.3) 
i=1 
be the investor's portfolio wealth value at time t, where Ni(t) is the number 
of units of 5i held in the portfolio at time t. For all 0 <:: t <:: T.i E Ns 
1 (t) .- Ni(t)Si(t) b 1 . t £ l' . 'h f 5 Tl . et 11"i .- W(t) e t le tnne- port 0 10 welg to i. len assumlllg 
the investor's portfolio is self-financing [101] the evolution of the wealth 
process lV is described by the stochastic differential equation 
Ns Ns 
dW = L 11"iW~idt + L 11"i W O"idBi, (2.4) 
i=1 i=1 
where we have suppressed the notational dependence of the variables in 
(2.4) for simplicity. 
(v) The hypothetical investor takes prices as given, the shares of the securi-
ties are infinitely divisible, short sales are permitted with full use of the 
proceeds, taxes on capital gains are zero and transaction costs are zero. 
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For the portfolio selection problem we consider. derivative securities may also 
be inc:!uded in the investor's opportunity set {51.' ",SNs } where the only re-
quirement is that the price processes of the derivatives are "'Iarkoy. For example 
using the Greeks [63] one can show that European vanilla call options priced 
according to the Black-Scholes model have price processes that are :t'IIarkov. In 
(2.4) we require that for all 0 <::: t <::: T 
N,; L 7ri(t) 1 (t) and (2.5) 
;=1 
a(t, W, S) < 7r (t) < b(t, W. S). (2.6) 
almost surely where l(t) E lR and 7r(t):= (7rl(t) ..... 7rNs (t)). In (2.6) we have 
that the variables 
a(t) a(t, W, S) .- (adt, W, S) .... , aNs (t. lV S)) and 
b(t) b(t,W,S)'- (b l (t,W,S), ... ,bN ,.(t.W,S)) 
are exogenously given bounds for the portfolio weights 7r(t). \Ve also require 
that a;(t) < b;(t) for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i ENs. Also the bounds a and b must be 
such that if any set of constraints (2.6) is active for 7r(t). then \ve must have 
that L~\ 7r,(t) = l(t) almost surely. In (2 .. 5) the function 1 is almost always 
identically one requiring the portfolio securit.v weights 7r(t) to sum to unity at 
each time t. The function 1 need not always be identically one. The reason for 
this is that a money market security has zero volatility and this will result in the 
covariance matrices u( t), 0 <::: t <::: T of the security returns being singular and 
the analysis in Section 2.3.3 below (where no security is assumed to be riskless) 
then cannot be applied. Even if we try (to incorporate riskless securities in (the 
portfolio selection model in Section 2.3.3 by) taking the limit as the volatilities 
tend to zero. we shall find that the solution is undefined. If a money mar-
ket security is available for investment, then this constrained portfolio selection 
problem must be solved from scratch and this is done in Section 2.3.4. The only 
way the weight of a money market security can be explicitly constrained is to 
choose its weight say 7ro(t) and ensure that the \veights of the risky securities 
S sum to l(t) = 1 - 7ro(t) = L~\ 7r;(t). Since portfolio security weights must 
sum to l, the equality constraint (2.5) must always be active. This is why the 
function 1 and not the value 1 is the right hand side of (2.5). For asset managers 
there are prudential guidelines which require minimum investment in cash. It 
is thus important for them to be able to constrain their money market security 
weight. For hedge fund managers however there is less restriction on the per-
centage investment in cash. :t'Ilanagers of these funds have more freedom in the 
bets they take. Thus it may be more appropriate to model their money market 
account as a catchall security. Dealing with their money market account in this 
way doesn't make it possible to explicitly constrain investment in this security. 
(As \vill be seen, the fuss we make about a money security is not ull\varranted. 
The optimality equations (2.41) and (2.66) for example, are not special cases 
of each other. These arc respectively constrained optimal illYestments where a 
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money market security is unavailable and available for investment.) For the rest 
of this thetiis, if no inequality constraints (2.6) are active, then we shall refer to 
the resulting portfolio as an unconstrained portfolio. A portfolio will be referred 
to ati constrained only if at least one inequality constraint in (2.6) is active. 
2.3 Constrained portfolio selection problem 
Let n E N, f: lRn ----> lR, h:= (hl, ... ,hm),m E N and hi: lRn ----> lR for all 
i = 1, ... ,m. Then consider the constrained optimisation problem 
max f(x) 
xEIRn 
subject to h(x) ::; O. (2.7) 
From [94] an inequality constraint h;(x) ::; 0 is said to be active (inactive) at a 
feasible point x if h;(x) = 0 (h;(x) < 0). The constraints that are active at a fea-
sible point x restrict the domain of feasibility in neighbourhoods of x, while the 
inactive contitraints have no influence in the neighbourhoods of x. So if we know 
a priori which contitraints in (2.7) are active, then the resulting solution is a lo-
cal maximum point of f(x) determined by ignoring the inactive constraints and 
treating all other constraints as equality constraints. In other words constrained 
optimisation problems subject to inequality constraints are solved by solving 
a family of constrained optimisation problems subject to equality constraints, 
where the equality constraints are different combinations of active inequality 
constraints. This insight is crucial when dealing with inequality-constrained 
optimisation problems. 
In this section we solve two optimisation problems in which we maximise 
the expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horizon subject to the 
constraints (2.5)-(2.6). vYe consider a money market security being unavailable 
and available for investment and these are Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 respectively. 
In Section 2.3.3 it is assumed that a money market security is not available for 
investment and we now define the investor's set of admissible portfolios in this 
case. 
Definition 1 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 7r where 
7r(t) E lRNs for all 0 ::; t ::; T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) if (2.4) has a unique solution, (2.5)-(2.6) hold and the reS'Ulting 
wealth process W is positive almost s'uTely. We denote by PI the set of all 
admissible portfolios. • 
vVe want to solve the constrained optimisation problem 
tiUP Eo[U(T, WeT))], (2.8) 
'/rEP, 
where U : [0, T] x lR+ ----> lR is a predefined utility function not necessarily concave 
which is assumed to best describe the investor's investment preferences and lEd,] 
is a conditional expectation operator defined as 
lEuv,s['] = 1E['IW(t) = W, S(t) = S]. 
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\Ye also require that U(t, TV) := -ex:; for H' < 0 \yhich effe('tiw~l~' imposes a 
positivit~· of wcalth constraint. 
2.3.1 The Value Functional 
Solving (2.8) is not trivial since we are trying to maximise over entire functions 
and not simply point estimates of the controls 1f. Using the Bellman Pr'inciple 
of Optimality [15]' the problem of finding optimal control functions over the 
entire period [0. T] can be reduced to a general subproblem of finding optimal 
control functions only over the period [t, T] for each t E [0. T]. Then using 
dynamic programming which specialises in solving sequential decision problems 
[131]' the sequence of subproblems can be solved. For 1f E p] let 
.r = .r(t, W,S) := lEt.H'.s[U(T. H'(T))] (2.9) 
where W evolves according to (2.4) using 1f. Then from (2.8)-(2.9) and the 
Bellman Principle of Optimality [15] we define the time-t value functional as 
J = J(t. W, S) = sup r(t. W. S). (2.10) 
?rEP, 
2.3.2 Properties of the value functional 
First. from (2.10). if U is bounded, then J is bounded. :\ext we show that the 
value functional J is concave in its second argument if U is concave in its second 
argument. 
Proposition 1 J(t, TV S) is concave in W if U(t. x) is conCal'e in its second 
arg1LTnent and the constmints in (2.5)-(2.6) are linear in 1f. 
Proof: Let t E [0, T]. i E {I, 2} and let 1fi := (lTj ..... 1T}..;s) be a constrained 
optimal portfolio over [to T] if the time-t wcalth value is H" and the time-t 
securit~· prices are S. Let 0 'S- e 'S- 1 and for all 0 'S- t 'S- T let 
Consider a portfolio 1f with a time-t \vealth value of TV and for all t 'S- u 'S- T let 
its time-u value be denoted by Vu (H',1f) = Vu (H',S,1f). For all t 'S- u 'S- T,i E 
{l. 2}. k E /VS let 
Nk( 11) 7fk(ll)Vll (W' .1f' ) Sdu) (2.11) 
be the optimal units variable sample paths over [t. T] corresponding to the 
constrained optimal portfolio 1f'. Note that given (2.11). for all t 'S- u 'S- T, k E 
Ns.i E {1.2} 
Nk(ll)Sk(U) 
Vll (TVi. 1fi) 
IS 
(2.12) 
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Next. for all t ~ II ~ T, kENs let 
(2.13) 
Then we have from (2.13) that 
Vu(W 3 ,7r) = 8Vu (VV I .1I"1)+(1-8)Vu (W 2,1I"2), (2.14) 
where 7r := ('iTI,"" 'iTNJ and for all t ~ 1l ~ T, kENs we have (as in (2.12)) 
that 'iTdll) = NJ,VLJ;~~~)). Since U is concave in its second argument we have 
from (2.14) with lL = T that 
U(T, Vr(W3 .7r)) ~ 8U(T, Vr(Wl,1I"1)) + (1- 8)U(T, Vr(TV2, 11"2)). (2.15) 
Taking time-t expectations in (2.15) and using the fact that 1I"i.i E {L2} are 
constrained optimal portfolios, we get that 
lEdU(T, Vr (W3 ,7r))] ~ 8J(t, wi, S) + (1 - 8)J(t, W 2, S). 
Since J(t, W 3,S) ~ lEdU(T, Vr (W 3 ,ft))] inequality (2.16) reduces to 
J(t,W3 ,S) > 8J(t,Wl,S)+(1-8)J(t,W2.S) 
which proves the proposition. 
The following corollary fo11m\"s from the above proposition. 
(2.16) 
• 
Corollary 1 For all 0 ~ t ~ T the second partial derivative 8~~2 J(t, W, S) ~s 
nonpositive almost sllrely where it is defined if U is concave in its second argu-
ment. • 
\Ve now show that J(t, TV, S) is concave m S if U is concave in its second 
argument. 
Proposition 2 J(t, W. S) is concave in S ifU is concave in its second argllment 
and the constmint.s in {2.5}-{2.6} are linear in 11". 
Proof: Let t E [O,T], i E {1,2} and let 1I"i:= (7rl, ... ,7rivJ be a constrained 
optimal portfolio over [to T] if the time-t prices of S are Si := (SL···, SivJ 
and the time-t wealth value is W. If the time-t prices of S are S" then for all 
t ~ lL ~ T let the resulting prices of S be denoted by Si (1l). (So in particular 
we have that Si(t) = S".) Let 0 ~ 8 ~ 1 and for all t ~ 11 ~ T let 
S3(u) := 8S I (u) + (1 - 8)S2(u). 
Consider a portfolio 11" ,vith a tirne-t ,vealth value of TV, time-t security prices 
of S and for all t ~u ~ T let its time-u value be denoted by Vu (TV, s, 11"). For 
all t ~ lL ~ T,i E {1,2},k ENs let 
NiJu) 7rk(1l) Vu (W, S,,1I"') S1(v) 
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be the optimal units variable sample paths over [t. T] corresponding to the 
constrained optimal portfolio 'Trl, .\'ote that given (2.17). for all t S; II S; T, k E 
/I!s. i E {I, 2} 
., ( ) _ Nt: ( ll) Sk ( u ) 
7f k 11 - 17 ( . Si I) Vu W, ,'Tr 
Xi.: ( II ) Sk ( II ) 
Xext. for all t S; u S; T let 
8NI(u)S~(u) + (1 - 8)]V?o(1l)Sk(u) 
S~(ll) 
Then we have from (2.18) that for all t S; 1l S; T 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
where if:= (7fl, ... ,7fNJ and for all t S; 1l:S: T,k ENs we have that 7fk(ll) = 
N.(u)S.(u) S· U . "t d h f (2 19) . h \/,,(W.S3.1r )' lIlce IS concave 1Il IS secon argument we ave rom . Wit 
u = T that 
U(T, Vr(W, S3, if)) ~ 8U(T. VT(W, SI. 'Trl)) + (1 - 8)U(T. VT(W. S2, 'Tr2)). 
(2.20) 
Taking time-t expectations in (2.20) and using the fact that 'Tr'.j E {1.2} are 
constrained optimal portfolios, we get that 
Since J(L W,S3) ~ lEdU(T, VT (W.S 3 .if))] illequalit~· (2.21) reduces to 
J(t.W.S3) > 8J(t,W.Sl)+(1-8)J(t.WS2) 
which proves the proposition. • 
The following corollary follows from the above proposition. 
Corollary 2 For each i ENs the second partial derivative -{J;zJ(t, W. S), 0 S; 
t :S: T is nonpositive almost surely where it is defined if U i~ concave in its 
second argllment. • 
The following corollary follows from Propositions 1 and 2. 
Corollary 3 For fixed t E [0, T]. J(t.lV. S) is continuous in Wand S. • 
\Ye now show that J(t. W, S) satisfies a Homothetic Property. 
17 
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Theorem 1 (The Homothetic Property) Let i E {I, 2}, p,:r: E jR+ and let 
k(t), C i (t, x) be rwl-val'ued functions. Then if U satisfic8 
U(t,k(t)x:) = CI(t,k(t)) + C2 (t,k(t))U(t,x) for all 0 -:: t -:: T, (2.22) 
then J satisfies the homothetic property 
J(t, pW, pS) = C\ (T, p) + C2 (T, p)J(t, W, S). 
Proof: For all 0 -:: t -:: T let Set) := pS(t) and ~V(t) .- pVV(t). Then from 
(2.10) and (2.22) we have that 
J(t, W, S) sup EdU(T, WeT)) I Wet) = W, Set) = S] 
'/rEP, 
sup EdU(T, pW(T)) I Wet) = W, Set) = S] 
'/rEP, 
C1(T,p) + C2 (T,p)J(t, W,S). 
If U(t, x) = x~ , x" E jR+, then J satisfies the homothetic property 
I 
J(t, pW, pS) = p' J(t, W, S). 
If U(t,x) = logx, x E jR+, then J satisfies the homothetic property 
J(t, pW, pS) = log p + J(t, ~V. S). 
• 
As in [101] the constrained portfolio selection problems where a (riskless) money 
market security is unavailable and available for investment, must be solved 
in slightly different ways. The reasons for this is that (i) the invertibility of 
the covariance matrices a- (t), 0 -:: t -:: T (defined in (2.2)) is required for the 
tractability of the solution methodology and (ii) a money market security cannot 
be constrained if it is included in the investor's opportunity set. A money market 
security has zero volatility and this will result in the covariance matrices being 
singular. Thus we first solve the constrained portfolio selection problem where 
a money market security is unavailable for investment (Section 2.3.3) and then 
we solve the constrained portfolio selection problem where it is available for 
investment (Section 2.3.4). 
2.3.3 Solving the constrained optimisation problem (2.8): 
No investment in a money market security 
Let 11" E PI and let the operator 
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(2.23) 
be the differential generator {82} of the processes Wand S. Let 
(2.24) 
\vhere J1f is defined in (2.9). From the theory of stochastic dynamic program-
ming the following theorem provides a method for deriving constrained optimal 
controls (in this case portfolios) 1r. 
Theorem 2 If the variables (n', S) are Markov processes. then there exists a 
set of constrained optimal controls 1r* satisfying 
o = ¢}(1r*:t, W,S) ~ ¢}(1r:t. WS) for all 0::; t::; T. 
Proof: See ([82], Chapter 4, Theorem 5) or ([7], Theorem 3 .. 5.2). • 
In (2.10) it ,vas important to define correctly the arguments of J. If we posited 
J = J(t, ~V), then if we derived the corresponding HJB equation for J, then we 
would find that this equation contains more variables other than simply t and 
TV. The variables S enter into the HJB equation for J since TV is dependent on 
the drifts and volatilities of S which are functions of S. This "muld imply that 
J is not a function of only t and T1'" but J = J(t. lV. S). This is why £} has 
the form in (2.23) - it includes partial differentiation with respect to S. From 
Theorem 2 we have the HJB equation 
o (2.25) 
allllost surel)' which is equivalent to the problem 
max 6J(1r) (2.26) 1f 
Ns 
subject to L 7fi(t) = Y(t) (2.27) 
i=} 
a(t) ::; 1r(t) ::; b(t) (2.28) 
such that max1f ¢1(1r) = 0 almost surely where 1r(t) E ]RNs for all 0 ::; t ::; T. 
From (2.23) the functional ¢l is quadratic in 1r, thus since the covariance matrix 
if is positive definite (from (2.2)), a sufficient condition for a unique global and 
local maximum of ¢l is that Jww < O. \\"e want to find a local maximum of 
91 satisfying the constraints (2.27)-(2.28) and we use the Karush-Kuhn- Tucker 
conditions (Appendix A) to do this. Thus suppose 1r* is an optimal solution 
of (2.26)-(2.28). Then from [149] there must exist multipliers A E ]R+, J.L := 
(Il} ..... /lNJ and jl:= (PI"" .PN.J,Pi'P, E]R+ for all i E Nc:; such that from 
19 
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(2.26)-(2.28) we have that 
Ili [7f; - bi] 
Pj [-7fj + OJ] 
(A, /-L, fJ,) 
= 0, 
= 0, 
;:::: 0, 
k=1, ... ,Ns, 
i=l, ... ,Ns 
j=1, ... ,Ns 
(2.29) 
where we have suppressed the dependence on time for simplicity. Now 4>1 (1[*) = 
[IlJ] so the system (2.29) reduces to 
Ns 
~kW Jw + W 2JWW L ihrn 7f;" 
m=l 
Ns 
+vl/ L (jkiSiJiW - A - ILk + ilk 
i=1 
A (Y -~ 7f;) 
1l,[7f; -bi] 
pJ [-7fj + o.j] 
(A,/-L,fJ,) 
0, k = 1, ... ,Ns , 
0, 
0, i = 1, ... , iVs , 
0, j=1, ... ,Ns, 
> 0, 
(2.30) 
(2.31 ) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
where Jw := ff~ and J , := ffl" i ENs. Solving for 7f; in (2.30), substituting 
7f; into (2.31), solving for A, then substituting A into (2.30), results in! 
7f; ~ ~ Vki + ~ Vki [ W2~WW (11k - Pk - ~ fl ~ Vnm (lln - Pn)) 
+w~:w (~ ~,~c"vnm - c,) + W:ww (~~ M, - ~akjMj)]. 
(2.35) 
where v == [Vij] := a~!, r := L~~l L~:l Vab and lvIi := JiWS,. To determine 
the values of 1[* in (2.35) we need to solve for the values of the unobservable 
multipliers /-L and p. 
1 See Appendix B for the details. 
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Recall from the introduction of Section 2.3 that an inequalit~'-constrained 
optimisation problem is solved by solying a family of equalit~'-constrained op-
timisation problems (where the equality constraints are different combinations 
of actin~ inequality constraints). Thus we do the following. :\ow from (2.0) we 
haye that o.i(t) < b,(t) for all 0 ::; t ::; T. i ENs. Thus for an~' portfolio weight 
III.l E Ns . the expression /11 ~ PI alwa~'s reduces to /1i where 
if Jrz ::; bl (t) is actiye (and ~lIz ::; ~0.1 (t) inactive). 
if -IIi ::; ~ (II (t) is actiye (and Jri ::; bl (t ) inactive). 
otherwise. 
(2.36) 
So (2.35) can be rewriten as 
, 1 
< =G,+ ~PJ 
" w~v 
(2.37) 
where 
v, .~ 
6, .-
.II, .~ ( 
N~ ) ?LMp~M, . 
p=j 
In (2.37) the set C (C) is the index set of active upper (lower) bound constraints 
and CUe =: C* := {Gj.G2, ... .elm}, where m is the number of active inequality 
constraints. Each number aj E C* denotes that an inequality constraint of 
security 5 Q , is active. So if \ve have a uni\"(~rse of 5 securities and only the 
upper (lower) bound constraint of Jrl and the lower (upper) bound constraint 
of Jr 4 are active, then C* = {L 4} in both cases. If 2:aEC' Ba is defined to be 
zero for C* empty and some expression Ba. then our derived equations reduce 
to the corresponding equations in [101]. Also if for all i E Ns the bounds 
0., and bi tend to ~OO and +00 respectively. then the number of elements in 
C* decreases since fewer control variables 7r will hit the boundaries a and b. 
Thus if for all i E Ns the bounds 0.; and bi tend to ~X and +x respectively, 
then optimal solutions of the constrained optimisation problem (2.20)-(2.28) 
tend toward optimal solutions of the unconstrained optimisation problem (2.20)-
(2.27). From (2.6), since a < b the upper and lower weight constraints of no 
security can be active at the same time. 
For each i E Ns \ve represent the two inequalit~· constraints Jrt ::; b; and 
~lIt ::; ~(Li in (2.28) in a more compact form as 
i=l.. ... Xs. (2.38) 
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where 
for the constraint 'if; :::; bi and 
for the constraint -'if; :::; -ai' 
Note that we have still have two constraints in (2.38), but we represent these 
as such because of the observation in (2.3G). Thus we can rewrite (2.32)-(2.33) 
in a more compact form as 
i=l,oo.,Ns · (2.39) 
Substituting (2.37) into (2.39) and solving for the nonzero multipliers fL*, we 
find that2 
(2.40) 
where all vectors in (2.40) are of length m (the number of active inequality 
constraints), \)i is an m x m matrix, 
[ 
. 
-~] VOI"o, r ' ( -1)-d iei , 
[XI"'I] 
and the invertibility of \)i can be verified before projecting the model from 
the current time to the next. Since \)i is not the covariance matrix, it is not 
necessarily invertible. 
For all i. j E {I, .... m} let ~ij denote the elements of \)i-I. Continuing with 
our main derivation, if we substitute (2.40) into (2.37), then we get that 3 
where C J := C, + Ali and 
Ri .- L l/ki~ke((:e - Cc), 
k,eEC' 
R .- L l/n~nd(Cd - Cd), 
n,dEC' 
Ni .- L l/ki~kc (? ~ ~nl/n - ~ ~ml/mc) , 
k,eEC' n=l m=l 
Oi .- L l/ki~kc (? ~Mp - Me), 
k.eEC· p=l 
IV .- L l/n~nd (?1 ~ ~bl/b --~ ~ql/qd) , 
n.dEC· b=l q=l 
2See Appendix C for the details. 
3See Appendix 0 for the details. 
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R, 
Ei 
L vn~nd (? tMe - Md). 
n,dEC' e=1 
Vi -
Ri-rR. 
N - Vi JV , r . 
V, -o - -0 and 
1 r 
k _ h,; /:.,'i 
, TV.I~FW 
6, 
n:.Iww' (2.42) 
From (2.41) we see that constrained optimal portfolios 1r* are given in feed-
back form in terms of the solution .I of the H.JB equation (2.25) and its partial 
derivatives. Also a constrained optimal portfolio 7r of problem (2.8) is the uncon-
strained portfolio Ci (t), i E Ns plus the terms present if 7r( t) are constrained. By 
inspection of E i , if C* is empty (in other words no inequality constraints (2.28) 
are active), then Ei is zero for all i = 1. ... , Ss and (2.41) is exactly ([101], 
equation (25)). Substituting (2.41) into (2.25) we obtain the H.JB equation 
~ 1~~ ~~ 
0= M e+ L~iEiW .IW +2" L LO'ij(E,Cj+CiEj+EiEj)H'2.IwW+ L LO',jS,EjH'.IiW , 
i=1 i=1 j=1 ,=1 j=1 
(2.43) 
where 
Ns 1 Ns H' Ns Ns A 
.It + L~'Si.Ii + 2" L O'ijS'SJ.I'J + r LMj + W.Iw L~kGk 
i=1 1,j=1 j=1 1.'=1 
Substituting for Ck and Ek (defined in (2.41) and (2.42) respectively) in (2.43) 
it becomes4 
4See Appendix E for the detaib. 
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- Jw ~ (~,6i + ~ (TiJ (SIN]J,w - ~N'~)) + ~W2JWW .L.NS o-IJG~, ~wL L 2 2 . 
,=1 J=1 '-J=1 
(2.44) 
subject to the boundary condition J(t, W, S) = U(T. TV(T)). In (2.44) for i = 
1, ... ,Ns the variables 
Ni .-
(J i .-
G~ '-
Fij .-
Q~ .-
Ng .-
Ns Ns 
~ L~nVn - L~kVki' 
n=1 k=l 
Ns 
~LMp-Mi' 
p=1 
(Ri';j + GJ'{j + R;Rj ) , 
(-V;t:j - V;t:j + V;t:j) 
( R; t:j - V;Gj - Gi t:j + V;Rj - R; t:j - V;Rj) and 
( -NiDj - DiNj -NiDj - DiNj + NiDj + DiNj) , 
where V is a variable taking values in the set of letters {N, O}. If no inequality 
constraints in (2.28) are active, then (2.44) reduces to 
(2.45) 
Suppose some subset C* of the inequality constraints (2.28) are active. From 
(2.lO) J is explicitly dependent on the wealth TV, and in (2.4) we see that the 
wealth is explicitly dependent on the drifts and volatilities of the securities S. 
If however the expected returns ~ and volatilities a of all securities S are not 
dependent on (the security prices) S, then the variables S do not appear in the 
HJB equation (2.25) for J. In this case J = J(t, TV) so (2.44) reduces to 
o = Jt + WJw [~~kGk + ~ (~iR; + ~ ~o-iJQ~)l k=l ,=1 J=l 
Jar [1 ( Ns ( Ns ) 2) Ns (A 1 Ns N) 1 
- Jww 2" k~l ~k6vkl - r 8 ~[Vl + 8 ~iNi - 2" .t; o-ijFij 
+~TV2JwW (~+ .~ o-ijG~) 
'.J=1 (2.46) 
and (2.41) reduces to 
(2.47) 
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\Yhat we haye shown in (2.46)-(2.47) are the forms of the H.JB and optimality 
equations if the securities S are lognormal. In the next section we solye a 
eonstrained portfolio selection problem where it is assumed that a mane)' market 
security is available for investment. 
2.3.4 Solving the constrained optimisation problem (2.8): 
Investment in a money market security 
Suppose 50 is a money market securit.v with eyolution 
d50 (t) 
50 (t) r(t)dt, O~t<T (2.48) 
where 5 0 (0) := 1 and r = r(t) E IR for all 0 ~ t ~ T is a stochastic, continuously 
compounded risk-free interest rate the same for both borrmving and lending. 
In Section 2.3.3 if at least one of the securities in the investor's universe is 
riskless (in other words its volatility is identically zero oyer [0, T]). then \ve 
cannot simply apply the analysis in Section 2.3.3 using a zero yolatility for this 
security. Doing this will result in each coyariance matrix it(t) being singular, 
and an optimal solution of the portfolio selection problem (2.8) then cannot be 
determined. EYen if, in Section 2.3.3, \ve tried to let the yolatility of say 51 tend 
to zero in (2.41) (to mimic the dynamics of a riskless money market security), 
the magnitude of the portfolio 7r obtained from (2.41) will tend to infinity since 
the magnitude of the inverse of the covariance matrix it(t) will tend towards 
infinity. (In particular see the second term in iff, defincd in (2.37).) Thus if a 
money market security is available for inYestment. then the constrained portfolio 
selection problem must be solved from scratch. 
Suppose that the investor desires an optimal asset allocation for a uni-
yerse comprised of risky securities S defined in (2.1) and a (riskless) money 
market securit~' 50. \Vith the investor's wealth process defined as W(t) = 
~:~ S,(t)5;(t). 0 ~ t ~ T we have that if H" is self-financing. then its cvolu-
tion is giyen by 
Ns Ns 
dlV L~;7T,lVdt + La;7T;WdB, 
;=0 ;=0 
(2.49) 
In (2.49) we require that for all 0 ~ t ::: T 
Ns L 7T,(t) = 1 (2.50) 
;=0 
and 
a(t) ::: 7r(t) ::: b(t) (2.51) 
are satisfied almost surely, where 7r is still defined as 7r = (7T1 ..... 7T1'(~)' It is 
due to the second equation in (2.49) that we can so lYe a constrained portfolio 
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selection problem if a money market security is available for investment. Essen-
tially the money market security is treated as a catchall security - first optimal 
allocations to the risky securities S are determined, then no (t) is defined so that 
(2.50) is satisfied. Also most importantly is that, to determine optimal alloca-
tions to S, only their nom-:ero volatilities are taken into account (and not the 
identically zero money market security volatility). "Te now define the investor's 
set of admissible portfolios and then state the constrained portfolio selection 
problem we wish to solve. 
Definition 2 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes n where 
n(t) E ]RNs for all 0 ::; t ::; T, is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) if (2.50) and (2.51) hold almost surely, (2.49) has a unique solution 
and the r'esulting wealth process ~V is positive almost surely. We denote by P2 
the set of all admissible portfolios. • 
The constrained portfolio selection problem we wish to solve is 
sup Eo[U(T, W(T))]. (2.52) 
7rEP2 
For n E P2 let 
r = r(t, TV, S) := lEt.w,s[U(T, W(T))] (2.53) 
where H' evolves according to (2.49) using 1r. vVe define the time-t value func-
tional as 
J = J(t, W, S) = sup r(t, TV, S). (2.54) 
7rEP2 
We could have defined J to be dependent on So, but we have not since the state 
variables l:V and S account for all variables that occur in the HJB equation for 
J. As in (2.24) we define cP2(7r;t, TV,S) = £2[J7r;t, l:V,S] where £2 is defined by 
From Theorem 2 we obtain the HJB equation 
o 
which is equivalent to the problem 
subject to aCt) ::; net) ::; bet) 
26 
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such that max7r 02(71") = 0 almost surely where 7I"(t) E lR iV" for all 0 <::: t <::: T. 
The disadvantage of So not featuring explicitly in the constrained portfolio 
selection problem (2.57)-(2.58) is that it is now a catchall securit~". (First all the 
constrained optimal security weights 7I"i' ..... TIN" are determined and then the 
portfolio \veight 7fo is obtained via the unity weight constraint (2.50).) Thus it 
is not possible to explicitly constrain 7fo. A necessary condition though which 
Tlo must satisfy for all 0 <::: t <::: T is that almost surely" 
Ns N" 
1 - I: b;(t) <::: Tlo(t) <::: 1 - I: a,(t) 
;=1 ;=1 
since if all the upper (lower) bound constraints are active, then TID will have 
its minimum (maximum) value. Recall that this (modelling of So as a catchall 
security) could be appropriate for hedge fund managers for example \vho have 
greater flexibility in the bets they take. Explicit constraining of a money market 
security portfolio weight can be done using the methodology in Section 2.3.3 -
the function Y. 
The function ¢2 (71") in (2.55) is quadratic in 71", thus since if is positive defi-
nite. a sufficient condition for a unique global and local maximum of ¢2 is that 
Ja-a- < O. \Ye want to find a local maximulll of 02 satisfying the constraints 
(2.58). Suppose 71"* is an optimal solution of (2.57)-(2.58). Then there must 
exist multipliers /-L. p E (lR N ".) + such that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
hold viz 
N" 
(~k - r)TL1w + W2J~t"W I: CTkmTl;n 
m=l 
N" 
+Tv" I: CTki5;J,w -Ilk + Pk 
1l,[TI; - b,] 
Pj[-Tlj + Gj] 
(/-L,P) 
O. k = 1.. .. . Ss. 
O. i=l. .... Xs. 
O. j=l. .... Ss. 
> O. 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
where we have suppressed the dependence on time for notational simplicity. 
Solving for 71"; in (2.59) we find that for all i ENs 
(2.63) 
where 11k is defined in (2.36) in other words 
Ilz - PZ =: pi := 
if 7I"i <::: bz(t) is actin~ (amI -Til <::: -az(t) inactive). 
if -71"1 <::: -az(t) is active (and Til <::: bz(t) inactive), 
otherwise. 
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Tlw constraints (2.58) can also be rewritten as (2.38) and (2.39) can thcn also 
be derived viz 
(2.64) 
So substituting (2.63) into the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (2.64) we find 
that for each k E C* 
where 
[(ijl and 
~V'2 Jww L (kj [Cj + FJ ]' 
JEC' 
(2.65) 
, i=l,oo.,Ns · 
Substituting (2.65) into (2.63) we find that for all i ENs 
7r; = -Fi + L /.Jkj(kj[Cj - F j ]. 
k,jEC' 
(2.66) 
From (2.66) we see that a constrained optimal portfolio 7r of problem (2.52) is 
the unconstrained portfolio -F,(t), i E Ns plus the terms present if 7r(t) are 
constrained. Substituting (2.66) into the H.JB equation (2.56) it reduces to 
o = ]I.-r - W L /.JkkZkYk - WJw L /.J/.ckZkXk + ~Tl/2J~VW L /.J/.ckZl 
kEC' kEC' kEC' 
1 ""' 2 Jw ""' J&. ""' .) +-- L /.JkkYk + -- L /.JkkXkYk + -- L /.JkkX;;: 
2Jww kEC' . Jww kEC' 2Jww kEC' 
(2.67) 
subject to the boundary condition J(t, W, S) = U(T, W(T)) where 
and 
Ns 
Zk := L (kcCc, Yk:= L (kc~Mc and X k := L (kc L /.Jbc(~b - r). 
cEC' cEC' cEC' b=l 
If no inequality constraints in (2.58) are active, thcn (2.67) reduces to 
(2.69) 
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Suppose some subset C* of the inequality constraints (2.58) are active. From 
(2.54) J is explicitly dependent on the wealth W. and in (2.49) we see that the 
wealth is explicitly' dependent on the drifts and volatilities of the securities S. 
If however the expected returns ~ and volatilities a of all securities S are not 
dependent on (the security prices) S, then the variables S do not appear in the 
HJB equation (2.56) for J. In this case J = J(t. TV) so (2.67) reduces to 
o 
and (2.66) reduces to 
_ Jw . 
[ 
N" 1 
C'j ~ TVJ
ww 
L V1J(~1 ~ r) . 
1=1 
(2.71 ) 
What \ve have shown in (2.70)-(2.71) are the forms of the HJB and optimality 
equations if the securities S are lognormal. \Ye now provide a procedure for 
calculating constrained optimal portfolios for problems (2.8) and (2.52). 
2.4 Procedure for calculating constrained opti-
mal portfolios 
In this section we provide a procedure for calculating constrained optimal port-
folios for problem 2.8 (equivalently 2.52) using the methodology in Section 2.3.3 
(equivalently' Section 2.3.4 if a money market security is available for invest-
ment). First we solve for an unconstrained portfolio 7["(t) and the corresponding 
functional value J(t. TV, S). If 7["(t) satisfies the constraints (2.28) (in other 
words a( t) :s; 7["( t) :s; b( t)), then the unconstrained portfolio 7["( t) is in fact also 
the time-t constrained optimal portfolio. Otherwise. which is the drawback of 
using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to solve a constrained optimisation 
problem, we have to consider many different combinations of active and inac-
tive constraints (2.28) (equivalently (2.58)), ,,,here each multiplier fli(t), i ENs 
and Pj(t),j ENs is zero and nonzero. In fact we have to consider at most fir 
combinations of active and inactive inequality constraints (2.28) where 
1 + ~ [( 2(2~Ys) ) ~ 2.Ys ( 2k2~-~) )] 
k=2 
(2.72) 
and ( ~ ) := 1. kEN. So if 1Vs = 2.3.4 ..... then one has to calculate at least 
one and at most 5,19.65, ... values respectively of J(t. n-. S) to find a time-t 
constrained optimal portfolio 7["* (t). In (2.72) recall that 
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• the unity weight constraint is always active, 
• the upper and lmver bound constraint on some security weight cannot be 
active at the same time, 
• if a money market security is (not) available for investment, then at most 
Ns (Ns ~ 1) inequality constraints can be active at the same time. 
From Theorem 2 a time-t constrained optimal portfolio 11'* (t) is that which satis-
fies (2.28) and has the largest value objective functional value J(t, W, S). (Recall 
that we actually choose 11'* (t) as that portfolio which maximises ¢1 (11') (equiva-
lently ¢2 (11')) such that maxll'EPl ¢1 (11') = O. By Theorem 2 this is equivalent to 
finding 1I'*(t) which - satisfies (2.28) and - maximises J(t, W S).) 
Suppose we are at time t, the investor's wealth value is W(t) and there are 
Ns risky securities in the investor's opportunity set. Then constrained optimal 
portfolios are determined as follows: 
(i) Solve the unconstrained portfolio selection problem (2.26)-(2.27) (equiva-
lently (2.57)) by solving the H.JB equation (2.45) (equivalently (2.69)) for 
J(t, W, S). Calculate the unconstrained portfolio 1I'(t) via (2.41) (equiva-
lently (2.66)). 
(ii) If a(t) S 1I'(t) S b(t), then the unconstrained portfolio 1I'(t) is optimal for 
time t and we do not need to solve the constrained optimisation problem 
(2.26)-(2.28) (equivalently (2.57)-(2.58)) for a constrained optimal portfo-
lio. Save this portfolio and its corresponding objective functional value. 
Proceed to step (i) above, increment time and calculate the next con-
strained optimal portfolio. 
(iii) If in contrast to (ii) ahove 'if;(t) < a;(t) or b,(t) < 'ifi(t) for some i E N.s, 
then we need to solve the constrained optimisation problem (2.26)-(2.28) 
to find a time-t constrained optimal portfolio. Proceed to step (iv) below. 
(iv) Consider all possible ways of constraining the security weights 1I'(t) , in 
other words all possible ways of setting active the upper and lower in-
equality portfolio weight constraints (2.28). In each case save the portfolio 
1I'(t) and its corresponding objective functional value J(t, W, S). From the 
set of constrained portfolios, the time-t constrained optimal portfolio is 
that which satisfies (2.28) and has the largest objective functional value 
J(t, W, S). The time-t set of constrained portfolios (from which the time-t 
constrained optimal portfolio is chosen) is determined as follows. Start 
with setting only one constraint active. 
(a) Set active only the lower bound constraint on 'if1 (t). Then the set 
C*(t) = {I} and in (2.40) (equivalently (2.65)), C1(t) = G.1(t) and 
(';(t) = 0 for all i E Ns \{I}. Using these values of C*(t) and c(t), 
solve the H.JB equation (2.44) (equivalently (2.67)) for J(t, W, S) and 
calculate the optimal val ues of 'if2 (t ) .... , 'if Ns (t) using (2.41). 
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(b) Set active only the upper bound constraint on ITdt). Then the 
set C*(t) = {I} and in (2.40). cdt) = bdt) and c,(t) = 0 for all 
i E Ns\{l}. Using these yalues of C*(t) and c(t), solye the H.JB 
equation (2.44) for J(t, TV. S) and calculate the optimal values of 
IT2(t), ... , ITNs(t) using (2.41). 
(c) Repeat steps (a) and (b) for all securities S. 
(d) If there are some portfolios in (a )-( c) \'lhich satisfy a( t) <::: 7r( t) <::: b( t), 
then the time-t constrained optimal portfolio is that \'lith the largest 
objectiye functional value J(t, W, S). Proceed to step (i) above, in-
crement time and calculate the next constrained optimal portfolio. 
Otherwise proceed to step (e). 
(e) Set active only the lower bound constraints on IT1 (t) and 1f2 (t). Then 
the set C*(t) = {I, 2} and in (2.40), C1 (t) = adt). C2(t) = a2(t) and 
Ci(t) = 0 for all i E Ns\{l. 2}. Using these nlues of C*(t) and c(t), 
so lye the HJB equation (2.44) for J(t, W. S) and calculate the optimal 
values of 1f3 (t), ... ,7r Ns (t) using (2.41). 
(f) Set active only the lmyer bound constraints on IT} (t) and 1f3 (t). Then 
the set C*(t) = {1,3} and in (2.40), c}(t) = adt).c3(t) = a3(t) and 
c,(t) = 0 for all i E Ns\{l. 3}. Using these yalues of C*(t) and c(t), 
solye the HJB equation (2.44) for J(t, W, S) and calculate the optimal 
values of 1f2(t), 1f4(t), ... , ITNs(t) using (2.41). 
(g) Repeat (d) and (e) for all security pairs and all pairs of active upper 
and lower inequality portfolio weight constraints. 
(h) If there are some portfolios in (e)-(g) which satisf~' a(t) <::: 7r(t) <::: b(t), 
t hen the time-t constrained optimal portfolio is that with the largest 
objective functional value J(t.1V S). Proceed to step (i) above, in-
crement time and calculate the next constrained optimal portfolio. 
Otherwise proceed to step (i). 
(i) Find constrained portfolios 7r(t) for different sets of actiYe upper and 
lower portfolio weight inequality constraints. 
(j) The constrained optimal portfolio 7r(t) is that which satisfies (2.28) and 
has the largest objective functional value J(t. W. S). 
(k) Save this time-t constrained optimal portfolio and its corresponding objec-
tive functional value. Increment time and calculate the next constrained 
optimal portfolio. 
Remark 1 We make the following two remarks . 
• A grid of constrained optimal portfolios corresponding to different values 
of t. TV and S should be produced. Then we start at time 0 and let the 
stochastic differential equations (2.1) evolve. From the grid prod11ced. for 
each time t. we simply read off the constrained optimal portfolio (for that 
sample point '-<.! En). 
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• Recall that (2.44) is a final valve problem. Thvs we "1J,8e the tirne-t Val"lJ,e8 
J(t, H", S) in the calcvlation oj con8trained optimal portjol"108 at time t -
bot,O < bot « 1. 
vVe now solve an example. 
2.5 Example 
Suppose we want to solve the constrained optimisation problem (2.8) with the 
following inputs: 
(i) The constant relative risk-averse (CRRA) investor's opportunity set is 
comprised of two securities 51 and 52 with evolutions 
~i(t)dt + (Ti(t)dBi(t), 
where for i = 1, 2, ~i and ai are stochastic processes with values given 
in Table 2.1 and these are independent of the security prices 51 and 52. 
Thus to solve (2.8) we have to solve the HJB equation (2.46) subject to 
the boundary condition 
J(t, W) = U(T, W(T)) = (p(T)x + q(T))', 0 < 1< 1, (2.73) 
where in this example the functions p and q are deterministic and of the 
form 
p(T) = exp(T) and q(T) = In(l + T). 
The relative risk aversion coefficient 0 < I < 1 because we require .J to 
be strictly concave in W(t) - see the paragraphs below (2.28) and above 
(2.59). 
(ii) The other financial market parameters are assumed to have values: 
Ns 
I 
2, T 
0.5, Y 
1 year, bot 
1 
and the values given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
1 
12 years, 
vVe solve (2.46) discretely for constrained optimal portfolios at times 182' 192' ~g, g 
years and create a grid of constrained optimal portfolios as depicted in Table 
2.3. For this example this grid varies only in two dimensions viz time t and 
wealth level ~V (t). (If any of the variables ~,(J', a, b are dependent on S, then 
this grid will vary in more dimensions and consequently computational time 
will increase.) To find a constrained optimal portfolio 1r (t) the following 5 cases 
need to be considered: 
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t 8 9 10 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 
a) 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 
a2 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 
b1 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
b2 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
6 -0.0204 0.1232 0.0494 0.1058 0.0002 
6 0.1199 -0.0345 0.0853 0.1455 0.0533 
0") 0.8449 0.3659 0.4538 0.7287 0.4808 
0"2 0.6405 0.4829 0.7016 0.7354 0.8173 
Table 2.1: Time-t values of financial market parameters for securities 51 and 52 
in Example 2.5. 
t 0" 
8 ( 0.7139 0.1369 ) 12 0.1369 0.4103 
9 ( 0.1339 -0.0238 ) 12 
-0.0238 0.2332 
10 ( 0.2059 0.0789 ) 12 0.0789 0.4923 
11 ( 0.5310 -0.0784 ) 12 
-0.0784 0.5408 
12 ( 0.2312 -0.0134 ) 12 
-0.0134 0.6680 
Table 2.2: Time-t covariance matrices of returns of securities 51 and 52 III 
Example 2.5. 
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Case 1 /1'[(t) = 0,/12(t) = O. Here C*(t) is empty so (2.46) reduces to 
~ A W 2 Jww J~v 
o = Jt + W Jw L ~kGk + r - -J-2 2, WW 
k=1 
and (2.47) reduces to 
A Jw 
G,+ WI 
. ·ww 
(2.75) 
We then have to solve (2.74) for J(t, W) and then calculate 1fl(t) and 1f2(t) via 
(2.75). (Actually we only need to calculate either 1fl(t) or 1f2(t) from (2.75) 
and calculate the other via the unity weight constraint (2.5).) If we find that 
a(t) ::; 1[(t) ::; b(t), then we do not consider cases 2-5 below since the uncon-
strained portfolio 1[( t) is in fact also the constrained optimal portfolio for time 
t and wealth level ~V(t). Otherwise do all of Cases 2-5 below. 
Case 2 /11(t) > O,Pl(t) = 0,/12(t) = 0,P2(t) = 0. Here C(t) = {I} and 
cd t) = 61 (t). We then have to solve the resulting H.m equation (2.46) for 
J(1, W) and calculate 1f] (t) and 1f2(t) from (2.47). 
Case 3 /1](t) = O,p](t) > O,pdt) = 0,P.2(t) = O. Here C(t) = {I} and 
('](t) = a](t). We then have to solve the resulting HJB equation (2.46) for 
J(t, W) and calculate 1f] (t) and 1f2(t) from (2.47). 
Case 4 111 (t) = 0, p] (t) = 0,112(t) > 0, P2(t) = O. Here C*(t) = {2} and 
('2(t) = b2(t). We then have to solve the resulting HJB equation (2.46) for 
J(t. W) ami calculate 1f] (t) and 1f2(t) from (2.47). 
Case 5 /11(t) = O,/1](t) = 0,/12(t) = 0,P2(t) > O. Here C*(t) = {2} and 
('2(t) = a2(t). We then have to solve the resulting HJB equation (2.46) for 
.1(t, W) and calculate 1f] (t) and1f2(t) from (2.47). 
The constrained optimal portfolio for time t and wealth level W(t) is that 
which satisfies the inequality constraints (2.28) and has the largest value of 
.1(t, ~V). The actual numerical values obtained are given in Table 2.3. The 
results show constrained optimal portfolios for specific values of t and W(t). So 
at time t = 11/12 years, if the investor's wealth value is ~V = 6076076, then the 
constrained optimal investments in securities S] and S2 are 43.6% and 56.4% 
respectively. vVe now show why the constrained optimal portfolio for t = 10/12 
and W = 7577578 =: TiT is (0.6; 0.4). Let t]2 := 1, t11 := 11/12, flO := 10/12 
and t9 := 9/12 years. To find 1f*(tlO) we need to choose from a set of constrained 
portfolios. Now from (2.47), to calculate one constraincd portfolio 1[(tlO), we 
need to know J(t1O, TV). So since the problem has been discretised, we actu-
ally comparc values of J at time t9 to determine which constrained portfolio is 
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t = 8/12 t = 9/12 t = 10/12 t = 11/12 t = 1 
(0.4: 0.6) \Y = 70072 
(0.6: 0.4) (0.430: 0 .. 570) \Y = 1571573 
(O.S: 0.2) (0.6: 0.4) (0.432: 0.568) \Y = 3073074 
(0.2: O.S) (O.S: 0.2) (0.6: 0.4) (0.434: 0.566) \Y = 4574575 
(O.S; 0.2) (0.6; 0.4) (0.436: 0 .. 564) \Y = 6076076 
(0.6; 0.4) (0.43S: 0.562) \Y = 7577578 
(0.439: 0.561) \Y = 9079079 
Table 2.3: Grid of constrained optimal portfolios for Example 2.5. 
in fact the time-tlo constrained optimal portfolio. So suppose we have calcu-
lated the constrained optimal portfolio 1I"(t11) and the functionals J(t11' ~F) and 
J(tlO. W). We discretise (2.46) in the time variable t and cases 1-5 mentioned 
abO\'e then haw' the following form: 
Case 1 From Tables 2.1 and 2.2 J(tg. H') is calculated yia the difference equa-
tion 
where G(tlO) = ( ~:~~ ) and [(tlO) = 5.6S. The functional J(tlO. W) is known 
and we found that J(tg, TV) = 4446.53. Equation (2.75) reduces to 
( 
0.77) ( 0.(7) JW(tIO. Tl') 
0.24 + -0.07 TV JWW(tIO. Tl') ( 
0.63 ) 
0.37 . 
Since the unconstrained portfolio 7r~(tlO) < a2(t10) = 0.4 \ve have to consider 
the other fou~' cases to find a constrained optimal portfolio for time tlO and 
wealth level TV. 
Case 2 PI(tIO) > O.PI(tlO) = 0,P2(t10) = 0.P2(t10) = O. Here C*(tlO) = {1} 
and CI (t10) = bl (t1O) = O.S. This constrained portfolio will not be optimal since 
7ri(tIO) = O.S implies that 7r~(tl0) = 0.2 < a2(t1O) = 0.4. howeyer we still go 
through the calculations for expositional purposes. From Tables 2.1 and 2.2 
equation (2.46) reduces to 
J(tg. IF) = J(tlO. IF) + 6.t (0.07WJW(tIO. W) + 0.OSW2 JWW(tIO. TV) + 0.30 Ji'v(tlo.TV), ) . 
JWW(tlO. H) 
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'v here \jJ = l.S5, R = O.OS, N = 0.16 and 
R ( Rl ) ( 0.10 ), - R2 -0.02 
it ( H] ) ( 0.(4) .- R2 -0.04 ' 
N ( Nl ) ( 0.19) .- N2 -0.03 ' 
N ( Z~ ) ( 0.07) .- -0.07 ' 
QN [Q~l ( -0.10 0.04 ) .- 0.04 0.03 ' 
C R [G~l ( 0.06 -0.02 ) and .-
-0.02 -0.02 
pN [pm ( -0.0044 0.0044 ) - 0.0044 -0.0044 . 
Since the functional J(tlO, W) is known we found that J(tg, ~') = 4445.S3 and 
equation (2.47) reduces to 
2 11" (tlO) = ( O.S ) 0.2 . 
Case 3 /11(t lO ) = 0,Fi1(tlO) > 0,112(tlO) = 0,P2(t lO ) = O. Here C*(tlO) = {I} 
and C1 (t1O) = al (tlO) = 0.4. From Tahles 2.1 and 2.2 equation (2.46) reduces to 
J(t9, W) = J(tlO, W) + 6.t (o.OSW JW(tlO, W) + 0.14W2 JWW(tlO, W) + 0.30 J&r(~lO' lY~)) . 
Jww t lO , n 
Since the functional J(tlO, W) is known we found that J(tg, lV) = 4445.26 and 
equation (2.47) reduces to 
( ~:: ) . 
Case 4 f11(t lO ) = O,Pl(tlO) = O,f12(t lO ) > O,P2(t lO ) = O. Here C*(tlO) = {2} 
and C2(tlO) = b2(tlO) = O.S. This constrained portfolio will not be optimal since 
7fi(tlO) = O.S implies that 7ft(tlO) = 0.2 < a] (t1O) = 0.4, however we still go 
through the calculations for expositional purposes. From Tables 2.1 and 2.2 
equation (2.46) reduces to 
( ) ( T) A ( TFJ (TIl) TF2 ( ) Jfv(tlO'W)) Jtg,W = JtlO,vV +L...l.t 0.09VV'WtlO,VV +0.17vv JWWtlO,W +0.30 ( ')' Jww t lO , H 
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"-e found that J(tg, It-) = 4442.07 and equation (2.47) reduces to 
( ~:~ ) . 
Case 5 PI(tlO) = O.Pl(tlO) = 0.P2(t1O) = 0,P2(t lO ) > O. Here C*(tlO) = {2} 
and C2(t1O) = 0.2(tlO) = 0.4. From Tables 2.1 and 2.2 equation (2.46) reduces to 
J(tg. W) 
"-e found that J(tg, ~V) = 4446.51 and equation (2.47) reduces to 
( 0.6 ) 0.4 . 
The result from Cases 1-5 is that, since J(tg.1V.1I'3(tlO)) < J(tg.llr .1I'5(tlO)), 
the portfolio 
1I'(tlO) = ( ~:~ ) 
is the constrained optimal portfolio for time flO and wealth yalue lV. Recall that 
the portfolios 1I'2(flO) and 1I'4(tlO) are not considered because these do not satisfy 
the time-tlO inequality constraints (2.28) where a(flO) and b(tlO) are defined in 
Table 2.1. To show that Theorem 2 holds in this case, a plot of tPd1l'*(tlO):11') 
yersus 11' (subject to the unity weight constraint (2.5)) is giwn in Figure 2.1. 
The functional tPl (11'* (t1O): 11') is eyaluated as follmvs: 
(i) Substitute the time-tlO constrained optimal portfolio 1I'*(t1O) into the H.JB 
equation (2.25). 
(ii) In (i) aboye a particular H.JB equation is deriyed which is determined by 
the yalues of 11'* (t1O). Solve for the yalue functional J(tIO. lV. S) in this 
particular H.JB equation. 
(iii) Using J(flO, lV, S) calculated in (ii) aboye, eyaluate its partial derivatiyes 
and substitute these into <PI (11'* (flO): 11') defined in (2.24). 
(iY) Plot 01 (11'* (tlO): 11') by using the partial deriyatives of J(tlO. W,S) as co-
efficients and 11' as independent variables. Consequently 4> d1l'* (tlO):11') is 
quadratic in 1I'(tlO). 
'Ye see that 01.5(1I'(tlO); 11') := <PI (1I'.s(f1O): 11') has a maximum yalue of zero. This 
is exactly the function <PI that is referred to in Theorem 2. Recall from Theorem 
2 that to find a constrained optimal portfolio of the problem (2.8) the follmving 
two approaches are equiyalent: 
(i) Choosing a constrained portfolio i(tlO) with max1l'E'Pj odi(tlO):1I') = o. 
(ii) Choosing a constrained portfolio i(tlO) which has the largest objectiye 
functional yalue J(tlO, W, S) (defined in (2.10)). 
In the next se(,tion the no-constraining (i\'C) region of a portfolio is analysed. 
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Figure 2.1: Plot of functions cPl,i(7r(t lO ); 7r), i = 2,3,4,5 for different active and 
inactive constraints. 
2.6 The No-constraining (NC) Region 
In this section we show how to describe the NC region Ne; of each security Si 
assuming a money market security is not available for investment. (The analysis 
is similar if a money market security is available for investment.) The point of 
the NC region analysis is, at each time t, to determine beforehand whether 
or not the time intensive process of constraining portfolio weights (to find a 
constrained optimal portfolio) will have to be done. The NC region analysis 
allows us to determine beforehand whether or not, at time t, we shall have to 
go through the process of constraining the portfolio weights until we find that 
portfolio which satisfies the inequality constraints (2.28) (equivalently (2.58)) 
and has the largest objective functional value J. 
Now the portfolio NC region New is defined as n;:;\ Ne;. Analogous to 
the portfolio NT (no-transaction) region derived in ([38], [54]), the portfolio NC 
region New derived ill this section is a region defined only in terms of the state 
variables (W, S). Secondly it is a region such that, if the state variables are 
inside it, then it is guaranteed that an unconstrained portfolio 7r is in fact a 
constrained optimal portfolio and so will not need to be constrained to some 
subset of the bounds a and b. So we are interested in the calculation of the 
boundaries of New. Intuitively, the way New will be obtained, is by letting 
the weights 7r* be unconstrained and roam free. 'When the weights hit their 
boundaries a and b, record the values of the state variables CW, S). One can 
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then plot these values of the state variables in the space with axes (W. S) and 
this will be the boundaries of NCw . The.'\C region SCi of security S; is 
obtained by letting the weight 7r; roam free and noting the values of the state 
variables (~l'. S) when 7r; hits its boundaries a, and b,. Essentially, what we 
are doing when trying to determine Xc,. is to set C* empty and 7r; = a, in 
(2.41) and obtaining a relationship between the state variables (n'. S) at the 
lower boundary a,. Then we set C* empty and 7r; = b, in (2.41) and obtain a 
relationship behveen the state variables (IF, S) at the upper boundary b;. \Ye 
now do this. Recalling that for all i E Ns 
Jw 1 
n' J p, (t, S) + TV J 
WW HOW 
where 
N,.; Ns 
p;(t, S) ? L ~nl/n - L ~kl/b. (2.76) 
n=l k=l 
defining the set C* to be empty, (2.41) can be written as 
* A Jw 1 (A ~ ) 7r; = G; + W J p;(t, S) + TV J G,(t. S) L SpJpw - J;w S, . (2.77) 
ww WW p=l 
""e want to find a relationship between the state variables (IF. S) if 7r; = b; and 
if 7r; = a, in (2.77). These relationships define the boundary DXC, of NC,. To 
obtain an analytical relationship between the state variables on DNC; from the 
nonlinear equation (2.77) is unlikely, so these relationships will most probably 
be obtained numerically. In simple cases however. closed-form relationships 
between the state variables on DNC, can be obtained. \vhich is what we now do. 
\Ye make the following two assumptions which allow us to obtain an analytical 
relationship between the state variables on DXC;, viz for all i ENs 
(i) a;(t. W. S) = o.;(t, S)W + ai(t. S) and b;(t. H". S) = b,(t, S)W + b,(t, S), 
(ii) a., == 0 and bi == 0, 
(2.78) 
where o.i(t, S). a,(t. S), bi(t, S) and bi(t, S) are functions of t and S. In (2.78)(i) 
the linearity of a; and bi in ~V is arbitrary and is chosen so that we can deter-
mine anal~·tical relationships between the state variables on DNC;. (In practice 
portfolio weight bounds a and b are almost always constant and not stochastic, 
so (2.78)(i) is more than adequate for modelling real world situations.) From 
(2.78)(i) with 7r; = b" equation (2.77) reduces to 
iVs 
(b; - G;)W Jww = p·,.!w + G; L SpJpH" - J,n-S,. (2.79) 
p=l 
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By integrating (2.79) with respect to vV we get that 
. N" h~TV2JW+(h;-0~)~v'Jw-(2b~TV+h;-0;-p;)J+2b; j JdTV = 0; L JpSp-J;S;. 
p=1 
(2.80) 
Analogous to the NT region derivation in ([38], [54]), to produce an analytical 
description of DNC;, we want to obtain a first-order, linear, homogeneous partial 
differential equation involving only first partial derivatives of some function of 
(VV, S). We try the substitution 
F(t, TV, S) := f(t, TV, S)J(t, W, S), (2.81 ) 
where f(t, TV, S) is to be determined. Substituting (2.81) into (2.80) and multi-
plying by f we get that 
. ' fp ., - fw· -1' - j; 
( ( 
N, ) ()) G, l+~fSp + (G;-b;TV-b;)TVT -2b; TV-f /f dW -P;-b~-fS, F 
Ns 
= (-(b; TV + hi) + O,)TV Fw + 0; L FpSp - FiS;. (2.82) 
p=1 
\\"e see that the right-hand side of (2.82) involves only first partial derivatives 
of F, so we want to make the left-hand side of (2.82) identically zero. The term 
I f-1dTV is not easy to deal with, so using (2.78)(ii) equation (2.82) reduces to 
Ns 
= (-hi + 0;) TV Fw + 0; L FpSp - FiSi· (2.83) 
p=1 
This is the relationship that the state variables (Hl, S) must satisfy given as-
sumptions 2.78 and if the portfolio weight 7f; attains its maximum allowed value 
bi . The lower boundary state variable relationship of NCi is obtained by replac-
ing b with a in (2.83). We now consider a particular example to continue the 
NC region analysis which becomes quite complicated even with the assumptions 
(2.78) . 
2.6.1 Example 
In this example we shall make the following assumptions viz 
(i) in (2.83) (, == () for all i = 1, ... , N s , 
(ii) 0"1 = 0"1 (t, Sd = SI] and O"~ = (Ji(t), i = 2, ... , Ns, 
(iii) the Brownian motion correlation matrix p == I the identity matrix and 
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(2.84) 
From 2.84(i). by inspection of (2.83) \ve see that the function f(t. W. S) = W~1 
will result in a partial differential equation involving only first partial derivatives 
of F. viz 
!v~>, 
o (-6, + G;)T~' Fw + G, L Fp 5p - F,5,. (2.85) 
p=1 
By inspection of (2.85) we see that N C, is deI!endent on Wand the prices 
of all securities S. Also the coefficients 6, and C, of the partial derivatives in 
(2.85) are functions of (W, S). Thus it is not necessaril~' the case that a solution 
of (2.85) \vill always exist. 1Ioreover, due to the man~' independent variables 
(lV, S) which will be the axes in the space in which SC, \vill be plotted, it is 
not in general possible to visualise (in other words produce a three-dimensional 
view of) NC;. To produce a three-dimensional view of XCi we must have one 
or two non-lognormal securities in the investor's opportunity set. Thus from 
(2.84)(ii)-(iii), in other words 51 is the only non-lognormal security and the 
Brownian motions Bare uncorrelated, \ve have that 
5~2 
1 0 o 5l 0 0 
0 (J2 0 2 0 
~2 0 (J2 
(j= 0 0 V= 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 ~') (JN~ o 0 2 (JNs 
and 
f\./,<..,' 
r = 5~+ L (J,~2. 
1=2 
-~2 
C
A 
= (J, 
, v' i = 2, .... N s · 52 + ,\," s ~2 
1 L..,=2 (J, 
Since 51 is the only security with its volatility dependent on its price we have 
that F = F(t. W.51 ). Assuming Fw i- 0 in (2.85) it reduces to 
o 
_ A A dW 
(-b1 + CdW + (C1 - 1)51 d51' (2.86) 
Using (2.84)(iv) (in other words 61 is independent of S), the unique solution of 
(2.86) is 
(
(1- 61(t))5l) 5~bdt) 
exp " l' 2 '\'"'-'" (J~2 
L.n=2 i 
This is the relationship that H' and 51 lIlUst satisf~' at the upper boundary of 
.YC; (in the presence of Assumptions 2.78 and 2.84). The upper boundary value 
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the no-constraining region Ne1 of risky security 51 discussed 
in Example 2.6.1, where 0.05 :::; 11'1 (t) :::; 0.85 for all 0 :::; t :::; T. 
b] was arbitrary thus the relationship that ~V and 51 must satisfy at the lower 
boundary of Ne; is 
TV (
(1 - (J'I(t))5?) 5- adt ) 
exp Ns -2 ] . 
2 L2=2 (Ji 
With Ns = 3,01 = 0.05, bl = 0.85 and (J, = 0.3, i = 2,3, for all 0 :::; t :::; T the 
region Ne1 has the form given in Figure 2.2. NTw is then the intersection of 
Ne;. i = 1.2,3. In the next chapter a constrained portfolio selection problem 
is solved with the following relaxations relative to Chapter 2 viz 
(i) the risky securities are modelled as being non-Markov processes, 
(ii) the logarithmic returns of the risky securities are allowed to exhibit jumps, 
(iii) the hypothetical investor is modelled as having more information available 
to him other than that generated by the financial market - the investor is 
assumed to be an insider, and 
(iv) Particular types of investment strategy of the insider are penalised. This 
is accomplished by including penalty functions in the objective functional 
of the insider portfolio selection problem solved. 
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Chapter 3 
Constrained portfolio 
selection with non-Markov 
processes and Insiders (I) 
A financial market comprised of non-Markov securities driven by Levy 
processes is considered. The securities are non-Afarkov since the ex-
pected returns, volatilities and jump coefficients of the secm'dies are 
path dependent. A constmined portfolio selection problem for an in-
sider with a strictly increasing, concave and at least once-differentiable 
utility function is solved. An insider' is an inuestor who has more in-
formation available about the disturbances in a financial market than 
an honest investor. The models of ([JB), [42}. [62}) are closely followed 
and genemlised to a multidimensional setting and this immediately in-
troducps (amongst other things) an explicit unity u'eight constmint on 
the portfolio security weights which is not present in these papers. In-
equality constmints on the insider's portfolio security weights are also 
imposed and the resulting constmined portfolio selection problems are 
solved uia the method of calculus of variations. This chapter contains 
only theoretical results. In Chapter 4 some analytical solutions are 
derived and some problems are solved numerically. 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2 constrained optimal portfolios comprised of a money market secu-
rity and diffusions were derived. Since the method of dynamic programming was 
emplo~'ed to solye those optimisation problems. we were restricted to including 
(in the opportunity set of the honest investor) only state yariables which are 
:\Iarkoy processes. (This is why only diffusions, which are :\Iarkoy processes, 
were assumed to be available for inyestment by the honest inyestor.) The other 
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drawback of the dynamic programming framework is the Curse of DirnfCnsion-
ality [131]. ~With the use of dynamic programming it is not advisable to include 
too many state variables in the (dynamic programming) problem. The reason 
for this is that since the dimensionality of the dynamic programming problem 
increases disproportionately with the number of state variables, it becomes very 
difficult to solve a practical dynamic: programming problem, in particular a 
portfolio selection problem. In this chapter the state variables (in this case the 
security prices) are allowed to be non-Markov. Further complicating the portfo-
lio selection problem is that it is also assumed that the hypothetical investor is 
an insider defined in the next paragraph. The calculus of variations is employed 
to solve the constrained portfolio selection problems in this case. 
From [62], by an insider in a financial market we mean an investor who 
possesses more information than the information generated by the disturbances 
in the financial market itself. An insider may be for example an executive 
or simply an employee of a company. [62] An honest investor can only use the 
filtration (or information) generated by the market itself if making an investment 
decision. An insider has a larger filtration available to him and uses this to make 
investment decisions. In reality insiders do not trade in the absence of market 
inefficiencies. Considered in this chapter and the next is the market inefficiency 
of portfolio security weight inequality constraints since an insider may not be 
able to trade unconstrained monetary amounts of some security. An application 
of this work is to improve the detection of insider trading. This work can also 
be extended to the pricing of contingent claims in the presence of investment 
constraints and where the amount of information agents have is important - for 
example partial equilibrimf! and general equilibT'ium [97] models. 
The fundamental difficulty associated with solving a portfolio selection prob-
lem for an insider in continuous-time in the presence of non-deterministic distur-
bances, is how to interpret the resulting integrals, which in general are no longer 
stochastic integrals. For example, from [18], let B be a standard Brownian mo-
tion on the complete filtered probability space (Sl, IF, W), where IF := {Fdo9:ST 
is the natural filtration of B. Consider an insider who has access to a filtra-
tion 1HI := {Hdo<t<T which is larger than IF, in other words Ft c;:: HI. for all 
o S; t S; T. Let f = f(t) be a process describing the insider's investment be-
haviour. Then f is not IF-predictable but lHI-predictable. We are interested in 
the interpretation of the integral of f with respect to B. (These types of integral 
arise in this chapter since the insider's portfolio is predictable with respect to a 
larger filtration than that generated by the financial market disturbances - see 
section 3.4 below.) This integral is denoted by the object 
" iT f(t,w)d- B(t)", wE Sl. (3.1) 
Since the most well-known form of stochastic integration requires the integrand 
to be predictable with respect to the filtration of the integrator [117], from [18] 
a natural (and the most common) approach is to assume that 1HI is such that B 
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is an (lHI.IP'J-semimartingale. In this case from [117] we can write 
B(t) = B(t) + H(t). 0:::: t :::: T. (3.2) 
where B is an (lHI.IP')-Brownian motion and H is a continuous. lHI-predictable, 
bounded variation process. One can then define 
T T T 1 f(t,w)r B(t) = 1 f(t.w)dB(t) + 1 f(t.w)dH(t). 
Quoting from ([18], Section 1), approach (3.2) generates the following questions 
Yiz (i) How do we know if (3.2) is possible?, (ii) If (3.2) is possible, then how 
do we find H? and (iii) What do we do if (3.2) is not possible? In this chapter 
we follow and generalise the models in ([18], [42], [62]) and solve a constrained 
portfolio selection problem for an insider \vithout assuming that (3.2) holds. 
As in ([18], [42], [62]) we show that if a constrained optimal insider portfolio 
1f := (711 .... ,71N.J exists, then in fact (3.2) holds with (the bounded variation 
process) H closely related to 1f. Since inequality constraints are imposed on 1f, 
if the bounds are large enough, then our results will reduce to those in ([18], 
[42], [62]). 
:'\ow the portfolio 1f of an insider is lHI-predictable since the insider makes 
his inyestment decisions based on the information 1HI available to him. Thus, 
as will be seen in equations (3.19) and (3.21), the resultillg integrals in the 
stochastic differential equation of the wealth process of the insider are no longer 
stochastic integrals (since it will not necessarily be the case that the integrand 
is predictable with respect to the filtration of the integrator). :'\ow if the insider 
is in fact honest, then we want optimal insider portfolios to reduce to optimal 
honest illYestor portfolios. Thus in this chapter, as in ([18], [42], [62]). we 
choose to model these integrals (in the differential equation of the insider wealth 
process) as forl1'ard stochastic integrals (defined in Section 3.3 below). \\'e do 
this since forward integrals 
(i) are objects where the integrand is predictable \vith respect to a larger 
filtration than that of the integrator, 
(ii) are also defined as a limit of Riemann sums and 
(iii) reduce to stochastic integrals if the integrand is predictable with respect 
to the filtration of the integrator. 
This is \vhy forward stochastic integration is such an important part of the 
portfolio selection theory in this chapter, 
In ([62], [116]) optimal insider portfolios comprised of a money market secu-
rity and a diffusion are derived by maximising the expected logarithmic utility 
of terminal ,vealth of the insider, In [62] penalty functions are included in the 
objectiye functional so that optimal insider portfolios are not conspicuous (rela-
tive to an optimal honest investor portfolio) and so that the objective functional 
maximised in [62] is finite. In [116] the authors assume a particular form for the 
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insider's filtration and moreover assume that the Brownian motion disturbance 
(employed in [116]) is in fact a semimartingale with respect to the insider's fil-
tration. In [31] optimal insider portfolios comprised of a money market security 
and a diffusion arc derived by maximising the expected difference between the 
logarithmic utility of the terminal wealth of the insider and the logarithmic util-
ity of the terminal wealth of an honest investor. In ([18], [79]) optimal insider 
portfolios comprised of a money market security and a diffusion are derived 
by maximising the expected utility of the insider's terminal wealth, where the 
utility function need only be concave and at least once differentiable. In [79] 
however the coefficients in the stochastic differential equation of the diffusion 
are modelled as being anticipative. In ([51], [57]) optimal portfolios comprised 
of a money market security and risky securities driven by independent I3rownian 
motions and (compound) Poisson processes are derived by maximising the sum 
of the expected utility of intertemporal consumption and the expected utility 
of terminal wealth of the insider. In ([42], [78], [110]) optimal insider portfolios 
comprised of a money market security and a risky security driven by a Levy 
process are derived by maximising the expected logarithmic utility of terminal 
wealth of the insider. In [110] however the coefficients in the stochastic differen-
tial equation of the risky security are assumed to be anticipative. The portfolio 
selection model considered in this chapter differs from those mentioned above 
in the following ways: 
(i) vVe allow an arbitrary, finite number of securities in an insider's portfolio. 
(ii) A riskless (money market) security mayor may not be available for in-
w~stment by the insider. 
(iii) The risky securities are driven by Levy processes and can be non-l\Iarkov. 
(iv) Drifts, volatilities and jump coefficients of the risky securities can be non-
l\Iarkov processes but these must not be anticipative. 
(v) The expected utility of terminal wealth over a finite time horizon is max-
imised (rather than the expected utility of consumption over an infinite 
time horizon). 
(vi) Penalty functions are introduced into the objective functionals so that 
optimal insider portfolios are not conspicuous (relative to optimal honest 
investor portfolios) and so that the objective functionals maximised are 
finite. 
(vii) In particular penalty functions are included in the case where the insider 
has logarithmic utility and the securities are driven by Levy processes 
(with jumps). 
(viii) The insider portfolio selection problem is solved for general utility where 
the securities are driven by Levy processes (with jumps). 
(ix) Both buying and short-selling constraints arc included in the portfolio 
selection models. 
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(x) A positiyity of wealth constraint is imposed. 
"-ith respect to (v) above, as in Chapter 2, this is done since the future liabilities 
(or consumption) of an institutional portfolio. for example a portfolio managed 
by an asset manager, are known a priori, hence an optimulll consumptioll rule 
lleed not be determined. (For example the fee agreement between the asset 
manager and client is agreed upon up front. ) The inclusion of intertemporal 
consumption better describes the investment behayiour of an individual - see 
[22] and [105]. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 includes prelim-
inaries: in Section 3.3 forward stochastic integration is defined: in Section 3.4 
the financial market model is defined: in Section 3.5 Ito's formula for function-
als of forward Levy processes is stated and the forward stochastic differential 
equations of the insider wealth process are solved: in Section 3.6 the optimisa-
tion problems to be solved are stated: and in Sections 3.7 and 3.8 the insider's 
portfolio selection problems, where the securities are driyen by diffusions and 
Levy processes with jumps respectively, are saiyed. 
3.2 Preliminaries 
In this section definitions and results required for the rest of this thesis are 
stated. This section was summarised from [7]. First a Levy process is defined. 
Definition 3 (Levy process) Let (11. IF.IP') be a complete jiltered probability 
space and let X = (X(t),O 'S: t) be a r-eal-valued stochastic process defined on 
(11. IF. IP'). Then we say that X has independent increments if for each n E N 
and each 0 'S: t1 < t2 < ... < t,,+l < x. the rundom mriables (X(tj+d -
X(t)).l 'S: j 'S: n) are independent. We say that X has stationary increments if 
each random mriable X(tj+J) - X(t)) has the same distribution as the random 
mriable X(tj+1 - tJ ) - X(O). We say that X is a Let'Y process if: 
(LI) X(O) = 0 almost surely. 
(L2) X has independent and stationary increments. 
(L3) X is stochastically continl1ous.in other words for all z E lR+ and for all 
O'S: s.t 
lim lP'(z < IX(t) - X(s)l) = o. 
t--+s 
• 
From [117] one can show that eyery Levy process is dldlag and for the rest of 
this thesis it will be assumed that all Leyy processes considered are cadlag. See 
[7] for more information on Levy processes. \Ye now define Poisson random 
measures. 
Definition 4 (Poisson random measures) Let (5. Q) be (1 measurable space. 
Then (1 random measure q on (5. Q) is a collection of random mriables (q(B), BE 
Q) .such that: 
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(i) q(0) = O. 
(ii) Let (An E g. n E N) be a sequencc of mutually disjoint sets. Then it is 
requ'ired that 
(iii) For each disjoint family (Bl' ... , Bn) in g. the random variables q(BIl, ... , 
q(Bn) are independent. 
If each random variable q(B) has a Poisson distribution whenever q(B) < 00, 
then q is called a Poisson random measure. • 
vVe now define a compensated Poisson random measure for the special case where 
the set S in Definition 4 is the product space [0, T] x JRN, N E N. First, from 
([7], pp87), a set A E 8(JRN ), N E N is said to be bounded below if 0 t/:. A, where 
A is the closure of the set A. 
Definition 5 Let the sct A E 8(JRN) be bounded below and for all 0 ~ t ~ T 
let 
q(t, A) := q([O, t] x A). 
Suppose the set S in Definition 4 is the product space [0, T] x JRN, N E Nand 
define the intensity measure v(A) = lE[q(l. A)]. Then for all 0 < t ~ T the 
compensated Poisson random measure q is defined as 
q(tA) = q(t,A) - tv(A). 
vVe now define a Levy measure. 
(3.3) 
• 
Definition 6 (Levy measure) Let 5 c:;; JR. Then a Borel measure is any 
measure on the space (5,8(5». Let v be a Borel measure defined on JR\{O}. 
Then we say that v is a Levy measure if 
r (y2 1\ l)v(dy) < 00. llR\ {O} 
• 
For notational simplicity, for the rest of this thesis if we integrate over JR N , N E N 
and it should be bounded below, then it should be assumed that it is. (This 
cOIlvention permits us to write IlRN ('" )v(dz) instead of J~N\{O}('" )v(dz) each 
time.) For some set A E 8(JRN) however it will clearly be stated whether or not 
this set must be bounded below. The following results are also required. 
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Theorem 3 (Girsanov-Meyer) Let (fUF.lP') be a complete filtered probabil-
ity space. Let lP' and IQl be eq71ivalent probability measures on (n. IF) with dlP' = 
F(T)dlQl and F(t) := lE[F(T)IFtl for all 0 <.:: t <.:: T. u'here F(T) is a (nonnega-
tire) FT-meas71rable random var'iable. Let l\J be an (IF.lP'J-semimartingale with 
decomposition l\J = Ah + Ah, where AI1 is an (IF, lP') -local martingale and Ah is 
a process of b071nded variation. Then"U is also an (IF.IQl) -semimartingale and 
has decomposition AI = Ah + l\J4. where 
zs an (IF, 1Ql)-local martingale and l\J4 .- l\J - Ah is a IQl b071nded variation 
process. 
Proof: See ([117], Theorem II1.35). • 
Corollary 4 Let lP' and IQl be eq71ivalent probability meaS71res on (n, IF) with 
dlP' = F(T)dlQl and F(t) := lE[F(T)IFtl for all 0 <.:: t <.:: T. Let l\J be an (IF, lP')-
martingale. Then 
r 1 l\h(t) := l\J(t) -.fo F(s) d[F.l\J](s). 0 <.:: t <.:: T 
is an (IF.IQl)-local martingale. 
Proof: Let 1\12 == 0 and AI1 == 1\1 in Theorem 3. • 
Theorem 4 Let 1\1 be an (IF.lP') -local martingale. Then l\J is an (IF.lP')-martingale 
with lE[M2(t)] < 00 for' all 0 <.:: t. if and only iflE[l\J.l\J](t) < x for all 0 <.:: t. 
Proof: See ([117], Corollary II.3). • 
Theorem 5 Let X = (X(t),O <.:: t <.:: T) be an (IF.lP')-sernirnartingaZe and let 
f = f (t) be integrable with respect to X. Then we have almost s71rely that for 
all 0 <.:: t <.:: T 
[It j(s)dX(s), 1t j(.s)dX(S)] = .f j2(.s)d[X. X](s). 
Proof: See ([117], Theorem II.29). • 
\Ye now define forward stochastic integration. 
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3.3 Forward stochastic integration 
In this section forward (stochastic) integration is defined. Forward integration 
is required in this chapter since the integrals encountered (in the stochastic dif-
ferential equation of the insider wealth process) have the integrand predictable 
with respect to a larger filtration than that of the integrator. Forward integrals 
occurring in this chapter is a direct consequence of solving a constrained portfo-
lio selection problem for an insider who has more information available to him 
than that of an honest investor. \Ve now define this type of integration. 
Let (n, IF, lP') be a complete filtered probability space. Then from [117] the 
most well-known stochastic integrals that can be defined are of the form 
j .t o j(s, w )dZ(s, w), 
where (Z(t),O ::::; t ::::; T) is an (IF, lP')-semimartingale and j = j(t, w) is an IF-
predictable integrable process. Let 1HI ~ IF be another filtration and let g = 
g( t, w) be an lHI-predictable integrable process. Then the integral of g with 
respect to Z is called a jorward stochastic integral and it is denoted by the 
object 
"1t g(s,w)(r Z(s,w)". (3.4) 
The stochastic process in (3.4) includes stochastic integrals as a special case, 
thus it does not always satisfy all properties of a stochastic integral. If the 
process g is in fact IF-predictable, then (3.4) reduces to a stochastic integral. 
Let f E lR and (X(t),O ::::; t ::::; T) and (Y(t),O ::::; t ::::; T) be two stochastic 
processes continuolls at ° and T, where X is an (1HI, lP')-semimartingale and 
Y an (IF, lP')-semimartingale. Then from [123] the jorward stochastic integral 
.faT X d- Y of X with respect to Y is 
r
T 
X(t)d-Y(t) := lim ~ rT X(t)(Y((t + f) 1\ T) - Y(t))dt, (3.5) 
.fo E~O+ E .fo 
where the limit in (3.5) is taken in probability. If the limit in (3.5) exists, then 
X is said to be jorward integrable with respect to Y. In the next two Sections 
3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the jorward diffusion integral and the jorward Poisson integral 
are defined. 
3.3.1 Forward diffusion integration 
A forward diffusion integral is a special case of (3.5) where the processes X and 
Y arc continuous over the whole interval [0, T]. As mentioned in Section 3.1, we 
model the insider's wealth process as a forward integral since we want at least 
insider constrained optimal portfolios to reduce to honest investor constrained 
optimal portfolios if the insider is in fact honest. \Ve shmv in Proposition 3 
below when a forward diffusion integral reduces to an Ito diffusion integral. 
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First howeyer, from [123], for a locally integrable function f on JR+. we define 
Z(f) to be the set of all 0 < t such that 
1 j.t 
lim - f(s)ds of f(t)· 
t~O E t-E 
(3.6) 
:\"ext, let (X(t),O -s: t -s: T) be a stochastic process. Then for eyery t E [0. T]let 
the process 
xt(u) := X(u)X[o.tj(u), 0 -s: U -s: T. 
where for A c;: JR XA is the indicator function. From [123] we state the following 
proposition in which it is shown that if a process f is predictable with respect 
to the filtration of the Brownian motion integrator. then the forward diffusion 
integral reduces to an Ito diffusion integral. 
Proposition 3 Let (Sl. IF, lP') be a complete filtered probability space. let 1HI ~ IF 
be a larger filtration and let B be an (IF.lP')-Brownian motion. Suppose B(t) = 
B( t) + H (t), 0 -s: t -s: T where B is an (lHI, lP') -Brownian motion and H is a con-
tinuous. lHI-predictable. b01mded variation process. Suppose f is an IF -predictable 
and bounded process such that 
iT X{SEz(J)}(dIHI(s) + ds) = 0 almost eyer~·\\"here. (3.7) 
Then for el'ery t E [0, T] we have almost surely that 
r
T 
P(s)d- B(s) = r
T 
P(s)dB(s) . 
.fo .fo 
Proof: See ([123], Proposition 1.1). • 
3.3.2 Forward Poisson integration 
First Poisson integration and then forward Poisson integration is defined. 
Poisson integration 
Supposel f : [0. T] x JRN ---> JR is a Borel measurable function. For each sample 
point w E Sl we are interested in the integral of f with respect to a Poisson 
random measure q oyer the set [0, T] x A, \vhere A E 8(JRN ) is bounded below. 
This integral is denoted by the object 
" rT J f(t. z)q(dt. dz)"' 
.fo A (3.8) 
I This subsection was summarised from [71. 
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which is simply a Lebesgue integral. From [7] define the vector pure jump 
process associated with q as 
Y = Y(t) = l zq(t, dz), 0 'S: t 'S: T. 
Then Y has the form 
where 
Y(t) = Y(C) + ~Y(t), 0 'S: t 'S: T 
~Y(t) := { ~ if jump size z of Y at time t is not in A if jump size z of Y at time t is in A. 
From ([7], equation (4.4)), the integral of a predictable function f = f( t, z) with 
respect to the (Poisson random measure) q is defined as the random finite sum 
faT l f(t, z)q(dt, dz) L f(t, ~ Y(t))xA(~ Y(t)). 
o<:;t<:;T 
(3.9) 
From ([7], Exercise 4.3.3) the predictability of f in (3.9) is required to ensure 
that it is at least a local martingale. 
For integrals with respect to a compensated Poisson random measure q, we 
have from (3.3) and (3.9) that 
lT l f(t, z)q(dt, dz) (' ! f(t, z)q(dt, dz) - rT r f(t, z)/J(dz)dt Jo . A Jo J A 
L f(t, ~ Y(t))xA(~ Y(t)) - iT / f(t, z)/J(dz)dt. 
0<:; 1<:; T 0 A 
(3.10) 
The important difference between (3.9) and (3.10) is that, from ([117], Section 
1.4), the set A need not bounded below2 in (3.10). 
Forward Poisson integration 
We now have the following definition taken from [41] for forward Poisson inte-
gration. 
Definition 7 The forward Poisson integral of an TBI-predictable process f = 
f(t, z) with respect to the compensated Poisson random measure q is denoted by 
the object 
(3.11) 
2Prorn ([117]. Section IA), if integrating with respect to a compensated Poisson random 
measure, then the spatial set need not be bounded below. 
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u'here A E B(JFtN ) need not be bOllnded belou'. From (/42). Definition 4) the 
object in (3.11) is defined as 
j .T J f(t. z)ij(d-t, dz) 
o A 
(3.12) 
if the limit in (3.12) exists in L2(IP'). In (3.12) we hm'e that the {Um},nEN is 
an increasing seqllence of compact sets such thai Um c:;; A for all mEN and 
limm _ x U m = A. If the limit in (3.12) exists. then the funelion f is said to be 
forward integrable with respect to (the compensated Poisson random measure) 
ij or simply forward Poisson integrable. • 
In Definition 7 the set A need not be bounded below since the forward Poisson 
integral (3.12) is a limit of compensated Poisson integrals. See ([41], Propo-
sition 3.1) which shows that, if the integrand of a forward Poisson integral is 
predictable with respect to the filtration of (the pure jump processes associated 
with) the integrator ij, then the fonvard Poisson integral reduces to a compen-
sated Poisson integral. 
3.4 The Financial Market Model 
The financial market model is comprised of the following: 
• Let q := (q1, ... ,qN,,), (}j = (}j (dt. clz). j E /Irq be Poisson random measures 
such that the vector pure jump processes associated iyith q are indepen-
dent. 
• Let vi" : = (vi ..... //;:"') , vJ = vJ (clz). j E /Vq be t he corresponding inten-
sit~· measures of q. Denote the jth compensated Poisson random measure 
q] (dt. clz) - vI (dz )dt by (lj = qj (elt. dz) and define 
(3.13) 
• Let B := (B 1 , ••• ,BND ) be independent standard Brownian motions (which 
are independent of the pure jump processes associated with q.) 
• Let IF be the natural filtration of B and (the pure jump processes associ-
ated with) q. 
• Let (f!. IF, JID) be a complete filtered probability space satisfying the usual 
conditions [56]. 
There is an insider who irwests in a financial market comprised of risky seCllri-
ties3 So and S:= (51 .... ,5Ns ) assumed to ci'olye as 
No N. . 
= ~o(t)dt+ LCJo.J(t)dBj(t) + L J,90.J(t.Z)ijj(elt.dz) 
j=1 j=1 _". 
(3.14) 
3:\ote that derivative securities ma,' also he included in the insider's opportunity set. 
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d5i (t) 
5 i (t-) 
i'ln p,llJ ~,(t)dt + L (Ji](t)dBj(t) + L IN g'J(t, Z)(l] (dt. dz). 
]=1 J=1 . Ill: 
(:U5) 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are written separately because in (3.14) any or 
all of the processes (Jo,j,j E NR are allowed to be identically zero. In (3.15) 
however, for each i E Nc;, we do not allow all the processes (J LJ ,j E N R to be 
identically zero. 1,Iore specifically these restrictions relate to the requirement of 
the invertibility of the covariance matrices defined in (3.17) below. To ensure 
that the insider's portfolio selection problem can be solved the financial market 
model (3.14)-(3.15) must satisfy the following requirements: 
• If So is a money market security, then for all 0 :::; t :::; T, j E Nfl, k E N q 
we must have that ~o(t) = r(t) the stochastic continuously compounded 
interest rate assumed to be the same for both borrowing and lending, and 
(Jo,j(t) = 0 and go,dt) = o. 
• For all i ENs U {O},j E NB,k E N q , we must have that the stochastic 
continuously compounded interest rate r, the expected security returns ~i' 
volatilities (Jij and jump coefficients gik must be IF-predictable integrable 
processes satisfying 
00 > IE [f (Ir(t)1 ,~{IW)I + ga;j(t) 
I E L gl,(t· z)"J (dz) } ) dt]. 
(3.16) 
• Moreover for all i ENs U {O},j E Nn,k E N q it is required that ".~,,(J,j 
and gik must satisfy certain regularity conditions ([117], Chapter V) which 
ensure the existence of a strictly positive solution of (3.14)-(3.15). In 
particular for all 0 :::; t :::; T, Z E 1l~;N, i E Ns U {O} we require that -1 < 
2.:;~1 gij(t, z) almost surely. 
• For all 0 :::; t :::; T, i, j ENs, k E NB let 
Nu 
ai/.(t) := (J,dt) - (Jo.dt) and a,](t):= L aidt)ajk(t). 
k=1 
(3.17) 
Then we require for all 0 :::; t :::; T that the covariance matrix a (t) == [a ij (t) 1 
is nonsingular. The processes a,k in (3.17) arise in Sections 3.7.1 and 3.8.2 
where we convert a constrained optimisation problem to an unconstrained 
optimisation problem. vVe do this by eliminating one of the securities So 
from the optimisation problem. If a money market security is not available 
for investment, then So should be regarded as any other risky security. 
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• \Ye also require that the shares of the securities are illfinitely divisible, 
short sales are permitted with full use of the proceeds. taxes on capital 
gains are zero and transaction costs are wro . 
.'\ote that in (3.14)-(3.15) for each i ENs U {O}.j E N B . k E Nq we have from 
[117] that the processes 
(3.18) 
are (IF.lP')-local martingales. As in (Chapter 2) Section 2.3 we solve the insider 
portfolio selection problems &'3suming a money market security is unavailable 
and available for investment, thus we nmv define two sets of admissible portfolio. 
Recall that the reason for doing this is that a money market security has zero 
volatility and this will result in the covariance matrices if being singular. One 
then cannot simply extend the analysis where all securities are risky, to the 
case where some security is riskless, to solve that constrained portfolio selection 
problem. (As in Section 2.3 the constrained optimal portfolios derived in each 
case are not special cases of each other. Compare for example the formulae in 
(4.26) and (4.41)). 
For all 0 <::: t <::: T let 7r(t) := (1T1 (t), .... 1TNs (t)), where the variable 1T,(t) 
denotes the time-t portfolio weight of security 5,. \Ye now define the set of 
admissible portfolios assuming a money market securit~· is not available for 
investment (by the insider). 
Definition 8 (Admissible portfolios - money market security not avail-
able for investment) A set of control processes 7r where 7r( t) E ]RNs for all 
o <::: t <::: T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible portfolio) if the 
follol1'ing are satisfied: 
(i) 7r is fill-predictable and bounded. (Recall that 7r is fill-predictable since the 
insider implements his portfolio allocation 7r based on his filtration fill.) 
(ii) Let W (t) denote the insider's time-t wealth value. Then we require for all 
o <::: s <::: t <::: T, i E N s , j E N B, k E Nq that the following forward integrals 
exist. viz 
1t aiJ(u)1Tl(U)Y,V(u~)d~ Bj(u) 
1t aij(u)1Ti(U)d~ BJ(ll) 
and 1t iN g'k(ll.Z)1Ti(ll)lV(11~)iik(d~u,dz) 
and 1t iN g,k (11. Z )1T; (11 )iik (cr u. dz). 
(iii) In (57] the insider wealth pmceS8 W is shown to el'oive according to the 
forward stochastic differential eq11ation 
d~W(t) 
W(t~) 
Ns lvr D I\ts L c'i(f)1T,(t)dt + L L aij(t)1T, (t)cr Bj(t) 
i=1 J=1 ,=1 
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(3.19) 
We requin~ 7r to be such that (.'1.19) has a unique sol71,tion for Wand 0 < 
W(t) almost s'ur-ely for all 0 «::: t «::: T. In particular for all 0 «::: t «::: T, Z E 
]RN we require that -1 < 2:;~1 2:;::\ gij(t, Z)7ri(t) almost surely. (Forward 
stochastic integmls are present in (3.19) since the insider portfolio 7r is lHI-
predictable and the Brownian motions B and (the pure jump pmcesses 
associated with) q are IF -adapted.) 
(iv) For all 0 «::: t «::: T, Z E ]RN, j E Nq we must have that 1 + 2:;::\ gil (t, Z )7ri (t) > 
o almost surely since this expression will be the argument of the natuml 
logarithm in (3.30) below. 
• 
In Definition 8 7r is not constrained to sum to unity because the portfolio selec-
tion problems in Section 3.6 are solved subject to constraints of which the unity 
weight constraint is one - see the discussion after Definition 9. vVe now define 
the set of admissible portfolios assuming a money market security is available 
for investment (by the insider). 
Definition 9 (Admissible portfolios - money market security available 
for investment) A set of control processes 7r where 7r(t) E ]RN.~ for all 0 «::: t «::: 
T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible portfolio) if the following are 
satisfied: 
(i) 7r is lHI-predidable and bounded. 
(ii) Let VV = W (t) denote the insider's time-t wealth vall1e. For all 0 «::: t «::: 
T, Z E ]RN, i, j ENs, k E N B , mE N q let 
~i(t) - ~o(t), .- (Jik(t) - (Jo,dt), 
.- 2:~:1 CJidt)CJjk(t). 
(3.20) 
Then we require for all 0 «::: .5 «::: t «::: T, i ENs, j E N B , k E N q that the 
following forward integmls e.rist, vzz 
and 
CJik(t) 
aij(t) 
,{ CJij(U)7ri(u)W(n-)d- Bj(ll) 
it CJij(ll)7ri(1L)r Bj(ll) 
(iii) If a money market sec1Lrity is available for investment. then from (57) the 
evolution of the insider wealth process is given by the forward stochastic 
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differential equation 
d-1V(t) 
W(t-) 
Ns Nfl Ns 
L ~i(t)7fi(t)dt + L L a,) (t)7fi(t)d-- Bj(t) 
i=O )=1 ,=0 
N" Ns 
+ LL r gi)(t.Z)7f,(t)qj(rrt,dz). 
j=1 i=O JlJ{N 
(3.21 ) 
We require 7r to be such that (3.21) has a unique solution for lV and 
o < W(t) almost surely for all 0 .-::: t .-::: T. In particular for all 0 .-::: t .-::: 
T. Z E ]RN we require that -1 < L:;~1 L:~\ gij(t, z)7f,(t) almost surely. 
(iv) For all 0'-::: t.-::: T.z E ]RN,j E N q let 
f~l:-: 
Gj(t,z):= 90.j(t,z) + Lglj(t.Z)7fi(t). (3.22) 
i=l 
Then we require that 1 + Gj(t. z) > 0 almost surely since this expression 
l1'ill be the argument of the natural logarithm in (3.32) below. 
• 
"-e nmv discuss the equality and inequality constraints which admissible port-
folios must satisfy. First the equality constraints. In Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.3 
the security So (which could possibl~' be riskless) is eliminated from the opti-
misation problem to make it ullconstrained. In this case we require that the 
portfolio (7fo. 7r) satisfies 
Ns L 7f,(t) 1 (3.23) 
i=O 
almost surely for all 0 .-::: t .-::: T. In Section 3.6.2 no riskless securities are 
available for investment and in this case we require 7r to satisfy 
Ns 
L 7fi(t) = Y(t) E ]R (3.24) 
i=l 
almost surely for all 0 .-::: t .-::: T. In (3.24), as in equation (2.5), the function 
Y is almost always identically 1 requiring the portfolio weights 7r to sum to 
unit~· at each time t. The function Y is included in (3.24) so that a money 
market security weight can be explicitly constrained. Suppose a money market 
security is not available for iIlYestment. At some point in finding a constrained 
optimal portfolio (for the insider), the inverse of the covariance matrix O'(t) will 
be calculated. If hmvcver a money market security is m'ailable for in\'cstment, 
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then one cannot silllply extend the analysis where all securities are risky, to 
the case where some security is riskless (to derive insider constrained optimal 
portfolios). The reason for this is that the covariance matrices if will IlO longer 
be nonsingular. Thus, if a money market security is available for investment, 
then it is not possible to explicitly constrain the weight 7fo of So. If one wants to 
explicitly constrain investment in So, then decide on the desired money market 
security weight 7fo (t). Then ellsure that the weights of the risky securities S 
sum to Y(t) = 1 - 7fo(t). 
If however the insider is not concerned about explicitly constraining invest-
ment in a money market security, then via (3.23) eliminate 7fo from the portfolio 
optimisation and solve the resulting portfolio selection problem. Dealing with 
a money market security in this way doesn't make it possible to explicitly con-
strain investment in this security. We discuss this further in Section 3.6.3. 
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2), for asset managers there are prudential 
guidelines which require a minimum percentage investment in cash. Thus it is 
important for them to be able to explicitly constrain their money market secu-
rity weight. For these managers the portfolio selection model in Section 3.6.2 is 
more appropriate. For hedge fund managers however there is less restriction on 
the percentage investment in cash. 1lanagers of these funds have more freedom 
in the bets they take. Thus it may be more appropriate to model their money 
market account as a catchall security, which is the approach in Sections 3.6.1 
and 3.6.3 (where 7fo is eliminated via (3.23)). 
Next we discuss the inequality constraints which admissible portfolios must 
satisfy. In Section 3.6.1 an unconstrained portfolio selection problem is solved. 
In Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 however constrained optimal portfolios 7r are found 
which must satisfy almost surely the inequality constraints 
a(t) s: 7r(t) s: b(t) for all 0 s: t s: T. (3.25) 
In (3.25) we have that a(t) := (a] (t), ... ,aN" (t)) and b(t) := (b1 (t), ... , tws (t)), 
where for all 0 s: t s: T, i E Ns , a, (t) < bi (t), are some bounded exogenously 
given bounds for the portfolio weights 7r(t). If a money market security is (not) 
available for investment, then the bounds a(t) and b(t) must be such that if 
any set of constraints (3.25) is active, then we must have that equation (3.23) 
(equation (3.24)) must be satisfied almost surely. To continue we require Ito's 
formula for functionals of forward Levy processes. 
3.5 Ito's formula for functionals of forward Levy 
processes 
Let u = u(s,w) be Lebesgue integrable. For each .i E NB let the process 
Vj = Vj (t, w) be forward integrable with respect to B j . For each k E N q let 
Ak E B(lRN) be bounded below and let each process Pk = Pk(t, z, w) be forward 
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Poissoll integrable. Consid(~r the forward Leyy process of the fortll 
X(t) X(O) + it (1I(S) + i:= J. Pj(S. Z)V}'(dZ)) ds 
o ]=1 .1, 
From [42] we have the Ito formula for fundionals of forward Levy processes of 
the form (3.26). This formula has the sallle form as the usual Ito formula (for 
functionals of Levy processes) in ([7], Lemma 4.4.6). 
Theorem 6 FOT each j E Nq let A] E B(JRN ) be bounded below. If X is a 
fOTwaTd Levy process of the fOTm (8.26). then fOT each f E C 2 (JR) and fOT each 
o <:: t we have almost sUTely that 
f(X(t)) - f(X(O)) t ( N n ) in j'(X(S))l1(S) + ~j"(X(s)) L 1)J(8) ds 
o ]=1 
N n t 
+ ~.fa j'(X(S))Vj(s)d- B](s) 
fl/q .t 
-~ la/A.} j'(X(s))p](s.z)v}'(dz)ds 
N,} t . 
+ L 1/ [f (X(s-) + p](8. z)) - f(X(s- J)] vJ (dz)d8 
j=1 0 . A, 
N 
+ t j.t /. [f (X(s-) + p] (s. z)) - f(X(s-))] qj(d- s. dz). 
j=1 0 . A, 
Proof: See ([42], Theorem 8). • 
Using Theorem 6 we now derive the form of the insider wealth process W if 
the securities S are respectively continuous and discontinuous. 
3.5.1 Form of H' if S is continuous 
In this section the form of the insider wealth process H' is deriyed assuming the 
securities S are continuous. Let the matrix of jump coefficients be denoted by 
g == [gij], i E Ns,j E /Vq. Suppose S are driw~n by diffusions. in other words 
g == 0 almost surely in (3.19). For all 0 <:: t <:: T.z E JRN.j E NB.k E Nq let 
f(:r) 
1') (t) 
In T. u(t) 
W(t-) L;"';\ aij(t)7r,(t) ami pdt. z) 
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Then from Definition 8 and Theorem (j we have that 
(3.27) 
In later sections we shall require the formula of the wealth process for the case 
where Iro is eliminated from the portfolio optimisation via the equality constraint 
(3.23). Thus with g == 0 almost surely in (3.21) we have that 
For all 0 ::::: t ::::: T, Z E ]R. N ,j E N B , k E N q let 
f(x) Inx, 
u(t) W(C) (~o(t) + ~ti(t)Iri(t)) , 
Vj(t) W(C) (O"o,j(t) + ~a-ij(t)Ir,(t)) and 
pdt, z) O. 
Then from (3.28) and Theorem 6 we have that 
W(T) = W(t) exp (iT (~O(8) + ~ ~~(8)Iri(8) 
(3.29) 
3.5.2 Form of W if S is discontinuous 
In this section the form of the insider wealth process ~V is derived assuming the 
securities S are discontinuous. For all 0::::: t::::: T,z E ]R.N,j E N 13 ,k E Nq let 
f(x) In :r. 
vJ(t) = W(r) L[:;\ O"lj(t)Iri(t) and 
GO 
u( t) 
Pk(t.Z) 
lV(r) L[:;\ ~i(t)Iri(t), 
= W(r) L[:;\ !lidt, Z)Iri(t). 
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Then from Defillition 8 and Theorem 6 \ve have that 
Nu N8 T 
+ L L J a'J(s)7r,(s)d- Bj(s) 
j=l ,=1 t 
I ~ [ h, In (1+ ~g'j(" z)rr,(,)) qjW .,. dz) 
+ ~ JT f. (In (1 + ~g'j(S'Z)7ri(8)) - ~g'j(S'Z)7rl(S)) V](dZ)dS) . 
J=l t A J 1=1 1=1 
(3.30) 
If 7ro is eliminated from (3.21) using (3.23), then we have that 
d-W(t) 
W(t-) «o(t) + ~ (,(t)IT'(')) dl I ~ ("o.jit) + ~ ';,jit)rr,(I)) d- Bj(I) 
f ~ h, (gOd(t.Z) I ~.q>j(t.z)rr,(t)) q,Wt.dz). (3.31) 
For all 0 :::; t :::; T, Z E ]RN, j E N B , k E Nq let 
f(x) Inx, 
u(t) W(C) (~o(t) + ~~l(t)7r'(t)) . 
vJ(t) W(C) (ao.J(t) + ~ G-i j (t)7r,(t)) and 
Pk(t,Z) = W(C) (go.dt.Z) + ~9'dt'Z)7r,(t)). 
Then from (3.31) and Theorem 6 we have that 
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\Ve now define the insider portfolio selection problems we wish to solve. 
3.6 The Optimisation Problems 
Let U : [0, T] x lR+ ---; lR be a strictly increasing, concave and at least once 
differentiable utility function which is assumed to best describe the insider's 
investment preferences. We also require that U(t, W) := -00 for WO:;O 
which effectively imposes a positivity of wealth constraint. In this section we 
state the insider constrained portfolio selection problems we wish to solve. The 
constrained portfolio selection problems are multidimensional generalisations of 
those in ([18], [42], [62]) and this immediately introduces (amongst other things) 
an explicit unity weight constraint on the portfolio security weights which is not 
present in these papers. Inequality constraints on the insider's portfolio secu-
rity weights are also imposed and the resulting constrained portfolio selection 
problems arc solved via the method of calculus of variations. \\'e employ the 
calculus of variations to show how at each point in the derivation of insider 
constrained optimal portfolios, our results reduce to those in ([18], [42], [62]) 
in the unconstrained one-dimensional case. \\'e now define the insider portfolio 
selection problems we wish to solve. 
3.6.1 Problem (PI) 
The first portfolio selection problem we wish to solve is of the form 
Problem (PI) : 
sup JI (1r) := sup lE[U(T, W(T))] (3.33) 
7rEPj 7rEPj 
where PI is the set of admissible portfolios (Definition 9) for problem (PI). No 
explicit portfolio weight constraints or penalty fv,nctions [39] (defined in Section 
3.6.2 below) are included in (PI). The reason for this is that if the utility 
function in (3.33) is not logarithmic, then we cannot solve problem (PI) in 
the presence of explicit portfolio weight constraints and/or presence of penalty 
functions. See Section 3.7.2 specifically Remark 3 for further discussion of this. 
Note that the portfolio weights 1r must always sum to unity, so in the presence 
of the equality constraint (3.23), problem (PI) is actually a constrained opti-
misation problem. \Ve convert (PI) to an unconstrained optimisation problem 
however by eliminating 7ro using (3.23). 
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3.6.2 Problem (P2) 
From [62], considered in [ll6] is an insider portfolio selection problem. There 
the expected logarithmic utility of the insider's terminal \vealth oyer a finite 
time horizon [0. T] is maximised, in other words 
V := sup IE [log H'(T)]. (3.34) 
IT 
where the supremum in (3.34) is taken oyer all admissible portfolios as defined in 
[ll6] and the insider's financial market is comprised of a money market security 
and a diffusion. In [ll6] it is assumed that, at time 0, the insider knows in 
addition the future value of the underlying Brownian motion B at time To E ~+, 
where T < To. His filtration !HI is then given by H t = u(Ft U u(B(To))), the 
filtration generated by the Brownian motion up to time t and B(To). In [ll6] 
it is proved that in this case the optimal insider portfolio is 
1f(t) = ~(t) - r(t) + B(To) - B(t) 
u 2 (t) u(t)(To - t) (3.35) 
and that the corresponding maximal expected utility is 
v IE [ ( (r(3) + ~ (~(3) ~ r(3))2 + 1 ) d3] 
Jo 2 U-(8) 2(To - s) (3.36) 
The portfolio (3.35) is unappealing for the insider since as t --> To, (3.35) 
becomes proportional to the derivative of B at t = To-' But B is nowhere 
differentiable so this will result in the insider having to implement significantly 
different portfolio rebalances (infinitely often) and so draw much attention to 
his investment. Secondly, as T --> To in (3.36), V becomes infinite. Due to the 
introduction of penalty functions in [62] the ab(we undesired properties of (3.35) 
(the optimal insider portfolio derived in [ll6]) are mitigated. So from [62] let lL 
be a linear operator of the form 
or 
d lL(1f(t)) = K(t)-1f(t), 0:::: t :::: T dt (3.37) 
where K is deterministic and F; at least once-differentiable such that (lL( 1f( t)))2 
is Lebesgue integrable. (For simplicity \ve do not assume that F; is differentiable 
in distribution as explained in [88].) For notational simplicity we write lL( 1f( t)) 
instead of (lL( 1f))( t) (which emphasises that lL acts on a function 1f and produces 
another function of time). In (3.37) the operators lL measure respectively the 
size and fluctuations of the portfolio 1f. To prevent or suppress the undesired 
behaviour of a wildly fluctuating optimal insider portfolio (3.35), the following 
objective functional is posited in [62] viz 
V:= s~pIE [IOgH'(T) - ~ .foT(lL(1f(S)))2dS]' (3.38) 
Before we state the second insider constrained portfolio selection problem we 
wish to solve. \ve define the set of admissible portfolios. 
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Definition 10 (Admissible portfolios) A set of contrvl pT'Ocesses 1r wher'e 
1r( t) E lR Ns for all 0 <::; t <::; T, is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for problem (P2) if the following hold: 
(i) 1r satisfies Definition 8. 
(ii) For each i,j E Ns let 
be a linear operator. Let IL == [ILij]. Then for each wEn the port-
folio 1r must be in the domain of IL, the N s pT'Ocesses IL( 1r( t)) must be 
Ydl-adapted and using the Hilbert-Schmidt norm4 the function IIIL(1r( t)) 112 
must be Lebesgue integrable. 
We denote by P2 the set of all admissible portfolios for pr'oblem (P2). • 
In Definition 10 the operator IL is linear to ensure that IIIL(1r(t))112 is convex 
in each 7ri(t), i E Ns so that the objective functional (3.43) defined below is 
concave in each 7r, (t), i E Ns . Also particular clusters of securities S may be 
penalised differently which is why IL is not simply a diagonal matrix operator. 
For each i, j E Ns the penalty function ILij : P2 --t P2 measures for example 
the size and/or fluctuations of the portfolio weight 7rj. As a multidimensional 
generalisation of the penalty functions discussed in [62] we could have for all 
0<::; t <::; T that 
IL(1r(t)) = K(t)1r(t), (3.39) 
where the Ns x Ns matrix of real-valued functions K are deterministic such 
that the function IIIL( 1r( t)) 112 is Lebesgue-integrable. The form of IL in (3.39) 
models the situation \vhere the insider is penalised for large volumes of trade in 
the securities S. Again generalising the penalty functions discussed in [62], an 
alternative choice could be 
(3.40) 
where the N s x N s matrix ofreal-valued functions K are at least once-differentiable 
such that the function IIIL(1r( t)) 112 is Lebesgue-integrable. In this case the insider 
is penalised for large trade fluctuations in the securities S. Other choices of IL 
are possible, including combinations of (3.39) and (3.40). 
In this section the objective functional of the portfolio selection problem we 
solve was inspired by (3.38), the objective functional posited in [62]. We now 
explain why the insider constrained portfolio selection problem (P2) has the 
1From ([61], [14<1]) the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a real-valued Ns x Ns matrix K == [KiJl 
is defined as 
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form stated ill (3.43)-(3.45) below. :\'ow we aim to deriye constrained portfolios 
\\"hieh proyide for an insider the maximal expected utility of terminal ,,'Calth 
(oyer a finite time horizon). To explain the ideas we state one of the simpler 
illsider constrained portfolio selection problems we wish to so lye yiz 
sup JE[U(T. W(T))] 
1rCP2 
subject to (3.24) and (3.25). 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
The difficulty \vith solYing the constrained optimisation problem (3.41)-(3.42) 
is that the objective functional (3.41) is comprised not only of Lebesgue inte-
grals but also more general stochastic integrals. If (3.41) was comprised only of 
Lebesgue integrals (in other words the financial market model (3.14)-(3.15) \vas 
deterministic), then it is very easy to solve a constrained optimisation problem 
subject to either algebraic or (Lebesgue) integral constraints. See [53] for how to 
do this. (Algebraic constraints are for example of the form (3.23)-(3.25).) From 
[.53], a deterministic constrained variational problem (in other words a problem 
in l'ariational calc11111s [125]) is solved by focusing on the integrand in the ob-
jectiye functional and forming the Lagrangian by incorporating the constraints. 
The (constrained) yariational problem (3.41)-(3.42) is stochastic. Thus we can-
not focus only on the integrand in (3.41) (and form the Lagrangian). From the 
form (3.30) of the insider wealth process TL the integrators Band q cOlltain 
crucial information about the (~volution of the financial market (3. U)-(3.15). \Ye 
haye not found any theory which solves stochastic yariational problems subject 
to algebraic constraints where the important point is that forward stochastic 
integrals are present in the objectiye functional. The theory \\"hich COlIles clos-
est to possibly' solying (3.41)-(3.42) is duality theory discussed in ([72]. Chapters 
5-6). Duality theory allows one to soh'e stochastic constrained yariational prob-
lems where (the objective functional is a stochastic integral and) the constraints 
are algebraic. Duality theory however cannot be applied to the insider problem 
(3Al)-(3.42) since duality theory relies heayily on sub- and super-martingale 
properties of the stochastic integrals comprising the inyestor's wealth process 
\\"hich is not present in our setting. (Recall that the disturbances Band q are 
IF-adapted whereas the insider portfolio process 7r is !HI-predictable and IF C;; !HI. 
This is why the insider wealth process TV' is comprised of forward stochastic in-
tegrals.) This is the first reason why the constrained portfolio selection problem 
(P2) has the alternative form defined in (3.43)-(3.45) below. 
~exL an isoperimetric problem is a variational problem subject to integral 
constraints. There is standard theory in ([39]. Section 3.6) and [45] for solving 
isoperimetric problems. We have not howeyer been able to conyert the problem 
(3.41 )-(3.42) (subject to algebraic constraints) to an equiyaient isoperimetric 
problem (subject to integral constraints). At this point howe\"er \\"e recall the 
following from the introduction of Chapter 2. Section 2.3: 
Consider- a constrained optimisation problem u'ith a C071CU1'e objec-
til'e function. The con.straints that are actice at a feasible por-t-
folio 7r r-estr-ict the domain of feasibility in neighbourhoods of 7r. 
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while the inactive constraints have no influence in the neighbo'l1.r-
hoods of 1r. So if we know a priori which constraints in (3.25) 
are active. then the resulting portfolio is a local maxirrrum de-
termined by ignoring the inactive constraints and treating all 
other constraints as equality constraints. We then solve 
each of a family of equality constrained optimisation problems 
from scratch to find a constrained optimal solution. 
So the way to solve a constrained optimisation problem with a concave objec-
tive jimctional is first to solve the unconstrained form of the problem. If the 
unconstrained solution satisfies the inequality constraints (3.25), then the un-
constrained solution is in fact also the constrained optimal solution. If the 
unconstrained solution violates (3.25), then different combinations of inequality 
constraints need to be set active (at the times when the unconstrained solution 
violates the inequality constraints) and each equality constrained optimisation 
problem must be solved from scratch. A constrained optimal solution is that 
which satisfies the (equality and inequality) constraints in (3.42) and has the 
largest objective functional value (3.41). So in summary: 
• vVe are interested in solving the constrained optimisation problem (3.41)-
(3.42) which is comprised of an integral objective functional subject to 
algebraic constraints. 
• "'"e cannot simply focus on the integrand in (3.41) and form the La-
grangian (by incorporating the constraints (3.42)) since (3.41) is com-
prised of stochastic integrals. The integrators Band q provide crucial 
inforlllation about the state of the financial market (3.14)-(3.15). 
• "Ie have not found any theory which solves variational problems subject 
to algebraic constraints and where forward stochastic integrals are present 
in the ob.iectiw~ functional. 
• Theory for solving isoperimetric problems exist. \Ve have not however 
been able to convert the problem (3.41)-(3.42) (subject to algebraic con-
straints) to an equivalent isoperimetric problem. 
• Constrained optimisation problems are solved by setting active different 
combinations of inequality constraints when required and solving each 
equality constrained optimisation problem from scratch. 
• Recalling how inequality constrained optimisation problems are actually 
solved, to solve (3.41)-(3.42) (subject to algebraic constraints), we solve 
an alternative isoperimetric problem (subject to integral constraints) in 
which we can set constraints active when required. 
• We employ the standard theory in ([39], Section 3.6) and [45] (to solve 
isoperirnetric problems) to solve the insider constrained portfolio selection 
problem (P2) defined below. 
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Thus the (alternative) illsider constrained portfolio selection problem we solve 
is 
Problem (P2) : 
J2 := sup h(1f) := sup IE [U(T. W(T)) - ~ (1IIL(1f(S)) 112 dS] (3.43) 
1fEP2 1fEP2 2 .fo 
subject to IE [faT k6(t) 11'(t) - ~ 1fi (t)1 dt] = 0 (3.44) 
IE [faT kJ(t) I~ hij (t)1fi(t) - hj(t) 1 dt] = O. j = 1.. .. , ME N.(3.45) 
For generality the function kJ(t) in (3.44) is allowed to have the value 0 but 
in practice it is identically 1. Thus since the integrand in (3.44) is nonnegative 
it implies almost surely that (3.24) holds. Although (3.44) is a special case of 
(3.45), it is explicitly included to distinguish between the cases where a money 
market security is unavailable and available for investment by the insider. In 
(3.45) MEN denotes the number of (lillear) integral equality constraints. Let 
the set N AJ := {l, .... AI}. Then for j E J!V:\1 each kJ = kJ(t.w) is an a priori 
defined function which has either the value 0 or 1 and as a result defines over 
which time intervals in [0. T] that integral equality constraint is active. For 
i E Ns.j E NAJ each function hij = hij(t.w) alld hj = hJ(t,w) must be such 
that each Lebesgue integral in (3.45) exists. The gellC'ral integral constraints 
(3.44 )-( 3.45) will be used to impose (or set active) the algebraic constraints 
(3.24)-(3.25) whell required. Other equality constraillts which are also special 
cases of (3.45) include for example the follmving: 
• The \veighted sum of the expected returns of the securities S must equal 
some required portfolio expected return ~ = ~(t.w) (as in a meall-variallce 
optimisation). This constraint is imposed via the integral constraint 
(3.46) 
where the function ki is identically 1. :\ote that since the integrand in 
(3.46) is nonnegative. (3.46) implies almost surely that we must have 
Ns 
L~i(t)1f,(t) = ~(t) for all 0::; t::; T. 
i=1 
One could also impose that the weighted sum of the expected returns of 
some group of securities S must equal some required expected return. 
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• The SUIll of the weights of some group of securities must equal a desired 
value. For example 
(3.4 7) 
where K = K( t, w), and the function k~ could have the value 1 only over 
some subset of [0, T]. Since the integrand in (3.4 7) is nonnegative it implies 
almost surely that we must have 
for all 0 :::; t :::; T. 
• vVe could constrain the weight of some security to be a prespecified value 
for a prespecified period of time over [0, T]. This will be effected by the 
integral constraint 
(3.48) 
where the function b6 = b6 (t, w) could be an a priori defined upper bound 
of 7f6 and the function k§ = k§ (t, w) could have the value 1 only over the 
time intervals [0,1] and [3.5] (with T = 10 say) and zero otherwise. 
So knowing how to solve constrained optimisation problems, we solve prob-
lem (3.41)-(3.42) (subject to algebraic constraints) by solving the alternative 
isoperimetric problem (P2). Continuing, we use the theory of the calculus of 
variations ([39], [45]) in the presence of integral equality constraints, and form 
the Lagrangian 
h(7r) - IE [.faT k6kl(8) 11(8) - ~ 7f,(8) 1 ds 
-t, [ k;kj(,) I~h,,(')rr,(') - h,(')1 d,] 
(3.49) 
where the constants k6, kJ E lK+ are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the 
integral constraints (3.44)-(3.45). At some point in trying to solve (P2) we shall 
have to differentiate (3.49). This will be done by considering the cases where 
the arguments of the absolute values in (3.49) are either positive or negative. 
The results of differentiating will differ only by a negative sign. Thus not to 
duplicate the operations we define for all 0 :::; t :::; T, j E NJv! the functions 
AO (t) .- { -k6k6(t) if 1(t) - 2:~\ 7fi(t) ::;> 0 k6 kl(t) otherwise 
and (3.50) 
Aj (t) '- { -kJkJ(t) if 2:~\ hij(t)7fi(t) - hj(t) ::;> 0 kJkJ(t) otherwise. 
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"-e then re\vrite the Lagrangian (3.49) as 
h(7r) + IE [loT AO(S) ( 1'(S) - ~ IT'(S)) ds 
+ t iT AJ(8) [i: hiJ(S)ITI (8) - IlJ (8)] ciS] 
J=l a ,=1 
(3.51) 
Thus by differentiating (3.51) once we produce the results of differentiating 
(3.49) in the two cases, by simply considering the positive and negative form of 
the multipliers Aj' j E NM U {a}. As is standard in the calculus of variations, by 
partially differentiating (3.51) with respect to the Lagrange multipliers k6, k;, 
we obtain the integral constraints (3.44)-(3.45). Thus a solution of (P2) is 
equivalent to finding a solution of the problem 
sup V2 (7r) subject to (3.44)-(3.45). 
1fEP2 
3.6.3 Problem (P3) 
In the solution methodologies of both problems (PI) and (P2), to obtain an 
explicit formula for an optimal portfolio 7r, at some point in the analysis the 
inverse of a covariance matrix will need to be calculated. If a money market 
securit~· So (defined in (3.14)) is available for investment, then since its volatility 
is zero. the resulting covariance matrices will be singular. "-e circumvent this 
problem by eliminating ITo via the unity weight constraint (3.23) and do not 
include the constraint (3.23) in the optimisation problem since it is then always 
satisfied. The difference between problems (P2) and (P3) is that in (P2) ITo 
can be explicitly constrained to particular values whereas in (P3) the best one 
can do is ensure that for all 0 <::: t <::: T almost surel~-
N,"; 1\/.<.." 
1- Lbi(t) <::: ITo(t) <::: 1- LOi(t). 
i=l 1=1 
where a and b are lower and upper bounds defined in (3.25). Essentially in 
(P3), So is a balancing security, which is the drawback of the approach in 
(P3). Note however that in (P2) none of the characteristics of So (such as 
its expected return r(t) and its zero volatility) are taken into account in the 
portfolio optimisation. In (P2) the value of ITo(t) is fixed irrespective of the 
relationship between the moments of the return distributions of So and S. This 
is the drawback of the approach in (P2). In (P3) all the moments of the 
return distribution of So are taken into account in the portfolio optimisation. In 
practice either one of the two approaches can be employed. Long-only managers 
may have to use the approach in (P2), whereas hedge fund managers possibly 
have more flexibility and can employ the approach in (P3). ,Yc now define the 
insider's set of admissible portfolios and then state the constrained portfolio 
selection problem we wish to solve. 
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Definition 11 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 7r wheTe 
7r(t) E lRN~ fOT all 0 -s: t -s: T, is said to be admissible (01' an admissible 
portfolio) fOT problem (P3) if the following hold: 
(i) 7r satisfies Definition 9. 
(ii) Definition 10(ii). 
We denote by P 3 the set of all admissible pOTtfolios fOT problem (P3). • 
If a money market security is available for investment, then the insider con-
strained portfolio selection problem we want to solve is 
Problem (P3) : 
subject to (3.45). (3.53) 
As in Section 3.6.2 we can show that solving (P3) is equivaleIlt to solving the 
constrained optimisation problem 
where the Lagrangian 
sup V3(7r) subject to (3.45), 
'/rEP 
(3.54) 
h(7r) is defined in (3.52), Aj,j E NM are defined in (3.50) (and for all 0 -s: t -s: 
T we must have that (3.23) holds almost surely). We now consider different 
forms of the disturbances in the financial market (3.14)-(3.15) and solve the 
portfolio selection problems (Pl)-(P3) in each case. We consider two types of 
financial market where the disturbances driving the evolution of the securities 
S are respectively diffusions and Levy processes with jumps. For each portfolio 
selection problem and financial market there are additional requirements for a 
portfolio 7r to be admissible and these are listed in each section. 
3.7 Market driven by Diffusions 
In this section problems (Pl)-(P3) arc solved assuming the risky securities S 
are driven by diffusions. The financial market in this section is a special case of 
the financial market (3.14)-(3.15) viz with the jump coefficients g == 0 almost 
surely. For a general utility function U, we have only been able to solve the 
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insider portfolio selection problem in t he absence of explicit weight constraints 
and absence of penalty functions. \Ye ('xplain in Section :3.7.2. specifically Re-
mark :3. wh~' this is the case. In Section :3.7.1 we soh'e the insider portfolio 
selection problem for general utility - this is problem (PI) discussed in Sec-
tion :3.6.1. In Sections :3.7.2 and 3.7.:3 we solve constrained portfolio selection 
problems in the presence of penalty functions and explicit weight constraints 
and assuming the insider has logarithmic utility. \Ye then soh'e this problem 
assuming a money market security is unayailable and m'ailable for ilwestment 
and these are problems (P2) and (P3) respectiyel~' discussed in Sections :3.6.2 
and :3.6.:3. 
3.7.1 General utility 
In this section \ve solve problem (PI). Here the insider is assumed to haye gen-
eral utilit~· and no explicit portfolio weight constraints and no penalty functions 
are present in the portfolio selection problem. As mentioned in Section :3.6.1, 
the unity weight constraint (3.23) is used to eliminate 'ifo from the optimisation 
problem and in so doing problem (PI) is made unconstrained. By eliminating 
'ifo the wealth process has the form (3.29). The main result in this section is 
(:3.70) an optimality equation which an optimal portfolio 'if for problem (PI) 
must satisfy. For the rest of this thesis let () := (81 ..... 8 N s ) be a portfolio. \Ye 
nmv define the set of admissible portfolios PBl. 
Definition 12 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 'if where 
1r(t) E ]RNs for all 0 :::; t :::; T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for problem (PI) if the following hold: 
( i) 1r satisfies Definition 9. 
(ii) We require that JE[U'(T. ~V(T))W(T)l < x. u.'here [J'(t.x) := !/xU(t,x). 
(This is required to enSU7'e that the Radon-Nil,'odym derivative in (8.57) 
below is finite so that Bayes' Theorem can be applied. Recall that U' (t. x) > 
o since U is strictly concave. and W (T) > 0 almost surely.) 
(iii) Let 1r and () be two portfolios which satisfy (i)-(ii) ab01'e. Recall the form 
(3.29) of the insider wealth process. For all 0:::; t :::; T. i ENs let 
·1 (Nn Ns ) Nn t 
Mz(t) := 10 ~,(s) - ~ao,](S)o-ij(S) - ~O"Zj(s)'if](S) ds + ~ J
o 
o-ij(s)dBj(8). 
(3.55) 
where from (3.20) we have that O"'j(t) := L~:1 o-jdt)o-zdt). Let y := 
(Yl . ... , YNs ) E ]RNs. Then ther'e must e:rist a 5 > 0 s11ch that for each 
i E /\'/5 u'e have that y, E (-6.5) and the family 
{[J' (T. WeT, 1r+diag(y)O)) TV(T,1r+diog(y)O) 1.11, (T.1r+diog(y)()) 1 }O<;y<;6 
is llTliformly integrable. where WeT) == lV(T.1r) and jI,(T) == M z(T.1r) 
and 8 is an ]\-5 x 1 matrix with all elements equal to 5. (This is required 
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to en8ure that the partial derimtiz'e8 of the objective junctional in (8.33) 
e:ri8t. } 
We denote by Pm the 8et of all admissible portfoli08 for problem (PI). • 
In what follows, Theorems 7-9 are generalisations of ([18], Theorem 3.5(i), The-
orem 3.6, Theorem 3.8) respectively. ';\Ie now prove the following theon,m in 
which we show that that the processes M := (All, ... . 1\1 N s ) defined in (3.55) 
are (!HI, Q)-martingales. 
Theorem 7 Suppose 7r E Pm is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). Then 
each Mi in (3.55) is an (!HI, Q)-martingale where the probability measure Q is 
defined by 
dQ = F(T)dJP' (3.56) 
and 
F(T) := (JE[U'(T, W(T))W(T)])-lU'(T, W(T))W(T). (3.57) 
Proof: Recall (3.33) viz 
sup .h(7r):= sup JE[U(T, W(T))]. 
-rrEPDl -rrEPDl 
Let () E PEl be another admissible portfolio of the following form. Fix t E [0, T) 
and h > 0 such that t + h <::; T and 
(3.58) 
where each random variable e?(t) is bounded and "Ht-measurable. Then, by 
assumption of the optimality of 7r, for y E (-0,0) the function 
f(y) := J 1 (7r + diag(y)()) (3.59) 
is maximal for y = 0, hence for each i ENs 
(3.60) 
Since the expected returns, volatilities and portfolios 7r and () are bounded, 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem the interchanging of classical 
differentiation and Lebesgue integration in (3.60) is justified. (See Remark 2 
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below.) Substituting the particular form (3.515) of 0 into (3.60) and multiplying 
by (IE[U'(T. W(T))lV(T)])-l \ve get that 
(3.61 ) 
where F(T) is defined in (3.57). ~ote that there is no longer forward diffu-
sion integration in (3.61) since a are IF-predictable and Bare (IF.lP')-Brownian 
motions. Since (3.61) is valid for all bounded Hrmeasurable random variables 
e?(t). i ENs, we conclude that 
o 
(3.62) 
For all i ENs let !II, be defined as in (3.55). Then recalling Bayes' Theorem') 
with dQ := F(T)dJ'l, we have from (3.62) that 
IE;:;:[JI;(t + h) - M;(t)IHtl (IE]fD[F(T)IHt])-IIE;;r[F(T)(M,(t + h) - M;(t))IHtl 
O. (3.63) 
which implies that 
(3.64) 
since each 1'1, (t) is Ht-measurable. Since t E [0. T] and h > 0 are arbitrary in 
(3.64). we conclude that each process Mi is an (!HI. Q)-martingale. • 
Remark 2 We make the following remarks. 
(i) In the proof of Theorem 7 classical partial differentiation was employed. 
In /62) the theory of Malliavin calculus is discussed. It is also briefly dis-
cussed in this thesis in Section S.8.1. In the derivation of (/62). equation 
(5.14)) however Malliavin calculus need not be employed. The reason is 
.5 Ba'\'es' Theorem: Let Q and IP' be two probability measures on the space (fl. HT. B). let 
the random variable K := ~ and let ~(t) := S?[KIHtl. Then for some random variable X 
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that the variational parameter y defined in ([6'2). equation (5.14)) is a con-
stant and can be taken outside of the forward diffmion integral. This is 
why Malliavin calculus is not employed in the derivation of (3.60). Malli-
avin calculus will be required to find constrained optimal portfolios if the 
securities S erhibit jumps. The reason for this is that in this case it is 
not possible to take the variational parameters y outside of the forwar'd 
Poisson integrals and then classically differentiate with respect to y. The 
variational parameters y cannot be taken outside of the forward Poisson 
integrals because they form part of the argmnent of the (nonlinear) natural 
logarithm found in the analytical forms of the wealth process (3.30) and 
(3.32). 
(ii) Since the Brownian motions Bare (IB', IF)-Brownian motions and the pro-
cesses iT are IF -predictable, the stochastic integrals 'L.f:l J~ iT,j (s )dBj (s) 
are (IF, IF) -Ito integrals. Tlms, albeit that each Mi is an (lHI, rfJ) -martingale. 
we don't know whether J\;li is an (IF, IF)-martingale. So we cannot conclude 
that the bounded variation process 
in (3.55) is zero almost surely for all a <::: t <::: T. In TheoTem 9 we 
show that by subtracting processes of bounded variation from the (IF, IF)-
Brownian mot'ions B. we an; able to convert the processes B to (lHI, IF)-
Brownian motions. 
¥/e now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things 
that the (IF, IF)-Brownian motions Bare (lHI, IF)-sernimartingales. 
Theorem 8 Let 1r E PHI be an optimal portfolio for problem (P 1). Then we 
have the following. (i) Let the processes M and random variable F be given by 
(3.55) and (3.57) respectively. Then for all 0<::: t <::: T, i ENs the processes 
" _() '= '1-() _ t d[M" P](s) lVI, t . 11 ,t J 0 F (s) (3.65) 
aTe (lHI, IF) -martingales, where for all a <::: t <::: T 
P(t) := lE[F(T)IHtl. (3.66) 
(ii) For each i ENs the process 
is an (lHI, IF) -semimartingale. 
(iii) The Brownian motions B defined in (3.15) are (lHI, IF)-semirnartingales. 
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(ir') Forward stochastic integraLs of IT.ll-predictabLe integrabLe stochastic processes 
with respect to B are in fact Ito integraLs. In other u'ords for aLL 0 ::::; tl ::::; 
t2 ::::; T. j E N Rand IT.ll-predictabLe integrabLe stochastic process (X (t. w). 0 ::::; t ::::; 
T. w E r2). we have aLmost sureLy that 
(3.67) 
Proof: 
(i) Suppose the processes M := (1\11, ... ,"~INs) are (IT.ll.IP')-local martingales and 
that for each t E [0, T] the expected value of the quadratic variation of each 1\Ii 
is finite. Then from Theorem 4 we have that the processes M of (3.65) are 
(IT.ll, IP')-martingales and we have proved part (i). 
:\"ow for all admissible portfolios PBl the terminal wealth value 0 < W(T) 
almost surely, thus we have that 0 < F(T) almost surely, where F(T) is defined 
in (3.57). Thus we have from (3.57) that 
dIP' = F(T)-ldQ =: G(T)dQ. (3.68) 
By Bayes' Theorem let F be the (IT.ll. Q)-martingale defined by 
F(t) = EGlG(T)I'Htl = (Ep [F(T)I'Htl)-IE¥[F(T)G(T)I'Htl = (Eco[F(T)I'H t ])-I. 
);ow suppose 7r E PBl is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). By Theorem 7 
we knmv that the processes M defined in (3.55) are (IT.ll. Q)-martingales. Thus 
from (3.68) and Corollary 4, we have that the processes Mare (RIP')-local 
martingales. Secondly, from Theorem 5, for each t E [0. T] the expected value 
of the quadratic variation of the processes M is finite. 
(ii) Suppose 7r E Pm is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). Then from 
(3.55) and (3.65) we have that 
A'r,lt) -[ ((, I') - ; "0.,1' )a"I'; 
- ; a"I')ff, 1'1) <1, + [ P-'I,)dIM" I'll.,), 
Thus for each i E Ns the expression Sf (t) := 2::;:1 J~ (jij (s )dBj (s) is an (RIP')-
semimartingale because it is the sum of an (IT.ll.IP')-martingale "(Ii and a process 
of bounded variation. 
(iii) Let SB := (Sf . ... ,sIt). Then from (ii) above the expressions 
SB(t) = r (j(.s)dB(s) 
.fo 
arC' (IT.ll.IP')-semimartingales. Thus the expressions 
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are (lHI, lP')-scmimartingales. Thus the expressions 
are (lHI, lP')-semimartingales. 
(iv) From (iii) above, since each Bj,j E NB is an (lHI,lP')-semimartingale, inte-
gration of an lHI-predictable intcgrable stochastic process X with respect to any 
B j is Ito integration. • 
Note that the stochastic integrals (3.67) are not necessarily (lHI, lP')-martingales 
since the processes B are not necessarily (lHI, lP')-Brownian motions. We now 
prove the following theorem in which we derive an optimality equation for an 
optimal portfolio 7r for problem (PI). 
Theorem 9 Assume 7r is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). Then (i) each 
Bj,j E NB is an (lHI,lP')-semimart'ingale. in other words for each j there exists 
an lHI-predictable bounded variation process H j such that 
13j := Bj - H j is an (lHI, lP')-Brownian motion. (3.69) 
(ii) Let~ := (€I, ... , €N.J. Then if the processes [M, F] and H := (HI, ... , HNn ) 
are ab80lutely continuous, then we have the following explicit formula for an op-
timal por·tfolio 7r for problem (PI) viz for all 0 :::; t :::; T 
(3.70) 
almost surely. where for fixed k E Nsu{o} the vectorak == [an := [L~:l akjG-ij]. 
Fmoj: 
(i) From Theorem 8(iii) for each j E N n the process B j is an (lHI, lP')-semimartingale. 
Thus each Bj has a Doob-Meyer decomposition ([117], Theorem III.3) 
(3.71) 
where each 13j is a continuous (lHI, lP')-local martingale and each H j is a process 
of bounded variation. From (3.71) 
From thc Levy characterisation of Brownian motion ([11 7], Theorem II.39), 
since 13j is a continuous (lHI, lP')-local martingale with a quadratic variation of t, 
it is an (lHI, lP')-Brownian motion. 
(ii) From (3.65) and (3.69) we hayc for all 0:::; t :::; T, i ENs that almost surely 
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IVJj f it f ) 
+ L G- 1)(s)yH)(8) - P-1(8);. [M,. P](s) d8 
)=1 C.S .0 .s 
(3.72) 
since by assumption the functions [M. P] and H are absolutely continuous. Now 
the processes Mare (lHl, lP')-martingales, the processes B := (131 ..•. . ENu ) are 
(lHl.lP')-Brownian motions and the processes (j are lHl-predictable. thus the left 
hand side of (3.72) is an (lHl, lP')-local martingale which is also continuous. But 
the right hand side of (3.72) is a bounded variation process. thus from ([117], 
Corollary 11.1) the process on the left hand side of (3.72) must be constant 
almost surely equalling in particular its initial value which is zero. Then dif-
ferentiating (3.72) with respect to t and applying the fundamental theorem of 
calculus, (3.70) is obtained. • 
In the next section a constrained portfolio selection problem is solved &'isuming 
the insider has logarithmic utility and invests in a financial market driven by dif-
fusions. It is also assumed that penalty functions and explicit weight constraints 
are present, however a money market securit:v is not available for investment. 
3.7.2 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and no investment in a money market security 
In this section problem (P2) is solved assuming the insider has logarithmic 
utility. invests in a financial market driven by diffusions and assuming that 
explicit portfolio weight constraints and penalty functions are present in the 
portfolio selection problem. It is assumed however that the insider cannot invest 
in a money market security (since this will result in the covariance matrices 
being singular). (In Section 3.7.3 this restriction is relaxed.) Consequently the 
wealth process has the form (3.27). The main result in this section is (3.82) an 
optimality equation which an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P2) must satisfy. 
\Ye now define the set of admissible portfolios PB2 for problem (P2). 
Definition 13 (Admissible portfolios) A set of contml processes 7rwher'e 
7r(t) E JFtNs for all 0 ~ t ~ T, is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for problem (P2) if the following hold: 
(i) 7r satisfies Definition 10. 
(ii) Let 7r and e be two portfolios which satisfy (i) abore. Recall the form 
(3.27) of the insider wealth proce88. For all 0 ~ t ~ T. i ENs let 
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t ( Ns 1II) 
+ 10 -~ lL},(lLJ1 (1f,(S))) - AO(S) + ~ Aj(s)h'j(s) d8, 
(3.73) 
where the processes A j, j E NlII U {O} are defined 'in (S. 50) and from (8.17) 
we have that a'J(t) := "L;~:I ojk(t)a,dt). Let y := (YI,"" YNJ E ]RNs. 
Then there mU8t exi8t a 15 > 0 8uch that for each i E Ns we have that 
y, E (-15,15) and the family 
{IM;(T,7r + diag(y)O)I}o<y<o 
i8 uniformly integrable. where M; (T) == AI; (T, 7r) and 8 is an N 5 X 1 matrix 
with all elements equal to 15. (Thi8 i8 required to ens'ure that the partial 
derivative8 of the Lagrangian in (3.75) below exist.) 
We denote by P B2 the set of all admi8sible portfolios for problem (P2). • 
In what follows, Theorems 11-13 are generalisations of ([62], Theorem 5.3-
5.5) respectively. For the rest of this thesis we require the following: Let 
lLt : L2([O, T]) ---+ L2([0, T]) denote the adjoint operator of lL in the Hilbert 
space L2([O, T]). Then for all sufficiently differentiable functions a and f3 in the 
domain of lL and lL t we have that 
vVe nmv prove the following theorem in which we show that the processes M := 
CAh, .. . , MNJ defined in (3.73) are (lHI, lP')-martingales. 
Theorem 10 A8smne 7r E Pm is an optimal portfolio for problem (P2). Then 
each M; defined in (S. 7S) i8 an (lHI, lP') -martingale. 
Proof: Recall the definition of the Lagrangian V2 (7r) in (3.51). Let 0 E PB2 
be another admissible portfolio of the following form. Fix t E [0, T) and h > 0 
such that t + h :S: T and 
0;(8) = O?(t)x[t,t+h] (8) for all O:S: 8:S: T,i ENs, (3.74) 
where each random variable O?(t) is bounded and 'Hrmeasurable. Then by 
assumption of the optimality of 7r, for y E (-8,8) the function 
f(y) V2 (7r+diag(y)O) 
.h (7r + diag(y)()) + IE [.IoT AO(S) ( Y(s) - ~(1f'(8) + Y;O;(s))) d8 
+ t, [r Aj(') [~h,j(')(K'(') I y,8,(.,)) - J,j(")] dS] (U5) 
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is maximal for y = 0, hence for each i E Ns 
o = [,~ f(y)] 
uy, y=o 
IE [U'(T' W(T))W(T) ()~ (rT (~~'(S)("i(S) + y,B,(s)) 
.'Jz Jo ,=1 
1 Nn (N8 )2) 
-"2 f; 8 aij(S)("'(S) + y,B,(8)) ds 
+ ~ ~ /,' a'i(')(K,(,) + y,O,(·,)W Bi(')) 
+ ,,0 (_~ rT 111L(7r(s) + diag(y)O(s))11 2d8 
uy, 2 Jo 
+ faT '\0(8) (1(8) - ~(7r'(8) + y,B,(S))) d8 
+ ~ [' Ai (.,) [~h,j(')(K,(') + y,O, (,)) - /,,(.,) 1 d.,) ] F" 
(3.76) 
Since the expected returns, volatilities and portfolios 7r and 0 are bounded, 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem the interchanging of classical 
differentiation and Lebesgue integration in (3.76) is justified. Since U is assumed 
to be logarithmic:, (3.76) reduces to 
o ~ IE [/,' ((,(') - ~~"(H)Ki(")) O,(.,)d.<+ ~ /,' a'jl.,)O,I.'W Bjl,) 
C [' ( - ~ JLj,llLj , (K,I'))) - AO(") + t, Ail,)h,il.')) O,I')d']. 
(3.77) 
Substituting the particular form (3.74) of 0 into (3.77) it reduces to 
o = 
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Since (3.78) is valid for all bounded 'Ht-measurable random variables e?(t), we 
conclude that 
o = 
With Mi defined in (3.73), from (3.79) we have that 
lE[Mi(t + h) - Mi(t)I'Ht] o. (3.80) 
Since t E [0, T] and h > 0 are arbitrary in (3.80) and Afi(t) is 'Hrmeasurable 
we have that each lUi is an (1HI, IF)-martingale. • 
Remark 3 We now explain why we have not been able to solve the constrained 
portfolio selection problem (P2) if the insider has a general utility function -
the reasoning is the same for problem (P3). In Theorem 10 above, if we want 
to further manipulate equation (3.76) assuming a general utility function, then 
the difficulty we encounter (using the methodology in Theorem 7) is that the 
random variable U'(T, W(T))W(T) is not a coefficient of any of the constraint 
terms and penalty function terms in (3. 76). We cannot then facto rise out the 
random variable U' (T, W (T)) W (T) and show that the resulting expression is an 
(1HI, QI)-martingale (as in Theorem 7). To continue on from equation (3.76) we 
have to eliminate the random variable U'(T, W(T))W(T). The random vari-
able U'(T, W(T))W(T) will be deterministic only if U(t, x) = hI (t) In(h2(t)x) 
where hI, h2 an: determini8t'ic functions 811,ch that U (t, x) is defined for all 
o :S t :S T,:r E jR+. (This property of the logarithmic utility function is also 
exploited in {f72}. pp151. pp156) where optimal portfolios are derived by ma:r-
imising the growth rate of wealth. From {72} the consequence of using a loga-
rithmic objective functional in a finite time horizon optimisation problem is that 
optimal control variables are independent of the terminal time T.) Now formally 
we could continue on from equation (3. 76) and solve for an optimal portfolio 7r, 
but what we shall find 'i.s that this optimal portfolio is in terms of the random 
variable U'(T, W(T) )W(T). Hence if managing this portfolio in practice at i'ime 
t < T, then an insider must know the terminal value of his por·tfolio. Even for 
an insider, this is quite challenging to know before the terminal time T. 
vVe now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things 
that the (IF, IF)-Brownian motions Bare (1HI, IF)-semimartingales. 
Theorem 11 Suppose 7r E PB2 is an optimal portfolio for problem (P2). Then 
we have the following. (i) For each i E Ns the process 
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is an (!HI. rl') -sernimartingale. 
(ii) The Brownian motions B defined in (S.lS) are (!HI. rl') -semimaT'tingales. 
(iii) Foru'ard stochastic integrals of !HI-predictable integrable processes with re-
spect to B are Ito integrals. 
Proof: 
(i) Suppose 7r E PB2 is an optimal portfolio for problem (P2). Then from (3.73) 
\\'e haye that for each i E Ns 
Thus for each i ENs the expression S,B(t) = I:;~\ J~ (J'j(s)dBj(s) is an (!HI, rl')-
semimartingale because it is the sum of an (!HI, rl')-martingale jUi and a process 
of bounded variation. 
(ii) and (iii) See the proofs of Theorem 8( iii) and (iY). • 
\Ye now proye the following theorem in which we deriye an optimality equa-
tion for an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P2). 
Theorem 12 Suppose 7r is an optimal portfolio for Problem (P2). Then (i) 
for each j E lYB the Brownian motion B j is an (!HI, rl')-semimartingale. in other 
u'oT'ds there crists an !HI-pT'edictable bounded l'ariation process H j such that 
Bj := Bj - H j is an (!HI. rl')-Brownian motion. (3.81) 
(ii) Lete:= (~I .... ,~Ns) and let the volatility matrix be defined asa == [(Jij]. 
Then if the processes H := (HI •... ,HN/J) are absolutely continuous. then for 
all 0 <::; t <::; T the portfolio 7r( t) must sati8fy almost surely 
a(t)7r(t) + lL1r(t) 
where for all 0 <::; t <::; T. i E Ns 
d 
e(t) + a(t)-H(t) + )..h(t). 
dt 
Ns L lLj, (lLj; (JT; (t))) 
)=1 
(3.82) 
i8 the ith element of lL1r(t) and )..h(t) i8 aL'ector u'ith each of its Xs element8 
equal to 
AI 
-AO(t) + L A)(t)h'J(t). 
j=1 
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PTOOf: 
(i) See the proof of Theorem 9(i). 
(ii) From (3.73) and (3.81) we have that 
since the functions H are assumed to be absolutely continuous. Now the pro-
cesses M arc (1HI, IP')-martingales, the processes 13 := (lh, ... , B N D) are (1HI, IP')-
Brownian motions and the processes u are lHI-predictable, thus the left hand 
side of (3.83) is an (1HI, IP')-local martingale which is also continuous. Since the 
right hand side of (3.83) is a process of bounded variation, the process on the 
left hand side of (3.83) must be constant almost surely equalling in particular 
its initial value which is zero. Then differentiating (3.83) with respect to t and 
applying the fundamental theorem of calculus, (3.82) is obtained. • 
To emphasize the the close relationship between the Brownian motions B being 
(1HI, IP')-semimartingales and the optimality of a portfolio 7r E Pm for problem 
(P2), we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 13 Suppose {3.81} holds. that the pTOcesses H are absolutely contin-
U01LS and that 7r E PB2 is a pTOcess which solves (3.82). Then 7r is optimal for 
PTOblem (P2). 
PTOOf: For simplicity, let W(O) = l. Substituting (3.81) into the Lagrangian 
(3.51) we get that 
(3.84) 
since for all i ENs the process I~ Uij(s)1f,(s)dBj(s) is an Ito diffusion integral. 
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Let 5 > () and for all i ENs let y, E (-5.5). Let 8 be a yector with all its 
Ss elements equal to 5. Since lL is a linear operator (3.84) is concan' in each 
1T,(t). i E .Iv's. So if there exists a portfolio 7r E PB2 such that 
iJ 0= -iJ. [V"2 (7r + dia.g(y)(})]y=o for all i E Nc;. () E PB2 . Y E (-8.8). y, 
then 7r is optimal for problem (P2). In the same way (3.77) was derived, we 
get that 
iJ 
-, -[V"2 (7r + dia.g(y)(})]y=o 
°Yi [ 
rT (NS Nu d 
IE Jo ~,(8) - f; 0-'J(8)7Ij(8) + f; (J'J(8) ds Hj(8) 
-~ q, (ILj' (IT, (,))) - AO(') + ~ Aj (, )h'j (.')) 0,(, )d, 1 
(3.85 ) 
But the expression in (3.85) is zero since 7r satisfies (3.82). This proves the 
theorem. • 
~ow we want to eliminate the multipliers Aj.j E i..tl\! U {O} from (3.82), so 
that an optimal portfolio 7r E PB2 is dependent onl~' on observable stochastic 
processes. To do this we have to consider specific forms of the penalty func-
tions lL. This is done in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1. "'e now consider the insider 
constrained portfolio selection problem assuming a mOIle~' market security is 
available for investment. 
3.7.3 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and investment in a money market security 
In this section problem (P3) is solved assuming the insider has logarithmic 
utility and invests in a financial market driwn by diffusions. It is also assumed 
that explicit portfolio weight constraints and penalt~· functions are present in 
the portfolio selection problem and that a money market securit.v is available 
for ill\'estment. As in (3.70), for fixed kENs U {O} let the vector (Tk == [(Jf] := 
[I:j":l (JkjG-ij]' Then the wealth process has the form (3.29) \vith ~o(t) = ret) 
and (To (t) = 0 for all 0 :S t :S T, in other words 
WeT) I\(t) exp ([ (,(') I ~(,,(') - '('))IT,(,) - ~ ~ (~a'j(*'(')) ') <1, 
The main result in this section is (3.88) an optimalit,\, equation which an optimal 
portfolio 7r for problem (P3) must satisfy. \\'e now (kfine the set of admissible 
portfolios PH :l for problem (P3). 
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Definition 14 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 1r where 
1r(t) E JR'.Ns for all 0 <::: t <::: T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for pmblem (P3) if the following hold: 
(i) 1r satisjl:es Definition 11. 
(ii) Definition 13(ii) with Ao == 0 and for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i ENs 
(3.86) 
We denote by PB3 the set of all admissible portfolios for problem (P3). • 
In \vhat follows, Theorems 15-17 are generalisations of ([62], Theorem 5.3-5.5) 
respectively. We now prove the following theorem in which we show that the 
processes M:= (Ah, ... ,AlNs) defined in (3.86) are (lHl,lP')-martingales. 
Theorem 14 Suppose 1r E PB3 is an optimal portfolio for pmblem (P3). Then 
each Ali defined in (3.86) is an (lHl, lP') -martingale. 
Pmof: Sec the proof of Theorem 10 with Ao == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r, 
where r is a vector with all its IV s elements equal to the money market interest 
r~er. • 
\lYe now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things 
that the (IF.lP')-Brownian motions Bare (lHl, lP')-semimartingales. 
Theorem 15 Let 1r E PB3 be an opt'imal portfolio for problem (P3). Then we 
have the following. (i) For each i E Ns the process 
Nn t 
S,B(t) := L In (Jij(s)dBj(s), 0 <::: t <::: T 
j=l' 0 
is an (lHl, lP') -semimartingale. 
(ii) The BT'O'wnian motions B defined in (3.15) are (lHl,lP')-semimartingales. 
(iii) Forward stochastic integrals of lHl-TJTedictable integrable stochastic pmcesses 
11Idh r'es]Ject to B are in fact Ito integrals. 
Proof: See the proof of Theorem 11 with Ao == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r .• 
\Ve now prove the following theorem in which we derive an optimality equa-
tion for all optimal portfolio 1r for prohlem (P3). 
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Theorem 16 Suppose that there exists an optimal portfolio 7r for Problem (P3). 
Then (i) for each j E NB the Brownian motion Bj.j E /v's is an (IHLlP')-
semimartingale. in other words there exists aTi IPJ-predictable bounded mriation 
process H) such that 
Bj := B j - H j is an (IPJ, lP')-Brownian motion. ( 3.87) 
(ii) If the processes H : = (H 1, ...• H N f1) are absolutely continuo u.s. then for all 
o :s: t :s: T the portfolio 7r( t) must satisfy almost wrely 
(3.88) 
u,here for all 0 :s: t :s: T. i E Ns 
N" L lLj, (ILji( 1f, (t))) 
j=1 
is the i ih element of IL"Jr (t) and Ah (t) is a vector with each of its IV 5 elements 
equal to 
!II L A](t)h,](t). 
j=1 
Proof: See the proof of Theorem 12 with Ao == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r .• 
To emphasize the the dose relationship bet\veen the BrmYllian motions B being 
(IPJ, lP')-semimartingales and the optimality of a portfolio 7r E PB3 for problem 
(P3), we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 17 Suppose (S.87) holds. that the processes H are absolutely contin-
uous and that 7r E Pm is a process which solves (S.88). Then 7r is optimal for 
Problem (P3). 
Proof: See proof of Theorem 13 with Ao == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r. • 
:\ow we want to eliminate the multipliers Aj, j E N!II from the optimality 
equation (3.88) so that an optimal portfolio 7r E PB3 is dependent only on 
observable stochastic processes. To do this, we have to consider specific forms 
of the penalty functions IL. This is done in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2. In the 
next section problems (PI )-(P3) are solved assuming the securities S exhibit 
jumps. 
3.8 Market driven by Levy Processes 
In this section problems (Pl)-(P3) are solved assuming the securities S are 
driven b~' Levy processes of the form (3.15). The difference between this section 
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and the previous Section 3.7 is that here the securities S are allowed to exhibit 
jumps. As mentioned in Remark 2, the reason why this case (of S exhibiting 
jumps) is dealt with separately is because here classical differentiation is not 
sufficient to derive insider constrained optimal portfolios. The reason for this is 
that it is not possible to take the variational parameters y outside of the for-
ward Poisson integrals and classically differentiate with respect to y as is done 
in the continuous case in Theorems 7, 10 and 14. The variational parameters 
y cannot be taken outside of the forward Poisson integrals because they form 
part of the argument of the nonlinear natural logarithm found in the analytical 
forms of the insider wealth process (3.30) and (3.32). Also the theory for the 
interchanging of classical differentiation and forward stochastic integration has 
not yet been developed. Malliavin calculus, discussed in Section 3.8.1 below, is 
employed to circumvent this difficulty. A result (Lemma 2) of l\Ialliavin calcu-
lus relates the expectation of a forward Poisson integral to the expectation of 
a Lebesgue integral of the Malliavin derivative. Lebesgue integration and clas-
sical differentiation can then be interchanged and constrained optimal insider 
portfolios can be derived. 
For a general utility function U, we have only been able to solve the insider 
portfolio selection problem in the absence of explicit weight constraints and 
absence of penalty functions. ¥hth respect to the unity weight constraint (3.23), 
in the case of general utility, we eliminate one of the security weights with this 
constraint (as in Section 3.7.1). In Section 3.8.2, we solve the portfolio selection 
problem assuming the insider has a general utility function - this is problem 
(PI). In Sections 3.8.3 and 3.8.4, we solve the portfolio selection problem 
assuming the insider has a logarithmic utility function and assuming weight 
constraints and penalty functions are present in the portfolio selection problem. 
¥/e then solve this problem assuming a money market security is unavailable and 
available for investment, and these are problems (P2) and (P3) respectively. 
\Ve now state the following theorem which we require in Sections 3.8.2-3.8.4. 
Theorem 18 Any local martingale M = IIJ(t) admits a ll.niquc dccomposition 
M(t) = lW(t) + Md(t), 0 s:; t s:; T 
whcr'c M(O) = MC(O) = Md(O) = O. M C is a continuous local martingale and 
lIid is a purely discontinuous local martingale (in other words lIid is orthogonal 
to every continll.oUS local martingale). 
Proof: See ([66], Theorem 1.4.18). • 
We now define Malliavin differentiation and show the relationship between the 
l'vIalliavin derivative and forward Poisson integration. 
3.8.1 Malliavin differentiation 
Let I = l(dt) denote the Lebesgue measure on [0, T] and let ij be a compensated 
Poisson random measure with intensity measure 1/ = 1/( dz), z E lR;N, N EN. 
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Then following [42] and [93], for a square integrable function f E L2((l X 
v t), n E N. let the n-fold iterated integral 
From [93] define the symmetrization of f by 
(3.89) 
,,,here the sum in (3.89) is taken over all permutations (( n) of the set {L ... , n}. 
A function f is said to be symmetric if j = f. Denote by L2((/ x v)n),n E N 
the space of all symmetric [93] functions f in L2((/ x v)n). For each n E Nand 
fn E L2((1 X v)n) let the integral 
For constants fa E lR set lo(fo) = fa. Then we haye the following Chaos 
Expansion Theorem. 
Theorem 19 (Chaos Expansion Theorem) Every Fr-measurable random 
variable FE L2(IF') admits the representation 
F = JE[F] + L In(fn) (3.90) 
n=l 
for a unique sequence of symmetric f11T!ctions fn E L 2 ((l xv) n). 
Proof: See ([93], Theorem 4). • 
Using the expansion in (3.90) we have the following definition of ?-.Ialliavin dif-
ferentiation taken from [41]. 
Definition 15 Let IIJ)l,2 denote the set of all Fr-measurable random variables 
FE L2(IF') admitting the chaos expansion (3.90) with norm 
3<0 
Ln. n!llfnII12((lxv)") < :N. 
71=1 
Then the l\Ialiiavin derivative D t .z 'is a linear operator defined on IIJ)1.2 with 
mlues in L 2 (IF' x / xv) and it is defined as 
L nln-1 (fn (" t. z)), 
,,=1 
H.·here f,,(·.t.z):= fn(t1,Zl, .... t,,-1,Zn-1:t.Z). • 
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We prove some properties of l'vIalliavin differentiation. 
Lemma 1 Let X, Y E: ][]ll.2 and let I denote the Lebesgue measure.. Then we 
have the following: 
(i) For' almost all wEn we have that I x v-almost everywher-e 
Vt,z[X . Y] = X . Vt,z[Y] + Y . Vt,z[X] + Vt,z[X] . Vt,z[Y]. (3.91) 
(ii) Let f : lR. ----> lR. be continuous. Then for- almost all wEn we have that 
I x v-almost eveTywheTe 
Vt,z[f(X)] = f(X + Vt,z[X]) - f(X). (3.92) 
(iii) FOT 0 ~ S ~ t+ ~ T let the opemtor- Vt+,z be defined as 
V t+ ,z[X] = lim Vs,z[X]. 
s----+t+ 
Suppose that Vt+,z[X· Y], Vt+,z[X], Vt+,z[Y] exist in L2(1P' x I x v). Then 
the opemtor Vt+,z also satisfies a product Tule of the fOTm 
(iv) Let f : lR. ----> lR. be continuous and suppose that Vt+,z[f(X)] and Vi I ,z[X] 
exist in L 2 (IP' x I xv). Then the opemtor- V t I,Z also satisfies a chain r-ule 
of the fOTm 
(3.94) 
(v) Let 0 ~ s < t ~ T. Then fOT almost all wEn we have that I x lJ-almost 
everywher-c that Vt,z [X] = 0 if X is Fs -measumble. 
Pmoj: 
(i) See ([41], Lemma 3.1). 
(ii) See ([llO], Lemma 3.6). 
(iii) For all 0 ~ t ~ T we have that (3.91) holds. Replacing t with s in (3.91) 
and taking the limit as s tends to t+, equation (3.93) is obtained since it 
was assumed that V t , ,z[X. Y], V t+ ,z[X] and V t+ ,z[Y] exist in L2(1P' x I x lJ). 
(iv) For all 0 ~ t ~ T we have that (3.92) holds. Replacing t with s in (3.92) 
and taking the limit as s tends to t+ we get that 
Vt+,z[f(X)] = lin: f(X + Vs,z[X]) - f(X) 
s~t 
which reduces to (3.94) since f is continuous. 
(v) See [108]. 
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• 
From [42] we have a duality formula between the :\Ialliayin derivatiYe Vt,z and 
fonvard Poisson integration. First we make the following definition taken from 
[41]. 
Definition 16 Let (n.IF, JID) be a complete filtered probability space. let wEn. 
let I denote the Lebesgue measure and let ij be a compensated Poisson random 
measure with intensity measure v = v( dz). Let./\;1 denote the set of all stochastic 
functions~' = 1.,(t.z.w),O:::; t:::; T,z E ]RN.w E n such that: 
(i) l.'(t.z.w) = l!1(t,w)02(t,Z.W) where 1.)1 E][)J1.2 is caglad. U2 is IF-adapted 
and 
IE [foT IN L'~(t. Z)V(dZ)dt] <:x. 
(ii) Vt-.zll'] crists in L2(JID x I x v) for all 0:::; t < T. 
(iii) v + Vt-.z[l'] is forward integrable with respect to ij. 
Let M1.2 be the closure of the linear span of./\;1 with respect to the norm given 
by 
\Ye make the following remark. 
Remark 4 Note that 
HI n 
In(l + x) = J~r~ 2..::( -lr- 1 ':. Ixl < l. 
71=1 
(3.95) 
• 
(3.96) 
Suppose the f71.nction VJ(t)~J2(t.Z) E ./\;1 and IL'J(t)C'2(t.z)1 < 1 almost surely 
for all 0 :::; t :::; T. Z E ]RN. Then from (:1.96) and Definition 16 if Illn(l + 
C'l (t)V2(t. z))II?li
12 
<:x. then the function In(l + VJ(t)V2(t. z)) E M1.2. • 
\Ye now have the following relationship between l\Ialliavin differentiation and 
forward Poisson integration. 
Lemma 2 Let (n.IF, JID) be a complete filtered probability space. Suppose 1jJ is 
forward integrable with respect to the compensated Poisson random measure ij 
and moreover that V E M1,2' Then u'e haee that 
Proof: See ([41], Corollary 4.1). • 
In the next three sections 3.8.2-3.8.4 problems (P1)-(P3) are saiYed assuming 
the insider inYests in a financial market driven b~' Lev~' processes with jumps. 
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3.8.2 General utility 
In this section problem (PI) is solved assuming the securities S exhibit jumps, 
assuming a general utility function for the insider and assuming that explicit 
portfolio weight constraints and penalty functions are not present in the portfolio 
selection problem. As mentioned in the introduction of Section 3.8, the unity 
weight constraint (3.23) is used to eliminate the security weight Ka and so make 
the optimisation problem (PI) unconstrained. B~' eliminating Ka. the wealth 
process has the form (3.32) viz 
WeT) 
(3.98) 
The main result in this section is (3.119) an optimalit~· equation (in quadratures) 
\yhich an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (PI) must satisfy. This section is 
comprised of two subsections. In the first the set of admissible portfolios PLI 
for problem (PI) is defined. In the second theorems are proved which allow us 
to derive the optimality equation (3.119). 
Admissible portfolios for problem (PI) 
In this section the set of admissible portfolios PL1 for problem (PI) is defined. 
Definition 17 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 7r where 
7r(t) E ]RN" for all 0 ::; t ::; T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for problem (PI) if the following hold: 
(i) 7r satisfies Definition 9. 
(ii) JE[U'(T. W(T))TV(T)] < ::xJ where H" has the form in (3. 98}. (This is 
required to ensw'e that the Radon-Nikodym derizoative in (3.100) below is 
finite so that Bayes' Theorem can be applied.) 
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(iii) Let 7f and 0 be two portfolios which satisfy (i)-(ii) abOl'e. Recall the form 
(3.98) of the insider' wealth process. For all 0::; t ::; T, i ENs let 
'\/,(1) ,~ l' (~,(.') -~ "0.,(.,),;,,(,) - ~ a,,(.,)rr,(,)) d., 
N" t 1 ( A ( ) ) g'J S. Z A. ~ ? 
+ L r G() - g,j(S. z) V J (dz)ds. 
. Jo JRN 1 + J S. Z J=1 (3.99) 
where from (3.20) and (3.22) for all 0::; t::; T.z E Jl{N.i.j E Ns,k E 
NB.1 E N q 
~i(t) .- ~i(t) - ~o(t). 
!],l(t. z) '- gil(t. z) - gO,l(t. z). 
a'k(t) .- a,dt) - aO.k(t). 
(jij(t) .- L~:l a,dt)ajk(t) 
and Gl(t. z) := go,l(t, z) + L~\ [,,[(t. z)7f,(t). Let y := (yl, .... YNJ E 
Jl{Ns. Then there must exist a 5 > 0 such that for' each i E Ns we have 
that y, E (-5, 5) and the family 
{U' (T. W (T. 7f+diag(y )0)) lV (T. 7f+diag(y )0) I ]\!, (T, 7f+diag(y )0) I }o::::;y::::;o 
is uniformly integrable. where W(T) === W(T. 7f) and j\I,(T) === Mi(T.7f) 
and ~ is an Ns x 1 matri:r with all elements equal to 5. (This is requir'ed in 
(3.107) below to ensure that the partial derivatives of the objective func-
tional (3.33) exist.) 
(i<) Let6 
F(T) := (lEII'[U'(T. W(T))W(T)])-IU'(T, W(T))W(T) (3.100) 
and let the probability measure IQ be defined by 
dlQ = F(T)dJF'. (3.101) 
Let 5 > 0 and let y := (YI," ., YNs)' For each i ENs let y, E (-5,5) and 
for all 0 ::::: t ::; T, z E Jl{N, j E Nq let 
Ns 
Gj(t. z, y) := gO,j(t, z) + L g'j(t. z)(7f,(t) + y,B,(t)). (3.102) 
;=1 
Let 7f and 0 be two portfolios which satisfy (i)-(iii) above. Let G := 
( G I •...• G N,,) and let ~ be a I'ector with all its Xs elements equal to 5. 
Then for all 0 ::; t ::; T, z E Jl{N. Y E (-~.~) the following are required: 
6Recall that C' is strictly increasing ano H' > 0 almost surel~' so F(T) is finite almost 
surel~·. 
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(a) FOT all j E N q we TequiTe that 1 > IOj(t, z, y)1 almost sUTely. (This 
is TequiTed since these expTession.5 will be the aTgument of the natuml 
logaTithmin (3.106) below and Lemma 2 will be employed.) 
(b) Suppose 1[" and () satisfy (i)-(iv)(a) above. FOT all i E Ns,j E N q we 
TequiTe that the pmcesses Vt+,z[7fi(t)] and V t+,z[8i (t)] exist in L2(Q x 
I x vn. (This is Teqv,iTed in (c) below to enSUTe that the pTOcesses 
V t , ,z[gij(t,Z)7f,(t)] and V t+,z[gij(t,z)8i (t)] exist in L2(Q x I x vj') -
Tecall Lemma 1 (v). Also see Remark 5(ii) below.) 
(c) FOT all i E Ns,j E N q the pmcesses 9ij(t, z)7fi(t)+Vt+.zL9ij(t, Z)7fi(t)] 
and gij (t, Z )8i (t) + V t + ,z [g,j (t, Z Wi (t)] must be fOTwaTd integmble with 
Tespect to the compensated Poisson mndom meaS'UTe ijj. (Using this 
Teq'uiTement we show in RemaTk 5(iii) below that fOT all j E N q the 
pmcess OJ (t, z, y) is an element of the set M (defined in Definition 
16) above.) 
(d) FOT all j E N q we must have that 
- 2 - 2 
Illn(l+Gj (t, z, y))llp(iQx/xv) + IIVt+,z[ln(l+Gj (t, z, y))]II L 2(iQX/xv') < 00. 
-' J 
(This is TequlTed in RemaTk 5(iv)(e) below.) 
(e) We TequiTe that 
1 + G(t, z, y) + Vt+,z[G(t, z, y)] > 0 (3.103) 
almost sUTely. Note that in paTticulaT (3.lOS) must hold fOT y = o. 
(Appendix F is TefeTTed to fOT details of the deTivation of equation 
(3.108) (in TheoTem 20) below. To enSUTe that thi8 deTivation is 
valid, (3.103) is TequiTed since the expTe88ions in (S.l OS) aTe the aT-
guments of the natuml logaTithm in equation (F.l) in Appendi,T F.) 
All Tequin:ment8 mentioned in (iv) above aTe TequiTed to enSUTe that Lemma 
2 can be employed in the pTOof of TheoTem 20 below. 
We denote by PLI the set of all admissible pOTtfolios fOT pmblem (PI). • 
Remark 5 We make the following TemaTks: 
(i) Fmm Definition 17(iv)(a) we have that fOT all 0::; t ::; T, Z E ~N,j E N q 
(3.104) 
almost sUTely. This is stated since (3.104) is Teqv,iTed fOT the objective 
functional (3. SS) to be finite, but also fOT all otheT pmcesse8 with 1 + 
G j (t, z) as denominatoT to be finite. 
(ii) Fmm Lemma 1 (v), and Definition 17(iv)(b) and Lemma 1 (iii) fOT all 0::; 
t ::; T,z E ~N,y E (-6,6),j E N q the function Vt+,z[Oj(t,z,y)] exists 
in L2(Q x l x vJ). This Tesult is TequiTed in RemaTk 5(iv)(d) below to 
enSUTe that fOT each j E N q the pmcess Dt+ ,z [In( 1 + OJ (t, z, y))] exists in 
L2(Q x I x v.n. 
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(iii) For all j E Nq each term in Gj(t. z, y) (defined in (8.102) abol'e) zs an 
element of M since: 
(a) From (3.18) the jump coefficients go.j.j E Nq are IT'-adapted. Thus 
from condition (3.16). Lemma 1 (v) and the fact that the processes 
gO.j' j E Nq are IT' -adapted. each gO.J E A1. 
(b) For each i E N:c:;,j E Nq we have that Y'J(t.Z)7fi(t) E M and 
Y'j(t, z)B,(t) EM. These two assertions are true because: 
(1) Condition (3.16) holds. 
(2) From Definition 17(iv)(b) the processes Dt+.z[Yij(t,Z)7fi(t)] and 
Dtf .z[Yij(t, z)B;(t)] exist in L2(Q! x I x uJl. 
(3) Definition 17 (iv)( c) holds. 
This result is used in (iv)( a) below. 
(iv) For all j E N q the function In(l + Gj(t,z,y)) E M l •2 since: 
(a) Definition 17(iv)(a) holds and from Remark S(iii) each term in Gj(t, z,y) 
is an element of M. 
(b) Gj(t, z, y) is a linear span of elements of M. (Recall that M l •2 is the 
closure of the linear span of M.) 
(c) From Remark 4 the function In(l + Gj(t. z. y)) is thus a linear span 
of elements of M. 
(d) From Definition 17(iv)(a). Remark S(ii) and Lemma 1 (iv). eachfunc-
tion Dt+ .zlln(l + Gj(t. z, y))] exists in L2(Q! x I x uJl. 
(e) Definition 17(iv)(d) holds. 
This result is used in (v) below. 
(v) From (iv) above for each j E Nq the function In(l + Gj(t. z, y)) satisfies 
Lemma 2 with lP' replaced with Q! in (8.97). This result is used in the third 
equation in (3.107) below. 
• 
:\ext we prove theorems which allow us to derive the main result of this section 
viz the optimality equation (3.119). 
Optimality theorems 
In ,,,hat follows, Theorems 20-22 are generalisations of ([42], Theorems 14-16). 
'Ye now prove the following theorem in which we show that the processes M := 
(.'11 •.... MNJ defined in (3.99) are (II-lI. Q!)-martingales. 
Theorem 20 S-uppose 1f E PLl is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). Then 
the processes M defined in (3.99) are (lHI. Q!)-martingales 11.·here Q! is defined in 
(3.101). 
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Frnoj: Recall (3.33) vi;.\ 
sup J1(7r):= sup lE[U(T, W(T))]. 
7rEPI.l 7rEPLl 
Let (} E PLI be another admissible portfolio of the form (3.74). In other words 
fix t E [0, T) and h > 0 such that t + h ::; T and choose a portfolio () such that 
(3.105) 
where each random variable e?(t) is bounded and 'Hcmeasurable. Let 6 > 0, 
let 8 be a vector with all its N s elements equal to 6 and let y := (Yl, ... , Y N J. 
Then by assumption of the optimality of 7r, for y E (-8,8) the function 
f(y) := J1 (7r + diag(y)(}) (3.106) 
is maximal for y = O. From Definition 17(iii) and Remark 5(v) we have that 
for all i ENs 
Since the expected returns, volatilities, jump coefficients and portfolios 7r and () 
are bounded, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem the interchang-
ing of classical differentiation and Lebesgue integration in (3.107) is justified. 
\Ve concentrate on the integrand in the last expression of the third equation 
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in (3.107). From Appendix F we have that for all 0 <::: t < T.z E lR:N.y E 
(-8.8). i ENs. j E N q for almost all wEn 
[ iJ -] [fh)(t.Z)8
1 (t)] 
-i) D t -. z [ln(1 + Gj(t,z,y))] = Dt~.z G.() 
Y, y=o 1 + ) t. z (3.108) 
I x v) almost everywhere. Substituting (3.108) into (3.107) it reduces to 
Nn T N'l iT j '( )8 ( ) ,_ g,j s. Z I S _ _ 
+ L ( O"lj(S)ei(S)d Bj(s) + L _ G(') qj(d s. dz) 
. Jo . a _",.tv 1 + J S, Z J=1 J=1 
N'l iT 1 ( '( ) ) 1 gij 8, Z, ? + L G( ) - g;j(S, z) 8,(sh (dz)ds . 
. a ]RN 1 + J S. Z J=1 
(3.109) 
Imposing the particular form (3.105) of () in (3.109) it reduces to 
(3.110) 
Since (3.110) is valid for all bounded Ht-measurable random variables 8~(t). we 
conclude that 
gij 8. Z A -.-
+ L. ( G() - gij(S. z) VJ (dz)ds H t . 
t J]RN 1 + J 8. Z J=1 
N'l jt+h (' ( ) ) 1 
(3.111) 
For all i ENs let M; be defined in (3.99). Then from (3.111) we have that 
IEQ[Mz(t + h)IHtl = JI,(f) (3.112) 
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since each 111., (t) is 'HI-measurable. Since t E [0, T] and h > 0 are arbitrary in 
(3.112), we have that each process M, is an (IHI, QJ)-martingalc. • 
\Ve now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things that 
the (IF, IP')- Brownian motions B defined in (3.15) are (IHI, IP')-semimartingales. 
Theorem 21 Let 7r E PL1 be an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). Then we 
have the following. (i) Let the processes M and random variable F be given 
by (3.99) and (3.100) respectively. Suppose that at each t E [0, T] the expected 
value of the covar'iai'ion of each forward Poisson integral in (3.99) and each 
Ito diff11sion integral 'in (3.99) is finite. Suppose also that at each t E [0, T] 
the expected value of the quadratic variation of all forward Poisson integrals in 
(3.99) is finite. Then for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i E Ns the pr'oceS8es 
AI(t) '= M(t) _ /t d[Mi' P](s) 
z·· ,. 10 F(s) (3.113) 
are (IHI, IP') -martingales, wher'e for all 0 :::: t :::: T 
Pet) := IE[F(T)I'H t ]. (3.114) 
(ii) For' each i ENs the process 
N n t 
stet) := L In aij(s)dBj(S), 0:::: t:::: T 
j=1' O 
is an (IHI, IP') -semimartingale. 
(iii) The Brownian motions B defined in (3.15) are (IHI, IP') -semimartingales. 
(iv) Forward stochastic integrals with respect to B are Ito integrals. 
(1') For each i E Ns the process 
N" it 1 A ( ) q ._ gij S, Z _ _ 
Si (t) .- L G(' ) qj(d s, dz), 
. 0 rn;N 1 + J 8, Z J=l 
is an (IHI, IP') -semimartingale. 
Proof: 
(i) Suppose the processes M := (Ah,.,., AINJ are (IHI, IP')-local martingales and 
that for each t E [0, T] the expected value of the quadratic variation of each iIi 
is finite. Then from Theorem 4 we have that the processes M of (3.113) are 
(IHI, IP')-martingales and we have proved part (i). 
Now for all admissible portfolios P L1 the terminal wealth value () < WeT) 
almost surely, thus we have that 0 < F(T) almost surely, where F(T) is defined 
in (3.100). Thus we have from (3.100) that 
dIP' = F(T)-ldQJ =: G(T)dQJ. (3.115) 
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By Bayes' Theorem let P be the (lHI, IQ)-martingale defined b~' 
:\ow suppose 1f E PL1 is an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). By Theorem 20 
we know that the processes M defined in (3.99) are (lHI.IQ)-martingales. Thus 
from (3.115) and Corollary 4, we have that the processes Mare (lHI.IP')-local 
martingales. Secondly recall the assumptions that at each t E [0. T] the ex-
pected value of the covariation of each forward Poisson integral in (3.99) and 
each Ito diffusion integral in (3.99) is finite, and that at each t E [0. T] the ex-
pected value of the quadratic variation of all forward Poisson integrals in (3.99) 
is finite. Then from Theorem 5 for each t E [0. T] the expected value of the 
quadratic variation of the processes M is finite. 
(ii) From Theorem 18, the orthogonal decomposition of the (lHI.IP')-martingales 
M := (All, .... AINs ) into continuous (lHl.IP')-local martingales M C := ("'If, .... ii'NJ 
and discontinuous (1HI, IP')-local martingales Md : = (~'If ..... "'Its)' is given by 
A A A d 
M(t) = MC(t) + M (t), 0::::: t ::::: T. (3.116) 
In (3.116), for all 0 ::::: t ::::: T, i ENs we have that 
NB t NB t L 1 a-,j(s)dB](s) + L 1 a-'J(S)77~(s)ds. 
]=1 a ]=1 a 
(3.117) 
N'l it A. ( ) N'l t 
'" 1 g,j s. Z - - ) '" 1 q L G.() qJ(d 8. dz + L 77zj(s)ds 
. . a :J1:N 1 + J 8. Z . a J=l J=l 
(3.118) 
and for all i E N s . j E N B, k E N q the lHI-ada pted processes 77~ and TI;k must 
satisfy almost surely 
N'l 1 t j' ( A ( ) ) gij 8. Z A 'F + L G( ) - g,j(S' z) VJ (dz)d8. 
. O. nN 1 + J S, Z J=l -, 
::\ote that the processes M C are (lHl.IP')-martingales by Theorem 4 since from 
Theorem 5 for each t E [0, T] the expected value of the quadratic variation of 
the processes MC is finite. (See the proof of Theorem 8(i).) Thus for each 
i ENs the process 
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is an (lHL lP')-semirnartingale because it is the sum of an (1HI, lP')-martingale AI? 
and a process of bounded variation. 
(iii) and (iv) See the proof of Theorem 8(iii)-(iv). 
(v) From (3.116), for each i ENs the process 
S,/ (t) 
o ::; t ::; T. 
From (i) above the processes Mare (1HI, lP')-martingales. From (ii) above the 
processes MC are (1HI, lP')-martingales. Thus each process S,/, i E N" is an (1HI, lP')-
semimartingale because it is the sum of an (1HI, lP')-martingale iIi - A1ic and a 
process of bounded variation. • 
vVe now prove the following theorem in which we derive an optimality equa-
tion for an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (PI). Recall from (3.13) that the IF 
compensators of the Poisson random measures q are v IF • In Theorem 22 below 
we consider the 1HI compensators of q. 
Theorem 22 Let 7r E PLI be an optimal portfolio for problem (PI). For all 
j E Nq let l/J = l/J(dt, dz) be the 1HI compensator of the Poisson random measure 
qJ" and let v ilf := (1/{1, ... ,1/~). Then for all 0 ::; t ::; T,i ENs. Jr, satisfies 
'I 
almost surely the equation 
gij 8, Z _ IF - -1 -N'I 1 t 1 ( '( ) ) t + L G(' ) - %(8, z) l/j (dz)d8 - r F (s)d[Mi, F](s) 
" a lR.N 1 + J S, z loa J=1 
N n t N'I t ' 
"" 1 -() B()d "" 11 %(s, z) (IF IHi) ( ) 
= L (Jij 5 T}ij S S + L G ( ) l/j - l/j ds, dz . 
j=l a j=l a lR.N 1 + j 8, z 
(3.119) 
Proof: Since IF <:: 1HI, each Poisson random measure qj has a unique predictable 
compensator with respect to IHI, viz l/J = l/J(dt. dz). ([66], Theorem 11.l.8) In 
other words 
(a) the processes I~ IIRN X(s, z)(q - v ilf )(d8, dz) are compensated Poisson in-
tegrals for any lHI-predictable integrable process X, 
(b) moreover the processes I~ IlPi.N X(s, z)(q-vlf'l)(ds, dz) are (lHI,lP')-local mar-
tingales for any lHI-predictable integrable process X and 
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(e) in particular, for all i E Ns,j E N q the processes 
are (JHI, lP')-local martingales. 
Thus from (3.117), (3.118) and (3.120) we can rewrite (3.116) in index form as 
AI, (t) NB t NB t L In aij(s)dBj(s) + L In aij(s)T}~(s)ds 
j=1 a j=1 a 
N
q it A ( ) gij S, Z :; +L r C(. )(qj-vj)(ds.dz) 
. a JrK N 1 + J s, z J=1 
N'J it A ( ) N'l it gij S. Z lEi F . q 
+ L r C() (Vj - Vj )(ds, dz) + L T}ij(s)ds, 
. a Jf,?N 1 + J S, Z . a J=1 m. J=1 
(3.121) 
,vhere it is important to note that there is no longer forward Poisson integration 
in (3.121). Equating (3.113) and (3.121) equation (3.119) is obtained. • 
:\ote that since v iK = vlHl(ds, dz) (and the quadratic variation processes [M, P] 
are not necessarily absolutely continuous), we can't (as in Theorem 9) continue 
from (3.119) and show that the integrand must be zero almost surely. In Sec-
tion 4.2.1, to derive an algebraic equation (and not an equation in quadratures 
which is (3.119)) for a constrained optimal portfolio 11'. we consider specific 
types of Levy process and utility function and show ill these cases that in fact 
v:-:(ds. dz) = v=f.(dz)d8. \\Ie have the following corollar~' of Theorem 22. 
Corollary 5 Suppose the insider is in fact honest. Suppo8e also that the quadratic 
variation processes [M, P] are absolutely continuous. Let I denote the Lebesgue 
measure. Then an optimal portfolio 1r for problem (PI) must satisfy lP' x I almost 
everywhere the equation 
NB Ns NB 
o = ~,(t) - LO'o,j(t)a'J(t) - LiT,j(t)7fj(t) - La,j(t)TI~(t) 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
N ~1 (9i j (t,Z) A )? 1 d[ -] + ~ C ( ) - YiJ(t. z) Vj (dz) - ~) -d M" F (t). j=1?!.N 1 + j t, z F(t t 
(3.122) 
Proof: Setting v lF == v lHl in (3.119) we get that 
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N'J (' ( ) ) g.,j 8,Z A ¥ 
+ L. 1 G(' ) - %(s, z) Vj (dz) 
[R;N 1 + J 8, Z 
J=1 
N
n 
) --1 d - A B 
-F (s)-[AI"F](s) - LCTij(S)1]ij(S) ds. ds j=1 
(3.123) 
Then using the fundamental theorem of calculus in (3.123) equation (3.122) is 
obtained. • 
Note that due to the presence of jumps in the securities S, the only way the 
processes [M, F] will be absolutely continuous is if no jumps are exhibited by S 
over the whole interval [0, T]. In the next section a constrained portfolio selec-
tion problem is solved assuming the insider has logarithmic utility and invests 
in a financial market driven by Levy processes with jumps. It is also assumed 
that penalty functions and explicit weight constraints are present, however a 
money market security is not available for investment. 
3.8.3 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and no investment in a money market security 
In this section problem (P2) is solved assuming the insider has a logarithmic 
utility function, invests in a financial market driven by Levy processes with 
jumps and assuming that portfolio weight constraints and penalty functions are 
present in the portfolio selection problem. It is also assumed that the insider 
cannot invest in a money market security. In this case the wealth process has 
the form (3.30) viz 
W(T) 
, ~ { L In (1 + ~g'j(", Z)K'(8)) q,(d- 8, dz) 
+ ~.lT 1. (In (1 + ~gij(8'Z)7ri(S)) - ~%(S'Z)7ri(S)) V%(dZ)dS) . 
J=1 t AI >=1 ,=1 
(3.124) 
The main result in this section is (3.136) which is an optimality equation for 
a constrained optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P2). We now define the set of 
admissible portfolios PL2 for problem (P2). 
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Definition 18 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 7r where 
7r(t) E ]RNs for all 0 s: t s: T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) for problem (P2) if the following hold: 
(i) 7r satisfies Definition 10. 
(ii) Let 7r and 0 be two portfolios which satisfy (i) abm'e. Recall the form 
(3.124) of the insider wealth process. From Remark 5(i). for aliOS: t s: 
T.z E ]RN.i E Ns,j E N q let 
(3.125) 
For all 0 s: t s: T. i ENs let 
I l' ( -~ IL),(IL,,(~,(,))) - .\0(') + t, '\j(,)h,j(,)) d" 
(3.126) 
where the processes Aj,j E NAJu{o} are defined in (3.50) and from (3.17) 
- No N 
u'e hal'e that O"iJ(t) := Lk=1 O"jdt)O"ldt). Let y := (yl ..... YN .. .;) E ]R'. 
Then there must exist a 8 > 0 such that for each i E Ns we have that 
y, E (-8.8) and the family 
{1l\Ji(T,7r + diag(y)O)I}o-s;y-s;.s 
is uniformly integrable. where l\Ji (T) == J/, (T, 7r) and 8 is an N s x 1 matrix 
with all elements equal to 8. (This is required to ensure that the partial 
derivatives of the Lagrangian in (3.128) below exist.) 
(iii) For all i ENs let the vector gi denote the ith row of the jump coefficients 
matrix g. Then 7r must satisfy Definition 17(il') with U(t. T) = InT and 
a O == 0 == gO. 
We denote by PL2 the set of all admissible portfolios for problem (P2). • 
In what follows, Theorems 23-25 are generalisations of ([42], Theorems 14-16). 
\\'e !lOW prow the following theorem in which we show that the processes M := 
(.UI ..... JINJ defined in (3.126) are (IHI.IP')-martingales. 
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Theorem 23 Suppose rr E PL2 is an optimal pOTtfolio fOT pT'Oblem (P2). Then 
each AI, defined in (3.126) is an (1HI, fl') -maTtingale. 
Proof: Recall the definition of the Lagrangian V2 (rr) in (3.51). Let () E PL2 
be another admissible portfolio of the following form. Fix t E [0, T) and h > 0 
such that t + h ::: T and 
8,(s) = 8?(t)Xlt,t+hj(8) for all 0:::.5::: T,i ENs, (3.127) 
where each random variable 8?(t) is bounded and 'Ht-measurable. Then by 
assumption of the optimality of rr, for y E (-8,8) the function 
fey) V2 (rr + diag(y)()) 
,h (rr + diag(y)()) + IE [IT Ao(S) ( yes) - ~(7fi(S) + Yi8,(S))) ds 
I ~ [ Aj(') [~h,j(.,)(rr,(,) + y,B,(.,)) - hj (.,) 1 ds 1 
(3.128) 
is maximal for y = O. As in the derivation of (3.109), if we use the result (3.108) 
proved in Appendix F, then we have for each i ENs that 
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Imposing the particular form (3.127) of () ill (3.129) it reduces to 
-£ It+h IN ({)ij(S. z) ~ gkJ(S, Z)7Td S)) I/J (dz)ds 
j=1 t . IR k=l 
I [+h (_ ~lL),(lLj'(~'('))) - '\,(,) + ~,\'(')h"(')) d,)]. 
( 3.130) 
Since (3.130) is valid for all bounded 'Ht-measurable functions e?(t). we conclude 
that 
o 
\Yith 1\I, defined in (3.126), from (3.131) we have that 
JE[l\Ii(t + h) - l\Ii(t)l"Htl = o. (3.132) 
Since t E [0. T] and h > 0 are arbitrary in (3.132) and J1,(t) is "Hcmeasurable 
we have that each 111, is an (1HI, IP')-martingale. • 
\Ye now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things that 
the (IF.IP')-Brownian motions B defined in (3.15) are (lHI.IP')-semimartingales. 
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Theorem 24 Let 1f E P/,2 be an optimal pOTtfolio for probLem (P2). Then 11IC 
have the foLlo11ling. (i) For each i EN" the process 
is an (!HI, rl') -sernirnar·tingaLe. 
(ii) The Bro11lnian motions B defined in (,'1.15) are (!HI, rl')-scrnimartingales. 
(iii) FOT11Iard stochastic integrals 11Iith Tespect to B arc Ito -integrals. 
(iv) For cach i E Ns the process 
is an (!HI, rl') -sernirnaTiingale. 
Proof: 
(i) From Theorem 18, the orthogonal decomposition of the (!HI, rl')-martingales 
M into continuous (!HI, rl')-local martingales Me : = (l\lf, . .. , l\l'iv
s
) and discon-
tinuous (!HI, rl')-local martingales Md := (Mf, ... , M'kJ, is given by 
(3.133) 
In (3.133), for all 0::; t::; T,i ENs, we have that 
M{(t) (3.134) 
(3.135) 
where for all 0 ::; t ::; T, i ENs, j E N B , k E N q the !HI-adapted processes T)~ 
and T)'tk must satisfy almost surely 
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.'\ow by Theorem 4 the (1HI, IP')-local martingales Me are in fact (1HI, IP')-martingales 
since from Theorem 5 for each t E [0. T] the expected value of the quadratic 
variation of the processes Me is finite. Thus for each i E Ns the process 
is an (1HI, IP')-semimartingale because it is the sum of an (lHI.IP')-martingale M,c 
and a process of bounded variation. 
(ii) and (iii) See the proof of Theorem 21(iii)-(iv). 
(iv) From (3.133), for each i ENs the process 
Thus the process L;~l J~ JJRN iJij(s,z)Qj(d-s,dz) is an (lHI.IP')-semimartingale 
because it is the sum of an (1HI, IP')-martingale Jlli -Jllic and a process of bounded 
variation. • 
\Ye now prove the following theorem in which we derive an optimality equa-
tion for an optimal portfolio 11" for problem (P2). Recall from (3.13) that the IF 
compC'nsators of the Poisson random measures q are v? In Theorem 25 below 
we consider the 1HI compensators of q. 
Theorem 25 Let 11" E PL2 be an optimal portfolio for problem (P2). For all 
j E /Vq let vJ'1. = vf(dt, dz) be the 1HI compensator of the Poisson random measure 
q) and let v]}{ := (vr, .... v~ ). Then for all 0 -s: t -s: T. i E Ns . 71, satisfies 
almost SUT-ely the equahon '1 
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Proof: vVith Viii defined in the proof of Theorem 22(i), from (3.134)-(3.135) we 
can rewrite (3.133) in index form as 
ND {I ND t 
L In (J;j(s)dBj(s) + L i (J;j(s)rl~(s)ds 
j=1 0 j=1' 0 
AI; (t) 
N,! t 
+ ~ 10 .iN 79'J (05, z)(qj - vrl)(ds, dz) 
N,! I, • N<J t 
+ L r I 79ij (s,z)(vf '- vJ')(ds,dz) + L r r/!j(s)ds, 
, J Jo J]W.N , )0 
J= J= (3.137) 
where it is important to note that there is no longer forward Poisson integration 
in (3.137) (due to the presence of the 1HI compensators v 1H) Equating (3.126) 
and (3.137) equation (3.136) is obtained. • 
vVe have the following corollary of Theorem 25. 
Corollary 6 Suppose the insider is in fact honest. Then an optimal portfolio 
7r for problem (P2) must satisfy almost surely the equation 
~ ~ ~ 
o = ~i(t) - LiTij(t)7fj(t) - L(Jij(t)T/g(t) - LILJi(Lji(7fi(t))) 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
AI N,! Ns 
+Ao(t) + L Aj(t)h'J(t) - L l 79 ij (t, z) L gkj(t, z) 7fd t )vJ'(dz). 
j=1 j=1 . ]W.N k=1 
Now we want to eliminate the multipliers Aj,j E NAI U {O} from (3.136) so 
that an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P2) is dependent only on observ-
able stochastic processes. To do this, we have to consider specific forms of the 
penalty functions IT... This is done in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2. In the next sec-
tion a constrained portfolio selection problem is solved assuming the insider has 
logarithmic utility and invests in a financial market driven by Levy processes 
with jumps. It is also assumed that penalty functions and explicit weight con-
straints are present in the portfolio selection problem and that a money market 
security is available for illYestment. 
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3.8.4 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and investment in a money market security 
In this section problem (P3) is solY(~d assuming the insider has logarithmic 
utilit:v and invests in a financial market driven by Ley~' processes with jumps. 
It is also assumed that explicit portfolio weight constraints and penalty functions 
are present in the portfolio selection problem and that a money market security 
is available for investment. In this case the wealth process has the form (3.32) 
with ~o == T,o-° == 0 and gO == 0, in other words 
W(T) 
The main result in this section is (3.140) which is an optimality equation for 
a constrained optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P3). \Ye now define the set of 
admissible portfolios PL3 for problem (P3). 
Definition 19 (Admissible portfolios) A set of control processes 7r where 
7r(t) E ]RNs for all 0 ~ t ~ T. is said to be admissible (or an admissible 
portfolio) faT problem (P3) if the following hold: 
(i) 7r satisfies Definition 11. 
(ii) Definition 18(ii) with ..\0 == 0 and for all 0 ~ t ~ T. i ENs 
(iii) Definition 18(iii). 
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We denote by PL3 the set of all admissible pOTtfolio8 for pmblem (P3). • 
In what follows, Theorems 26-28 are generalisations of ([42], Theorems 14-16). 
\Ve now prove the following theorem in which we show that the processes M := 
(M], ... , MNJ defined in (3.139) are (1HI, 1fD)-martingales. 
Theorem 26 Assume 7r E PL3 is an optimal par·tfolio faT pT'Oblem (P3). Then 
each Mi defined in (S.l S9) is an (1HI, 1fD) -maTtingale. 
PT'Ooj: Sec the proof of Theorem 23 with AD == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r .• 
\Ve now prove the following theorem in which we show amongst other things that 
the (IF, 1fD)-Brownian motions B defined in (3.15) are (1HI, 1fD)-semimartingales. 
Theorem 27 Let 7r E PL3 be an optimal podfolio faT pmblern (P3). Then we 
have the following. (i) FaT each i E Ns the pmcess 
O'S,t'S,T 
is an (1HI, 1fD) -semimadingale. 
(ii) The BmwT!'ian motions B defined in (S.15) aTe (1HI, 1fD) -semimaTtingales. 
(iii) FOTwaTd stochastic 'integr'als with Tespect to B aTe Ito integmls. 
(iv) FaT each i ENs the pmcess 
is an (1HI, 1fD) -semimaTtingale. 
Pmoj: See the proof of Theorem 24 with AD == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r .• 
\lVe now prove the following theorem in which we derive an optimality equa-
tion for an optimal portfolio 7r for problem (P3). 
Theorem 28 Let 7r E PL3 be an optimal podfolio faT pmblem (P3). FaT each 
i E Ns , 7ri satisfies almost sUTely the equat'ion 
( 3.140) 
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Proof: See the proof of Theorem 25 \vith Ao == 0 and ~ replaced with ~ - r .• 
\\'e haw the following corollary of Theorem 28. 
Corollary 7 Suppose the insider is in fact honest. Then an optimal portfolio 
11" for problem (P3) mv,st satisfy almost s71rely the equation 
~ ~ ~ 
o ~,(t) - r(t) - LO'ij(t)1TJ (f) - La'J(t)T)~(t) - LIL;,(ILJ,(1T,(t))) 
j=1 j=] J=1 
AI N'J N" 
+ L Aj(t)hij(t) - L IN 13,)(t. z) L gkJ(t. z) 1Td t )vJ(dz). 
j=1 j=I' IF. k=l 
Proof: See the proof of Corollary 6. • 
:\ow we want to eliminate the multipliers Aj.i E /\!.~J from (3.140) so that an 
optimal portfolio 11" for problem (P3) is dependent only' Oil obseryable stochastic 
processes. To do this, we haye to consider specific forms of the penalty functions 
IL. This is done in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3. 
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Chapter 4 
Constrained portfolio 
selection with non-Markov 
processes and Insiders (II) 
In this chapter the theoretical results from Chapter 3 are used to find constrained 
optimal portfolios 7r which are dependent only on observable stochastic processes 
and not on the multipliers Aj,j E NM U {OJ defined in (3.50). Thus in this 
chapter we are mainly interested in Sections 3.7.2, 3.7.3, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 where 
explicit portfolio weight constraints are present and the insider is assumed to 
have a logarithmic utility function. (Recall that in the general utility cases, viz 
Sections 3.7.1 and 3.8.2, the portfolio selection problem (PI) is solved in the 
absence of penalty functions and absence of portfolio weight constraints. See 
Remark 3 in Section 3.7.2 for an explanation of why.) In this chapter we also 
consider specific forms of the penalty functions lL and analytical and numerical 
examples are provided. Before we give an outline of the rest of this chapter we 
state the following. 
Recall the form (3.44)-(3.45) of the integral constraints in problem (P2) viz 
IE [I T k6(t) iY(t) - ~ 7T i (t)i dt] 
IE [[ k)(t) i~h'j(t)rr,(t) - /i,(t)i 'it] 
= 0 (4.1) 
= 0, j=l, ... ,iUEN. (4.2) 
The most important specifications in this chapter are that specific types of 
integral portfolio weight constraints (4.1 )-( 4.2) are considered, viz that of the 
form (3.48) for example 
( 4.3) 
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where the function b6 = b6 (t,w) could be an a priori defined upper bound of 
"6 and the function kj = kj(t.w) could haw the value 1 onl~' owr the time 
intervals [0,1] and [3,5] (with T = 10 say) and zero otherwise. \Yhen required, 
these are used to set active the algebraic inequalit~· constraints 
a(t) <::: 7r(t) <::: b(t) for all 0 <::: t <::: T. ( 4.4) 
In other words some portfolio weights ",. i E Ns are constrained to particular 
values at some time over the time interval [0. T]. This allows us to ensure 
that an insider constrained optimal portfolio satisfies the inequality constraints 
(4.4). To set active anyone or group of the constraints (4.4) the use of 2Ns 
different integral constraints of the form (4.3) is required (since sometimes the 
upper and sometimes lower bound constraint of each portfolio weight 7ri must 
be set active). Thus in (4.2) we have that lU = 2Ns and the functions hij and 
h j , i, j E Nl\! must have the form 
{ 1 if i = j and j <::: .Ys' -1 if i = j and j > Xs 0 otherwise 
and 
{ bj (t) if j <::: .vs 
-aJ-Ns(t) if j >.Ys 
for all 0 <::: t <::: T. Thus the integral constraints (4.1)-(4.2) reduce to 
IE [faT k6(t) IY(t) - ~ ",(t)1 dt] 
IE [faT k;(t) 17r,(t) - bi(t)1 dt] 
IE [faT kJ(t) 1-7rj(t) + aj(t)1 dt] 
o 
o for i ENs 
o forjENs . 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
:\Iultiplying (4.5)-(4.7) by the Lagrange multipliers k6. k;' kJ, i. j E Ns respec-
tiyely defined in (3.49), equations (4.5)-(4.7) reduce to 
IE [faT A(t) ( Y(t) - ~ 7r,(t)) dt] = 0 ( 4.8) 
IE [faT fLi(t) ["i(tl - b,(t)] dt] 0 for i E /Vs ( 4.9) 
IE [.IoT j1j(t) [-7rj(t) + aj(tl] dt] 0 for j E /V/:;. (4.10) 
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where from (3.50) for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i, j ENs 
A(t) .- Ao(t) { k6 k6 (t) if Y(t) -- L;::\ 7r,(t) 2: 0 
-k6k6(t) otherwise, 
/-ii (t) .- Ai (t) { k; k; (t) if 7r,(t) - b,(t) 2: 0 
-k;k;(t) otherwise, 
and 
flj (t) .- ANdj(t) { kYv.djkJvdj (t) if - 7rJ (t) + (lj(t) 2: 0 _k2 kl (t) otherwise. Ns+j Ns+j 
(4.11) 
Since the integrands in (4.8)-(4.10) are nonnegative almost surely these imply 
that for all 0 <::: t <::: T 
A(t) ( Y(t) - ~ 7ri (t)) 
/-ii(t) [7ri(t) - bi(t)] 
flj(t) [-7rj(t) + (lj(t)] 
o 
o 
o 
for all i ENs 
for all j E Nc;. 
( 4.12) 
(4.13) 
( 4.14) 
Note that the equations (4.12)-(4.14) will not always be active since for some 
t E [0, T] the multipliers A and JL := (/-il," . ,/-iNs) and ji. := (fll, ... ,flNs ) will 
be zero. Using equations (4.12)-(4.14) and the optimality equations derived 
in Chapter 3, we show below that we have a system of equations involving a 
constrained optimal portfolio 7r and the multipliers A, JL, ji.. The rest of this 
chapter is organised as follows. It is split into four Sections 4.1-4.4 . 
• In Section 4.1 it is assumed that the securities S are driven by diffusions 
and in this case the optimality equations (3.82) and (3.88) derived in Sec-
tions 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 respectively are made independent of the multipliers 
A, JL and fl. In Section 4.1.1 it is assumed that the securities S are driven 
by diffusions and that a money money market security is not available for 
investment. Specific forms of the penalty functions lL are considered and 
consequently the multipliers A, JL and fl are eliminated from the optimality 
equation (3.82). In Section 4.1.2 it is assumed that the securities S are 
driven by diffusions and that a money money market security is available 
for investment. Specific forms of the penalty functions lL are considered 
and consequently the multipliers JL, ji. are eliminated from the optimality 
equation (3.88) . 
• In Section 4.2 it is assumed that the securities S are driven by Levy pro-
cesses with jumps and in this case the optimality equations (3.136) and 
(3.140) derived in Sections 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 respectively are made inde-
pendent of the multipliers A, JL and fl. In Section 4.2.2 it is assumed 
that the securities S are driven by Levy processes with jumps and that a 
money market security is not available for investment. Specific forms of 
the penalty functions lL are considered and consequently the multipliers 
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A.P. and fi. are eliminated from the optimalit~· equation (3.136). In Sec-
tion 4.2.3 it is assumed that the securities S arp driwn by Levy processes 
with jumps and that a money market security is m'ailable for investment. 
Specific forms of the penalty functions lL are considered and consequently 
the multipliers p.,fi. are eliminated from the optimality equation (3.140) . 
• In Section 4.3 a procedure for calculating constrained optimal portfolios 
is provided . 
• In Section 4.4 several examples are provided. 
4.1 Market driven by Diffusions 
This section is an extension of Section 3.7 where it is assumed that the securities 
S are driven by diffusions. Particular forms of the penalty functions lL are 
considered and the multipliers A, p. and fi. are eliminated from the optimality 
equations (3.82) and (3.88). In Section 4.1.1 it is assumed that a money market 
security is not available for investment, whereas in Section 4.1.2 it is assumed 
that it is. 
4.1.1 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and no investment in a money market security 
This section is an extension of Section 3.7.2. Here specific forms of the penalty 
functions lL are considered so that the multipliers A.P. and fi. can be eliminated 
from the optimality equation (3.82) which from (4.11) reduces to 
d 
u(t)Jr(t) + lL1r (t) = ~(t) + a(t)-l H(t) - A(t) + p.(t) - (L(t). d (4.15) 
First non-differential penalty functions lL are considered and the multipliers are 
eliminated from (4.15). Second differential penalty functions are considered and 
the multipliers are eliminated from (4.15). 
Specific forms of lL - (I) Non-differential 
The most important result in this subsection is equation (4.26) which is the 
optimality equation (4.15) with the multipliers A, p. and fi. eliminated. The 
operator lL is assumed to be diagonal with 
lL .( ()) = { K,(t)7r,(t) 
'J 7r, t 0 
if i = j 
otherwise (4.16) 
for all 0 s:; t s:; T. i.j ENs, where each function K,. i E lvs is deterministic and 
for notational simplicity we define Ki = Kii. Recall that form (4.16) implies that 
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the insider is being penalised for large investments in security Si and penalisation 
is different for each security. Substituting (4.16) into (4.15) we get that 
Jr(t) = a"(t) (e(t) + a(t) :t H(t) - A(t) + J.l(t) - jl(t)) , (4.17) 
where for all 0 <::: t <::: T the matrix a"(t) := [a(t) + (diag(~(t)))21-1 assuming it 
is invertible, ~ := (/"£1' ... ' /"£N.J is now a vector and A(t) is a vector with all its 
N s elements equal to A( t). Substituting (4.17) into the unity weight constraint 
(4.12) we get that 
N" Ns a-;m(t) ( Nfl d _ ) Y(t) 
A(t) = ~ I=1 f(t) ~m(t) + ~ a-mn(t) dt Hn(t) + !-lm(t) - !-lm(t) - f(t) , 
( 4.18) 
where for all 0 <::: t <::: T the function f(t) := L!\ L~~l a-;k(t). Substituting 
(4.18) into (4.17) we get that for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i ENs 
( 4.19) 
As in Section 2.3.3, for any portfolio weight Jri, i ENs, regardless of whether the 
upper bound or lower bound constraint (4.4) or neither is active, the expression 
P.i(t) - Pi(t) will always reduce to exactly one of the following, viz for all 0 <::: 
t <::: T 
{ 
fJ.i(t) if Jri(t) <::: bi(t) is active (and -Jri(t) <::: -ai(t) inactive), 
fJ.7(t):= -Pi(t) if -Jri(t) <::: -ai(t) is active (and Jri(t) <::: bi(t) inactive), 
o otherwise. 
(4.20) 
So from (4.20) we can rewrite (4.19) as 
Jri(t) = I\(t) + Ci(t) + L a-;dt) (P.'k(t) - L t n(t)/l.;1(t)) , (4.21) 
kEC- (t) nEC- (t) 
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where for all 0 'S t 'S T 
Ns 
t,(t) Y(t)(f(t))-l 'L a~dt) and 
k=l 
C,(t) 
In (4.21) the set C(f)(C(f)) c;;: Ns is the index set of time-t acti\"(~ upper (lower) 
bound constraints and C(t) UC(f) =: C*(t) := {al.a2 ..... am(t)}. where m(t) is 
the number of active inequality constraints at time t. Each number a j E C* (t) 
denotes that at time t an inequality constraint of security Set I is active. So if 
we hm'e an opportunity set of 5 securities and only the upper (lower) bound 
constraint of 7rl (t) and the lower (upper) bound constraint of 7r 4 (f) are active, 
then C*(t) = {l, 4} in both cases. For t E [0. T] fixed, in (4.4). as a(t) and b(t) 
tend to -00 and +00 respectively, the number of elements in C*(f) decreases 
since fewer control variables 1r(t) will hit the boundaries a(t) and b(t). Thus 
as a(t) and b(t) tend to -00 and +OG, optimal solutions of the constrained 
optimisation problem (P2) tend toward optimal solutions of the unconstrained 
optimisation problem (3.43) (subject only to (3.44)). Since a(f) < b(t) the 
upper and lmver weight constraints of no security can be active at the same 
time. 
Continuing, for all 0 'S f 'S T we can rewrite the two inequalit~, constraints 
7ri (t) 'S b, (t) and -7ri (t) 'S -a, (t) in a lllore compact form as 
(-l)d;(t)7r,(t) 'S c,(f). i = 1. .... Ss. 
where for all 0 'S t 'S T, i E Ns 
{ 
c, (f) = bi (t) } 
d,(t) = 0 
{ 
c,(t) = -ai(t) } 
d,(t) = 1 
for the constraint 7r, (t) 'S bi (t) and 
for the constraint -7r, (t) 'S -a, (t). 
Thus (4.13)-(4.14) we can be rewritten as 
/1;(t)[(-l)d;(t)7ri(t) - c,(t)] = o. 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
where for all 0 'S t 'S T, i ENs the llluitiplier pi(t) = 0 if (4.22) is not active 
and nonzero otherwise. Substituting (4.21) into (4.23) \ve find that for each 
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Cl:; E C*(t) 
fn, (t) + Ca ; (t) + IL~l (t) ((J~;,al (t) - f ctl (t) L (J~"n, (t)) 
a,EC*(t) 
+"'+J1~,(t) ((J~;,aj(t)-fa,(t) L (J~"a,(t)) +", 
a,EC*(t) 
+JL~m (t) ((J~;,a", (t) - f Om (t) L (J~;,a, (t)) , 
a,EC* (I) 
(4.24) 
With ca;(t) := (-l)-d",(t)ca;(t) for all 0 :::: t :::: T,Cl:i E C*(t) we can rewrite 
( 4. 24) in matrix form as 
J.L*(t) = W-1(t) (c(t) - t(t) - C(t)) , (4.25) 
where all vectors in (4.25) are of length m(t), C:= (Cal"'" Cam(t))' W(t) == 
[Wij(t)] is an m(t)xm(t) matrix with Wij(t) := (J~"a, (t)-f a, (t) La,EC*(t) (J~;,a, (t) 
and the invertibility ofw(t) can be verified before projecting the model from the 
current time to the next. Let the matrix W-1(t) == [<;"jk(t)]. Then substituting 
(4.25) into (4.21) we find that 
'1ri(t) fi(t) + Ci(t) + L (J~dt) ( L ~kl(t) (Cl(t) - fl(t) - CI(t)) 
kEC*(t) IEC*(t) 
- L f n (t) L <;"nl (t) (CI (t) - f I (t) - Cl (t) )) . 
nEC*(t) IEC*(t) 
(4.26) 
This shows that if the penalty functions IL are of the form (4.16), then an optimal 
portfolio 7r(t) for problem (P2) is the unconstrained portfolio fi(t) + C,(t),i E 
Ns plus the terms present if 7r(t) are constrained. Let 
( 4.27) 
where AI is the number of integral constraints (4.2) and ( ~ ) := 1, kEN. 
Then with Af = 2N s in (4.27), to find a constrained optimal portfolio for 
problem (P2), we mUf5t consider at most H combinations of active inequality 
constraints a(t) :::: 7r(t) :::: b(t). For each combination of active inequality con-
straints we need to calculate the objective functional valuc (3.43). A conf5traincd 
optimal portfolio 7r(t) is that which satisfies the inequality constraints (4.4) and 
has the largest objective functional value (3.43). A worked example is provided 
in Section 4.4. The formula (4.27) was determined as follows: 
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• the unity weight constraint is always active. 
• the upper and lower bound constraint on some security weight cannot be 
active at the same time, 
• if a money market security is (not) available for inycstment. then at most 
Ss (Ss - 1) inequality constraints can be active at the same time. 
From (4.27), in the case of the inequality constraints (4.4). if Ss = 2,3,4 .... , 
then at each time one has to calculate at least one and at most 5.19,65 ... . 
objectiye functional yalues to find a time-t constrained optimal portfolio. vVe 
now consider differential penalty functions IL and eliminate the multipliers A, J.L 
and jJ. from (4.15). 
Specific forms of IL - (II) Differential 
The main result in this subsection is equation (4.36) which is the discrete form 
of the optimality equation (4.15) with the multipliers A. J.L and jJ. eliminated. 
The operator IL is assumed to be differential and diagonal with 
IL,j(/Ti(t)) = { ~i(t)1t/Ti(t) + h,(t)/Ti(t) if i = j ( 4.28) 
otherwise 
where the functions K(t) := (K1 (t), ... , KNs (t)) and K,(t) := (Kdt) . .... KNs (t)), 
K, (t) cf 0 for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i E Ns are deterministic and for notational sim-
plicit.\' we define h, = Ki, and Ki = Kii. Form (4.28) implies that the insider is 
being penalised for large iIlYestments as well as large inyestment fluctuations in 
security Si' Also penalisation is different for each Si' From [143] for each i ENs 
we haye that the adjoint operator IL;i = -K, fit + (-K; + K;). \Ye now constrain 
the admissible portfolios PB2 (Definition 13) to include only those portfolios 'Tr 
\yhich are also at least twice continuously differentiable and satisfy 
'Tr(0) = 'TrBM and 'Tr'(O) = O. (4.29) 
where'TrBM are some predefined weights such that a(O) <::: 'TrBM <::: b(O). (\Ye 
use the subscript BM to refer to some benchmark portfolio.) Substituting (4.28) 
into (4.15) we get that for all 0 <::: t <::: T 
where 
D(t) 
U(t) 
V(t) 
Y(t) 
-D(t) = -a(t)'Tr(t) + U(t)'Trl/(t) + V(t)/T'(t) + Y(t)'Tr(t), (4.30) 
. -
'-
.-
.-
d ~(t) + (1(t) dt H(t) - "\(t) + J.L(t) - jJ.(t) . 
(diay(K,(t)))2. 
2 x diaY(K,(t))diaY(K,'(t)) and 
diag(K,(t))diag(K'(t)) + diag(K,'(t))diag(K(t)) - (diag(K(t)))2. 
(4.31) 
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vVe convert (4.30) to a system of first order ordinary differential equations by 
defining 
d 
if(t) = 1r'(t) = dt1r(f), 0 ~ t ~ T. (4.32) 
Since K;i (t) of 0 for all 0 ~ t ~ T,i E Ns the matrix U (t) is invertible for all 
o ~ t ~ T so (4.30) can be written as 
if'(t) = ~U-l(t)D(t) + U-1(t)(u(t) ~ Y(t))1r(t) ~ U-1(t)V(t)if(t). (4.33) 
Combining (the first equation in) (4.32) and (4.33) we get that 
ir'(t) = f(t,ir(t)), (4.34) 
where for all 0 ~ t ~ T 
ir( t) ( if(t) ) 1r( t) , 
Kl(t) .- ~U-l(t)V(t), 
K 2 (t) .- U-1(t)(u(t) ~ Y(t)) and 
K 2 (t) 
f(t,ir(t)) .- 1 0 0 o 
o 
o 1 o o 
(4.35) 
¥/e solve (4.34) discretely via a first order scheme. (See Section 4.3 and Ap-
pendix G for an explanation of why we do this.) Partition the interval [0, T] 
into n intervals of equal length t::..t with 0 = to < tl < ... < tn = T. For each 
j E {O,l, ... ,n} let 
ir j := ir(tj), Aj:= A(tj), J..L;:= J..L*(tj), K.j:= K.(tj), Kj:= K(t j ), fj:= f(tj,ir(tj)). 
The values iro are determined by the initial conditions (4.29). From (4.29), 
J..L~ = 0 since by construction the initial portfolio 1r B M satisfies the constraints 
a(O) ~ 1rBM ~ b(O). From (4.28) and (4.29) 
lL(O,1ro) = diag(Ko)1r~ + diag(K.o)1ro = diag(K.o)1r 13M, 
thus 
lLt(O,lL(O,1ro)) = (diag(K.o))21rBM. 
Thus with t = to in (4.30) the value AO can be calculated. 
Assume the values ir j and fj have been calculated. vVe then calculate the 
values ir j +1 via the first order scheme 
( 4.36) 
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To calculate the values 11-]+1, we have 3N s + 1 equations (4.12). (4.23) and (4.36), 
to solye for the 3N s + 1 variables 11-]+ 1. A]+ 1 and J-L j + l' So at each time t J we 
can calculate constrained portfolios depending on which subset of inequality 
constraints a( tJ ) :::: 7r( tJ ) :::: b( t j) has been set active. To find a constrained 
optimal portfolio, we must consider at most S' combinations of active inequality 
constraints a(tj) :::: 7r(t j ) :::: b(tj) (where 51 is defined in (4.27)). For each 
combination of active inequality constraints we need to calculate the objective 
fllnctional value (3.43). A constrained optimal portfolio 7r( tJ ) is that which 
satisfies the inequality constraints a( tj) :::: 7r( t j) :::: b( tj) and has the largest 
objective functional value (3.43). A worked example is proyided in Section 
4.4.7. 
4.1.2 Logarithmic utility, weight constraints, penalty func-
tions and investment in a money market security 
This section is an extension of Section 3.7.3. Here specific forms of the penalty 
functions lL are considered so that the multipliers J-L and {L can be eliminated 
from the optimality equation (3.88) which from (4.11) reduces to 
d 
a(t)7r(t) + lL1r(t) = €(t) - r(t) + a(t)-H(t) + J-L(t) - p,(t). 
dt 
( 4.37) 
First non-differential penalty functions are considered and the multipliers J-L 
and {L are eliminated from (4.37). Second differential penalty functions are 
considered and the multipliers are eliminated from (4.37). 
Specific forms of lL - (I) Non-differential 
The most important result in this subsection is (4.41) which is the optimality 
equation (4.37) with the multipliers J-L, {L eliminated. The operator lL is assumed 
to be of the form (4.16) in other words 
if i = j 
otherwise (4.38) 
for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i, j E Ns where each function h·i. i E }Vs is deterministic and 
for notational simplicity we define h, = hii. Substituting (4.38) into (4.37) we 
have from (4.20) that 
Ns 
'lri(t) f,(t) + L O";j(t)pj(t). 
jEe- (I) 
where for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i E Ns 
a"(t) 
f,(t) 
[0-( t) + (dia.g(lI:( t)) )2]-1 (assuming it is invertible) and 
~ O";j(t) (~j(t) -- r(t) + ~ O"]dt ) (~~ Hdt)) . 
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In (4.39) the set C(t)(c(t)) c;: Ns is the index set of time-t active upper (lower) 
bound constraints and C(t) U C(t) =: C*(t) := {OI' 02,"" om(t)}, where m(t) 
is the number of active inequality constraints. Each number OJ E C*(t) denotes 
that an inequality constraint of security So, is active. Substituting (4.39) into 
(4.23) we find that for all 0 <::: i <::: T 
IL*(t) W-I(t) (C(i) - f(t)) , (4.40) 
where each O:i E C*(t), ca,(t) := (-l)-d",(t)ca ,(t), all vectors in (4.40) are of 
length m(t), W( t) is an m( t) x m( t) matrix with \}J ij (t) := O'~i .n) (t), W- I (t) == 
[~jdt)] and the invertibility of Wet) can be verified before projecting the model 
from the current time to the next. Substituting (4.40) into (4.39) we find that 
for all 0 <::: t <::: T, i E Ns 
Jri(t) r,(t) + L O''0(t) L ~jdt) (Ck(t) - rk(t)) , (4.41 ) 
JEC' (t) kEC' (t) 
which shows that if the penalty functions lL are of the form (4.38), then an opti-
mal portfolio 7r(t) for problem (P3) is the unconstrained portfolio ri(t), i ENs 
plus the terms present if 7r(t) are constrained. To find a constrained optimal 
portfolio of (P3) we must consider at most N combinations of active inequality 
constraints a( t) <::: 7r( t) <::: b( t). For each combination of active inequality con-
straints we need to calculate the objective functional value (3.52). A constrained 
optimal portfolio is that which satisfies the constraints a(t) <::: 7r(t) <::: b(t) and 
has the largest objective functional value (3.52). Note that (4.26) and (4.41) are 
not special cases of each other. This emphasizes why we consider separately the 
cases of a money market security being unavailable and available for investment 
(by the insider) when finding constrained optimal portfolios. 
Specific forms of lL - (II) Differential 
The most important result in this subsection is equation (4.56) which is the dis-
crete form of the optimality equation (4.37) with the multipliers IL, [t eliminated. 
The operator lL is assumed to be diagonal with 
if i = j 
otherwise ( 4.42) 
where the functions K, := (KI' ... , KNsl and R, := (il: I , ... ,KNsl are deterministic 
and for notational simplicity we define K, = K,i and il:i = Kii. Form (4.42) 
implies that the insider is being penalised for large investments as well as large 
investment fluctuations in security Si' Also penalisation is different for each 
security. The important difference between (4.28) and (4.42) is that some func-
tions R, are now allowed to be zero at some time t E [0, T]. This possibility was 
disallowed in (4.28) because the invertibility of the matrices U(t), 0 <::: t <::: T in 
(4.33) was required. (If any il:i(t) = 0 for some t E [0, TJ, i ENs, then U(t) will 
not be invertible.) To continue however we assume that at each time t E [0, T] 
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at least one function K" i E Ns has a nonzcro yalue. Substituting (-1.-12) into 
(-1.37) we get from (4.20) that for all 0 -:::: t -:::: T. i E }/s 
Ns 
o = D,(t) - Lo-ij(t)1fj(t) + KT(t),,;'(t) + 2K,(t)Fi;(t)1f;(t) 
j=l 
(4.43) 
where 
ND d 
D,(t) := ~i(t) - r(t) + L O"ij(t) dt Hj(t) + p;(t). (4.44) 
j=l 
For all 0 -:::: t -:::: T let the set L(t) := {L 1 •... ,Ld(t)} ~ N s , where d(t) ENs 
is its cardinality. Let L(t) denote for which securities S, the corresponding 
penalty function lL'i (t) has a nonzero coefficient value K, (t). For all 0 -:::: t -:::: T 
let 1rdt) := (1fLI (t), ... ,1fLd(t)(t)). Then from (4.43) we haye that 
-Ddt) = -o-dt)1rL(t) + Ddt)1r~(t) + Vdt)1r~Jt) + Ydt)1rdt). (4.45) 
where rdt) is a vector of cardinality d(t) with all elements equal to r(t) and 
~dt) .-
udt) .-
J.LIJt) .-
ih(t) .-
Ddt) .-
K,dt) .-
R-dt) .-
Ddt) .-
Vdt) .-
Ydt) .-
(~Ll (t), ... , ~Ld(t) (f)). 
[O"]k(t)].j E L(t), k E N B , 
Ul~ (t), ... , JL*[ (t)). 
1 .Id(t) 
[O-LJ.L" (f)J,.j, n E {L .... d(t)}. 
~dt) - rdt) + udt) :t H(t) + J.L~(f). 
(/-{L l (t), ... , KLd(t)(f)), 
(KLI (f), ... , KLd(t) (t)), 
(diag(R-dt)))2, 
2 x diag(R-L(t))diag(R-~(t)) and 
diag(R-dt))diag(K,~o(t)) - diag(R-~(t))diag(K,dt)) + (diag(K,dt)))2. 
( 4.46) 
We now constrain the admissible portfolios PB3 (Definition 14) to include only 
those portfolios 1r also with the subset 1r L of portfolio security weights at least 
twice continuously differentiable and which satisfy 
1rdO) = 1rL,BAf and 1rUO) = o. (4.4 7) 
In (4.47) the yalues 1rL,BAf are predefined weights such that aL(O) -:::: 1rL.BM -:::: 
bdO). where for all 0 -:::: t -:::: T 
adt) .- (aLl (f) ..... aLd(t) (f)) and 
bdt) .- (b Ll (f) ..... bLd(t) (t)). 
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As in (4.29) we use the subscript EM to refer to some benchmark portfolio. 
\Ve convert (4.45) to a system of first order ordinary differential equaticJIls by 
defining 
(4.50) 
Then since R.dt) 10,0::; t::; T, the d(t) x d(t) matrix Ddt) is nonsingular 
and so (4.45) can be written as 
if~(t) = _DLl(t)DL(t) + DLl(t)(adt) - Ydt))7rdt) - DLl(t)Vdt)ifdt). 
(4.51) 
Combining (the first equation in) (4.50) and (4.51) we get that for all 0::; t ::; T 
where 
irdt ) 
KJ".dt) 
K L,2(t) 
fdt,irdt)) 
( ifdt) ) 7rdt) , 
.- -DLl(t)V dt), 
.- DLl(t)(adt ) - Ydt)) and 
KL,1 (t) K L.2 (t) 
.- 1 0 0 0 
0 
0 1 0 (J 
(4.52) 
( U,'(ttD,(t) ) 
irdt) - . . 
0 
( 4.53) 
As with (4.34) we solve (4.52) discretely via a first order scheme. So partition 
the interval [0, T] into n intervals of equal length !::.t with 0 = to < tl < ... < 
tn = T. Let fr L,2 (tj), j E {O, 1, ... , n} denote the value of the ith element of the 
vector ir d t j ). Firstly, the values 71"; (to), i E L (to) are obtained from the first set 
of initial conditions in (4.47). We solve for 71";(to), i E Ns\L(to). Recall that, 
from the initial conditions (4.47), J-L L (to) = 0 since by construction the initial 
portfolio 7rL,BM satisfies the constraints adO) ::; 7rL,BM ::; hL(O). From the 
second (differential) set of initial conditions in (4.47), with t = to in (4.43), it 
becomes for all i E Ns \ L (to) 
(4.54) 
Thus in (4.23) and (4.54) we have 2(Ns - d(to)) equations for 2(Ns - d(to)) 
unknowns t<(to). 71".,(to), i E Ns\L(to). 
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Assume the values 7r( t]) have been computed. Then we calculate the values 
1T,(tj+1). i E Ns\L(tj+d via the equation 
NI3 d 
o ~,(tj+1) - r(tj+d + L a,j(tj+d dt Hj(tj+d + ,<(tj+d 
j=l 
N8 
- L uij(tj+dlTj(tj+d - K;(tj+dlT,(tj+d 
j=l 
and we calculate the values irdtj+d via the first order scheme 
(4.55) 
( 4.56) 
In (4.23), (4.55) and (4.56) we have 2Ns + d(tj+d equations for 2Ns + d(tj+I) 
unknowns M*(tj+1),irdtj+l) and 7r(tj+d. So at each time tj we can calcu-
late constrained portfolios depending on which subset of inequality constraints 
a(tj) <::: 7r(t j ) <::: b(tj) has been set active. To find a constrained optimal port-
folio, we must consider at most R combinations of active inequality constraints 
a(tj) <::: 7r(tj) <::: b(tj). For each combination of active inequality constraints we 
need to calculate the objective functional value (3.52). A constrained optimal 
portfolio 7r(t j ) is that which satisfies the constraints a(tJ ) <::: 7r(t j ) <::: b(tJ ) and 
has the largest objective functional value (3.52). 
4.2 Market driven by Levy Processes 
This section is an extension of Section 3.8 where it is assumed that the securities 
S are driven by Levy processes with jumps. Constrained optimal portfolios 
are found assuming particular forms of the penalt~· functions lL and assuming 
particular types of jumps for the securities S. Consequently the multipliers 
Aj.j E liM U {O} are eliminated from the optimality equations (3.136) and 
(3.140) \vhich from (4.11) reduce respectively to 
(4 .. 57) 
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and 
t ( Ns N[J Ns 
o .fa ~/(S) - r(s) - f;iT, j (s)7fj (s) - f;a ij (8)T/F;(8) - f;lL}i(lL]i(7f/(S))) 
I ",e,) - p,(,) -.~ /.N ,9,j("z) ~ gk,(',Z).k(,)Vl'!dZ)) d., 
N'l t 
-2::1 r t9 ij (S,Z)(l/; -l/~)(ds,dz). 
j=1 a JITI!.N ( 4.58) 
In Section 4.2.1 specific types of Levy process are considered. In Section 4.2.2 
it is assumed that a money market security is not available for investment, 
whereas in Section 4.2.3 it is, and the multipliers A, 1-', fl are eliminated from the 
optimality equations (4.57) and (4.58) respectively in each section. 
4.2.1 Specific types of Levy process 
The difficulty with finding analytical forms of even unconstrained portfolios in 
the Levy financial market (3.14)-(3.15) is due to 7r appearing in the denominator 
in (3.125) viz 
_0 .(t ) _ 9iJ(t, z) 
V,], Z - N,. 
1 + "£k~1 gk](t, Z)7fk(t) 
(4.59) 
for all 0 ::; t ::; T, Z E lR N , i E Ns , j E Nq . Thus to eliminate the multipliers 
A, I-' and fl from the optimality equations (4.57) and (4.58) we follow [42] and 
consider specific types of Levy process (and find constrained optimal insider 
portfolios in these cases). "'e consider separately the cases where a money 
market security is unavailable and available for investment by the insider and 
these are Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively. Constrained optimal portfolios 
are derived only in the case where the penalty functions lL are not differential. 
The analysis is similar (to the differential cases in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) if 
some penalty function lLij is differential. To continue, from [42] the following 
assumptions are made. 
Assumption 1 To derive analytical forms of constrained optimal portfolios it 
is assumed that: 
(i) The jump coefficients g are independent of time in other words 
g = g(z). (4.60) 
(ii) Define the pure jump processes cp := ('PI, ... , 'P N'l) as 
(4.61 ) 
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Then as in (42j we assume that the insider has at most knou'ledge about the 
value of the underlying driving proce.5.5e.5 B(To) and cp(To) for .5ome time 
To > T. Thi.5 mean.5 that the in.5ider filtration 1HI is s11ch that IF C;;; 1HI C;;; lHI'. 
wher'e 
H; := a(Ft U a(B(To),cp(To))) for all 0 -s: t -s: T. (4.62) 
• 
From [42] we state the following two propositions. 
Proposition 4 Let cp and the filtration lHI' be defined as in A.5.5umption 1. Then 
the processes 
cp(t) _ t IE[cp(To)IHs] - cp(.5) ds 
Jo To -.5 
and B(t) _ rt IE[B(To)IHs] - B(.5) d.5 
Jo To -.5 
are (lHI, JID) -martingales. 
Proof: See ([42], Proposition 18). • 
"-e state the follmving proposition in which the 1HI compensators 1I:-j] of the 
Poisson random measures q are deduced. 
Proposition 5 S'uppose Assumption 1 holds. Then the lHI-compen.5ating mea-
sures v:{ of the Poisson random measures q are gil'en by 
lIF(dz)d.5 + IE [~lT!> 4(dr. dZ)1 Hs] ds 
To s s 
IE [ To ~ siT!> q(dr. dz) I HS] ds. 
Proof: See ([42], Proposition 19). 
(4.63) 
• 
In the next two sections we simplify the optimality equations (4.57) and (4.58) 
by making use of Assumption 1 and Propositions 4 and 5. 
4.2.2 No investment in a money market security 
In this section the multipliers A, J.L and fl are eliminated from the optimality 
equation (4.57) so that a constrained optimal portfolio 7r is dependent only on 
obsef';able stochastic processes. It is assumed that a money market security is 
not available for investment. It is also assumed that the jump coefficients g are 
independent of the security prices S, in other words for all i E Ns.j E Nq 
(4.64) 
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where 9j = 9j(Z). From Assumption 1 and (4.64), for all 0:::: t:::: T,z E ]RN,i E 
Ns , j E Nq equation (4.59) reduces to 
Thus from Proposition 4 with 
B( ) __ IE[Bj (To) IHtl - Bj(t) 
rlz j t - rr ' 
.La - t 
(4.65 ) 
o :::: t :::: T, i E N:", j E N B, ( 4.66) 
we have from (4.20), Proposition 5 and (4.65) that the optimality equation 
(4.57) reduces to 
Taking the time derivative in (4.67) we have from the fundamental theorem of 
calculus that for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i E Ns 
N, Nn N;; 
o = Ei(t)-L It'J(t)7rj(t)-L (Jij(t)rl~(t)-L Qi(lLji (7ri(t)))-A(t)+I-<(t)+p(t), 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
( 4.68) 
where 
p(t) := - L (19 j (Z)9j(Z)vJ(dz) + IE L 1 j ~ijj(dT, dz) H t . N'J [ N'J To . iJ ( 1 j=1 JiK N j=1 t -aN To - t 
(4.69) 
Now we want to eliminate the multipliers A(t) and J.L*(t) from (4.68) so that 
a constrained optimal portfolio 7r is dependent only on observable stochastic 
processes. To do this we have to consider specific forms of the penalty functions 
1L. We assume that the penalty functions lL have the form (4.16), viz lL is 
diagonal with 
if i = j (4.70) 
otherwise 
for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i, j ENs where each function Ki, i ENs is deterministic and 
for notational simplicity we define Ki = Ki,' Substituting (4.70) into (4.68) it 
reduces to 
7r(t) = a"(t) (e(t) + fjB(t) - '\(t) + J.L*(t) + p(t)) , (4.71) 
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\vhere for all 0 s: t s: T, i ENs we have that u"(t) := [a(t) + (dia.g(K:(t)))2j-l 
assuming it is invertible, ryf(t) := L;:1 (J,j(t),)~(t). ijB(t) == [ryf(t)] and p(t) 
is a vector with each of its Ns elements equal to p(t) defined in (4.69). To 
eliminate ),(t) we substitute (4.71) into (4.12) to get that 
Ns Ns "( t) ( N D ) Y (t) 
),(f) = ~ '~1 (J~('t) Em(t) + ~ (Jmn (t)T};;'n (t) + 11';" (f) + p(t) - r(t)' 
(4.72) 
where [(t):= L~\ L~~l (Jfk(t).O s: t s: T. Substituting (4.72) into (4.71) we 
get that for all 0 s: t s: T, i ENs 
7f,(t) = [i(t) + C,(t) + L (Jfk(t) (l1k(t) - L [n(t)I1~(t)). (4.73) 
kEC'(t) nEC'(t) 
where for all 0 s: t s: T, i E Ns,j E NB the process T}fl has the form in (4.66), 
Ns 
[,(t) .- Y(t)([(t))-l L (Jfk(t) and 
k=l 
Ci(t) .- ~ (J:k(t) (Ek(t) - ([(t)r·1 ~ ,tl (Jlm(t)~m(t) 
+ % ff'J (thlj (t) .. (r(t))-' ~ f, fftm(t) % "m"(t)"~"(t)) . 
(4.74) 
In (4.73) the set C(t)(C(t)) C;;; Ns is the index set of time-t active upper (lower) 
bound constraints and C(t) uC(t) =: C*(t):= {Gl.G2 ..... G m (!)}. where m(t) is 
the number of active inequality constraints at time t. Each number OJ E C* (t) 
denotes that an inequality constraint of security So:} is active. As in Section 
4.1.1 we can derive (4.23) and so substituting (4.73) into (4.23). solving for J.L*(t) 
and substituting J.L*(t) into (4.73), we get that 
7f,(t) = [i(t) + Ci(t) + L utk(t) ( L C;kl(t) (Cl(t) - rL(t) - CL(t)) 
kEC' (t) LEC' (t) 
- L f\ (t) L C;nl (t) (Cl (t) - r I (t) - Cl (t) )) , 
nEC'(t) LEC'(t) 
(4.75 ) 
where 0, E C* (t), co:, (t) := (-1) -d"i (I) cG, (t). \II(t) is an m(t) x m(t) matrix with 
\)I'j(t) := (J~,.GJ (t)-[ OJ (t) Lo:, EC'(!) (J~,.G' (f), the matrix \II- 1 (t) == [c;Jdt)] and 
the im'ertibility of\ll(t) can be verified before projecting the model from the cur-
rent time to the next. Equation (4.75) shows that if the penalt~· functions lL are 
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of the form (4.70), thell a constrained optilllal portfolio 7r(t) for problem (P2) 
is the unconstrained portfolio f, (t) + Ci (t), i E N.s plus the terms present if 7r( t) 
are constrained. To find a constrained optimal portfolio of (P2), we must COll-
sider at most R (defined in (4.27)) combinations of active inequality constraints 
a( t) ::; 7r( t) ::; b( t). For each combination of active inequality constraints, we 
need to calc:ulate the objective functional value (3.43). A time-t constrained 
optimal portfolio is that which satisfies the constraints a(t) ::; 7r(t) ::; b(t) and 
has the largest objective functional value (3.43). 
4.2.3 Investment in a money market security 
In this section we eliminate the multipliers JL and fl from the optimality equation 
(4.58), so that constrained optimal insider portfolios for problem (P3) are de-
pendent only OIl observable stochastic processes. As in the derivation of (4.68), 
if we make Assumption 1, then (4.58) reduces to 
~ Nn ~ 
0= Ei(t)-r(t)-L O'ij(t)1Tj(t)-L (T'J(t)Tlfl(t)-L lL;i(lLji (1Ti(t)))+JL?(t)+p,(t), 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
(4.76) 
where for all 0 ::; t ::; T, i E N.s, j E Nq the process Til; has the form in (4.66), 
Pi (t) 
(4.77) 
and 
(4.78) 
Now even if we assume (as in Section 4.2.2 equation (4.64» that the jump 
coefficients g are independent of the security prices S, the portfolio weight values 
7r cannot be eliminated from the integrand in (4.77). (Recall that here a money 
market security is available for investment, thus we have for all 0 ::; t ::; T 
that 2:;:\ 1Ti(t) = 1 - 1To(t) which is not independent of 7r.) Thus as in ([42], 
equation (72», if a money market security is available for investment, then 
for each t E [0, T], there is potentially more than one optimal portfolio 7r(t) 
calculable from (4.76). Unlike in [42] however, here many of these solutions will 
likely be eliminated by the inequality constraints a( t) ::; 7r( t) ::; b( t). Equation 
(4.76) must be solved in conjunction with (4.23) to derive constrained optimal 
portfolios. See Section 4.4 for worked examples. Next we provide a procedure 
for calculating constrained optimal portfolios. 
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4.3 Procedure for calculating constrained opti-
mal insider portfolios 
In this section a procedure for calculating constrained optimal (insider) portfo-
lios is proyided using the models in Section 3.7.2 (and Sections 3.7.3,3.8.3 and 
3.8.4). (Recall that in the case of general utility only unconstrained portfolios 
are deriyed.) For notational simplicity it is assumed that the securities S are 
driyen by diffusions and that the penalty functions lL are not differential opera-
tors, but the procedure is analogous eyen if S are driyen by Ley)" processes with 
jumps and/or some penalty function lL ij , i.j ENs is differential. For the rest 
of this section, when we refer to a result in Section 3.7.2, we shall on the first 
occasion inc:lude in brackets the analogous results in Sections 3.7.3, 3.8.3 and 
3.8.4 since the procedure is the same. For the rest of this chapter, if the time 
yariable is (not) included, then it must be understood that the yariable 1r(t) 
(1r) denotes the yalues of the security weights at time t (oyer the entire horizon 
[0. T]). In both cases though 1r( t) and 1r will be referred to as portfolios. 
The way to solye for a time t constrained optimal portfolio is first to solve for 
a time-t unconstrained portfolio 1r(t). If 1r(t) satisfies the inequality constraints 
a(t) <:.:: 1r(t) <:.:: b(t), then the unconstrained portfolio 1r(t) is in fact also the time-
t constrained optimal portfolio. Otherwise we have to discretise the problem 
and at each discrete time we have to consider at most ST (defined in (4.27)) 
different combinations of active and inactive integral constraints (4.1)-(4.2) in 
the calculation of a constrained optimal portfolio. (See below and Appendix G 
to understand why the problem must be discretised.) In other words at each 
discrete time \ve haye to consider at most f,: different combinations of where 
the multipliers AJ , j E NAJ U {a} are zero and nonzero. In follow up work 
we hope to proye that the discrete constrained optimal portfolios in fact tend 
to the continuous-time constrained optimal portfolios as the time increment 
tends to zero. A constrained optimal portfolio 1r( t) is that which satisfies the 
constraints (4.4) and has the largest objectiye functional yalue (3.43) (or (3.52)). 
In the following paragraph we summarise how to calculate constrained optimal 
portfolios: 
After determining the really good portfolios. let time evolve and 
calculate the unconstrained portfolios at each time. If the time-t 
unconstrained portfolio satisfies the constraints (4.4). then it is 
also the time-t constrained optimal portfolio. otherwise the time-t 
really good portfolio is the time-t constrained optimal portfolio. 
(4.79) 
In the rest of this section we elaborate on the procedure in (4.79) in particular 
defining in (iii) below what we mean by really good portfolios. So unpacking 
(4.79), constrained optimal portfolios are determined as follows: 
(i) Let t E [0, T]. Then with C*(t) empty in (4.26) (or (4.30), (4.41) or (4.43)), 
calculate the unconstrained portfolio 1r( t). 
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(ii) If a(t) :s: 1r(t) :s: b(t), then the unconstrained portfolio 7r(t) is in fact also 
the time-t constrained optimal portfolio. Proceed to step (i) above, incre-
ment time and calculate the next constrained optimal portfolio. If how-
ever at any time t the unconstrained portfolio a( t) i 1r( t) or 1r( t) i b( t), 
then we have to solve discretely for future constrained optimal portfolios 
7r (.5), .5 E [t. T]. In this case proceed to step (iii) below. 
(iii) From (ii), this step will be reached if either a(t) i 7r(t) or 1r(t) i b(t). As 
mentioned in (ii), in this case, all time-s, t :s: .5 :s: T constrained optimal 
portfolios must be determined discretely and we now explain why. Sup-
pose at time tj that the financial market parameter values from time tj 
to time T are known (in other words the financial market parameters are 
deterministic). At the end of this section we return to this assumption. 
Note that even in this (deterministic) case, an insider (constrained port-
folio selection) problem must still be solved since the disturbances B (and 
q) are IF-adapted and insider portfolios 1r are lHI-adapted resulting in the 
presence of forward stochastic integrals in the insider wealth process VV. 
='Jow a time-t constrained optimal portfolio is that which satisfies the con-
straints (4.4) and has the largest objective functional value (3.43). So an 
objective functional value must be determined for at most H constrained 
portfolios at time t and (that which satisfies (4.4) and) that with the 
largest objective functional value is the time-t constrained optimal port-
folio. To calculate one objective functional value, many different possible 
sample paths of the disturbances B (and q) must be considered. From 
these sample paths of B different terminal (time T) portfolio wealth val-
ues are obtained and the objective functional (3.43) can be evaluated by 
taking the expectation of the utility of terminal wealth. Now from (3.30) 
(and (3.32)) the insider wealth process is driven by the portfolio weights 
(processes) 1r. So the expectation in (3.43) is actually taken over all future 
constrained optimal portfolios. So for each sample path of B, to determine 
the resulting terminal portfolio wealth value (for that sample path of B), 
only constrained optimal portfolios can be used. 
Suppose we are at time-to To determine the time-t constrained optimal 
portfolio we need to calculate an objective functional value (3.43) for at 
most H constrained portfolios at time t. But the evaluation of each ob-
jective functional value requires information about terminal wealth values 
and each wealth value is dependent on constrained optimal portfolios for 
each sample path of B over the entire interval [t, T]. Each of those fu-
ture constrained optimal portfolios are determined by calculating objec-
tive functional values associated with at most H constrained portfolios at 
that time. But the evaluation of each of those objective functional val-
ues is dependent on constrained optimal portfolios from that time up to 
time T for each sample path of B. So one must work backwards from 
time T to find a time-t constrained optimal portfolio. This is why con-
strained optimal portfolios have to be determined discretely the moment 
an unconstrained portfolio violates the inequality constraints (4.4). 
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Given this, a more detailed procedure for calculating constrained optimal 
portfolios is provided in (iv)-(vi) below. There references are made to 
what are referred to as really good portfolios and we now define these. Let 
o = to < tl < ... < tn = T, n E N be an equally spaced partition of 
[0. T] and let the current time be t)" .\"ow the evaluation of the objective 
functional (3.43) always involves the determination of the time-tn_l con-
strained optimal portfolio for each sample path of B. In fact, if we are at 
time t j , then for evaluation of each objective functional value (3.43), for 
each sample path of B constrained optimal portfolios are required from 
times tk, k :::: j up to time tn-I. ;'\ow for each sample path of B the time-
t n - 1 unconstrained portfolio can be calculated from (4.26) (since it was 
assumed above that the financial market parameters are deterministic). 
If this unconstrained portfolio violates (4.4), then at most S time-tn-l 
constrained portfolios must be evaluated and that which satisfies (4.4) 
and has the largest objective functional value (3.43) will be the time-tn -l 
constrained optimal portfolio (for that sample path of B). Now for all 
sample paths of B where the time-tn_1 unconstrained portfolio violates 
(4.4), the resultant time-tn_1 constrained optimal portfolio will be the 
same. This portfolio is calculated once and it is called the time-tn_l really 
good portfolio. It is that portfolio 'with at least one active inequality con-
straint (4.4) and has the largest objective functional value (3.43). Then 
for each sample path of B the time-t n -1 unconstrained portfolio is calcu-
lated and if it violates (4.4), then the time-tn-l really good portfolio will 
be the time-tn _ 1 constrained optimal portfolio (for that sample path of 
B). In fact, before calculating constrained optimal portfolios from times 
t J to t Tl -1, all really good portfolios from the current time tj to time tn-1 
are calculated at time t j . (This can be done since it was assumed above 
that the financial market parameters arc deterministic.) This is analogous 
to Chapter 2, Section 2.5 where a grid of future constrained optimal port-
folios is produced. Then as time evolved each time t constrained optimal 
portfolio was simply read off from the grid. 
(iv) \Ye now describe how to calculate the time-tn_l really good portfolio. 
Recall the partition defined in (iii) above. First, amongst all time-tn_1 
portfolios with at least one active (inequality) constraint (4.4), find that 
which satisfies (4.4) and has the largest objective functional value (3.43). 
\Ve refer to this portfolio as the time-tn_1 really good portfolio. To find 
the time-tn_l really good portfolio, we consider at most /if ways of con-
straining the time-tn -1 security weights 1f(tn-1), in other words at most 1V 
ways of setting active the upper and lower inequality portfolio weight con-
straints a(tn-d <::: 1f(tn-d <::: b(tn-d. The time-tn_1 really good portfolio 
is calculated as follows: 
(a) Set active only the lower bound constraint OnIT1(tn-d. Then the set 
C*(tn-d = {I} and in (4.26). cdtn-d = adtn-d and ci(tn-d = 0 
for all i E N s \{l}. From (iii) above (since the financial market pa-
rameters are assumed to be deterministic) calculate the optimal val-
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ues of 7r2 (tn- d, ... , 7r Ns (tn-I) using (4.26). Then by simulating dif-
ferent values of B(tn ), calculate the objective functional value (3.43) 
associated with this constrained portfolio. 
(b) Set active only the upper bound constraint on 7r1 (tn- d. Then the set 
C*(tn-d = {I} and in (4.26), C1(tn-l) = b1(tn-J) and ci(tn-d = 0 
for all i E Ns \{l}. From (iii) above calculate the optimal values 
of 7r2(tn-d, ... ,7r Ns (tn - d using (4.26). Then by simulating differ-
ent values of B(tn ), calculate the objective functional value (3.43) 
associated with this constrained portfolio. 
(c) Repeat steps (a) and (b) for all securities S. 
(d) From (a)-(c) above one of the following will be done: 
1) If there is at least one portfolio in (a)-(c) which satisfies a(tn-1) :::; 
71"( tn- d :::; b( tn-1), then the time-tn_1 really good portfolio is 
that which satisfies a(tn-d :::; 71"(tn-d <::: b(tn-I) and has the 
largest objective functional value (3.43). Save this portfolio. 
Then calculate the time-tn_2 really good portfolio by moving 
to step (v) below. 
2) Proceed to step (e) to set active more time-tn_ 1 inequality con-
straints a( tn -1) :::; 71"( t n - 1 ) <::: b(tn-I) to determine the time-tn -1 
really good portfolio. 
(e) Set active only the lower bound constraints on 71"1 (t n -1) and 71"2 (tn -1). 
Then the set C*(tn-1) = {1,2} and in (4.26), C1(tn-J) = adtn-Il, 
c2(tn-d = a2(tn-1) and ci(tn-d = 0 for all i E Ns \{l, 2}. From 
(iii) above calculate the optimal values of 71"3 (tn-1 ), ... ,71" N s (tn-1 ) 
using (4.26). Then by simulating different values of B(tn ), calculate 
the objective functional value (3.43) associated with this constrained 
portfolio. 
(f) Set active only the lower bound constraints on 71"1 (tn- d and 7r3 (tn- Il. 
Then the set C*(tn-1) = {1,3} and in (4.26), C1(tn-J) = a1(tn-d, 
C3(tn-J) = a3(tn-J) and ci(tn-d = 0 for all i E Ns \{l, 3}. From (iii) 
above calculate the optimal values of 71"2 (tn-I), 71"4 (tn-I), ... , 7r Ns (tn-I) 
using (4.26). Then by simulating different values of B(tn ), calculate 
the objective functional value (3.43) associated with this constrained 
portfolio. 
(g) Repeat steps (e) and (f) for all security weight pairs with different 
active upper and lower constraints a(tn- 1 ) <::: 71"(tn-d <::: b(tn-d. 
(h) From (e)-(g) above one of the following will be done: 
1) If there is at least one portfolio in (e )-(g) which satisfies a( tn-I) :::; 
71"(tn-d <::: b(tn-d, then the time-tn_1 really good portfolio is 
that which satisfies a(tn-d <::: 71"(tn-d <::: b(tn-d and has the 
largest objective functional value (3.43). Save this portfolio. 
Then calculate the time-tn _2 really good portfolio by moving 
to step (v) below. 
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2) Proceed to step (i) to set active more time-t n _l inequalit,v con-
straints a(tn-d -s; 7r(tn-d -s; b(t,,-tl to determine the time-tn_1 
really good portfolio, 
(i) Find constrained portfolios 7r(t n- d for different sets of active upper 
and lower portfolio weight inequality constraints a(t" - tl -s; 7r(tn- d -s; 
b(t ,,-1), Choose the time-t"_l really good portfolio as that which 
satisfies a(tn-d -s; 7r(tn-I) -s; b(tn-d and has the largest objective 
functional value (3.43). Save this portfolio. 
(v) The time-tn_2 really good portfolio is determined by applying step (iv) 
above and using knowledge of the time-tn _ 1 really good portfolio (which 
has just been found in (iv) abow). To calculate the time-tn -2 objective 
functional values (to compare the time-tn_2 constrained portfolios) we 
need to simulate different sample paths of B over the interval [tn- 2 , tn]. 
To calculate one time-tn_2 objective functional value (corresponding to 
one time-t n-2 constrained portfolio), we calculate the expectation (of the 
utility of terminal wealth) over different sample paths of B over [tn-2, tn]. 
\Ye now explain how knowledge of the time-tn-l reall,'.· good portfolio 
(calculated in step (iv) above) is incorporated into the calculation of the 
time-tn _2 really good portfolio. Since we assumed in step (iii) that the 
financial market parameter values over [t, T] are known at time t, for 
each sample path of B (over [tn- 2 . tn]) we can calculate unconstrained 
portfolios 7r(tn-d. If a(tn-d -s; 7r(tn-I) -s; b(tn-I), then use this portfolio 
in the calculation of the objectiw functional value (3.43) at time t n -2. 
Otherwise use the time-tn_ I really good portfolio in the calculation of 
(3.43) to compare timc-tn _ 2 constrained portfolios. \Ye shall then be 
determining the time-tn_2 really good portfolio as that which satisfies 
(..1.4) and has the largest objective functional value calculated by taking 
the expectation over constrained optimal portfolios in each sample path 
of B. 
(vi) \Ye repeat step (v) until we find the time-t) reall,'.· good portfolio. 
Returning to the current time t j, if we found that the time-tj unconstrained 
portfolio violates the constraints a(tj) -s; 7r(t j ) -s; b(tj), then the time-t j con-
strained optimal portfolio will in fact be the time-t j really good portfolio. We 
then project to the next (discrete) time. If we find that a(tj+Il i 7r(tj+d 
or 7r(tj+d i b(tj+Il, then the time-tj+l constrained optimal portfolio will 
be the time-fj+I really good portfolio. \\'e evolve to the next time step un-
til the time-tn-l unconstrained portfolio 7r(t,,- d is calculated. If we find that 
a(tn-d i 7r(tn-l) or 7r(tn-Il i b(tn-d, then the time-fn_l constrained opti-
mal portfolio will in fact be the time-t ,,-I wally good portfolio. 
If in contrast to step (iii) above the future financial market paramcter values 
are unknown at time t), then \VC havc to repeat steps (iv)-(vi) above for differ-
ent sample paths of the non-deterministic financial market parameters. Then 
a timc-t rcall,'.· good portfolio is that which satisfies (..1.4) and has the largest 
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objective functional value, where ill particular the expectation ill (3.43) is taken 
over all the stochastic financial market parameters. This is unfortunat.ely com-
putationally intensive. See Section 4.4 below for examples and where numerical 
methods are employed, time estimates arc provided of how long it took to solve 
the constrained portfolio selection problems. 
4.4 Examples 
4.4.1 Example 1 
Recall equation (3.70) viz 
(4.80) 
In this example we simplify (4.80) assuming the insider has logarithmic utility. 
Let So be a money market security with interest rate r(t) and let U(t, :7:) == In x. 
Then 
(.(t) = e(t) - r(t), 0'0 == 0, a(t) = O'(t), P == I, [M, P] == 0 
and from ([18]' equation (3.35)), H(t) = .r~ 'Yt(.s)d.5 for some functions 'Yt(.s) := 
Crt,! (8), ... 'It,N 13 (8)) where 'Yt are lHI-adapted (and the processes J~ 'Yt (.5 )d.s are 
of bounded variation). Then (4.80) reduces to 
In particular if 
Ns = 1 = N E , 6(t) = ~(t), O'11(t) = O'(t), 0::; t::; T 
then 'Yt(t) = Aft(t) and a(t) = a(t)aT(t) = 0'2(t) and (4.81) reduces to 
Tr(t) = 0'~2(t)(~(t) - r(t) + O'(tht(t)) 
(4.81) 
which is exactly the result derived by (Biagini, 0ksendal [18], equation (3.36)). 
4.4.2 Example 2 
Recall equation (4.41) viz 
Tr,(t) = f.,(t) + :L 0'.'0(t) :L ~~jk(t) (edt) - fdt)) . 
jEC*(t) kEC*(t) 
In this example we simplify (4.41) assuming a special form of the insider's fil-
tration lHI. Suppose the sets C*(t), 0 ::; t ::; T are empty, in other words then~ 
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are no actiye inequality constraints at an~' time 0 < < T. Then for all 
o ::; t ::; T. i E Ns (4.41) reduces to 
(4.82) 
where for all 0 ::; t ::; T the matrix u"(t) = [a(t) + (diag(t\:(t)))2]-1 (assuming 
it is inyertible). Let T < To. Then as in ([62], (5.26)), suppose the insider's 
filtration lHl is such that for all 0 ::; t ::; T 
Ht = u(Ft U u(B(To))). (4.83) 
Then from ([62], (5.27)) for all 0 ::; t ::; T the bounded variation processes H 
defined in (3.87) have the form 
H(t) = rt B(To) ~ B(s) ds 
Jo To ~ s (4.84) 
and (4.82) reduces to 
7f; (t) (4.85) 
Let X B = 1 = Xs and let 0"11 = 0" and KI = K be functions. Then we have that 
0-11 = 0"2 and O"j\ = (0"2 + K2)-I. SO with 7f1 = 7f. ~I = ~. BI = B equation 
(4.85) reduces to 
(0"2(t) + K2(t))-1 (~(t) _ r(t) + O"(t) B(To) ~ B(t)) . 
To - t ( 4.86) 
Assuming K and 0" are constants and replacing K with KO", (4.86) reduces to the 
result derived by (Hu, 0ksendal [62], equation (5.28)). As in ([62], Theorem 
5.7) we can show that in the special case (4.86) the objective functional (3.52) 
is finite. This finiteness of the objectiw functional is a direct consequence of 
the inclusion of the penalty functions (4.38). 
4.4.3 Example 3 
Recall equation (4.43) viz for all 0::; t::; T, i ENs 
Ns 
o = Di(t) ~ Lo-ij(t)7fJ (t) + ~~(t)7f;'(t) + 2~,(t)K;(t)7f;(t) 
j=1 
In this example we find a particular solution of (4.43) assuming a particular form 
of the insider's filtration lHl. Suppose there are no active inequalitv constraints 
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at any time t E [0, TJ. Then for all 0 ~ t ~ T the sct C* (t) is empty and 
J.L*(t) = 0 almost surely. vVith NB = 1 = Ns, 1f1 = 1f, ~l = C BI = Band 
0"11 = 0", r;:l = r;:, ~l = ~ constants, we have that (4.43) reduccs to 
-D(t) -a1f(t) + U(t)1f"(t) + V(t)1f'(t) + Y(t)1f(t), 
w here for all 0 ~ t ~ T 
D(t) 
U(t) 
V(t) 
Y(t) 
d E(t) - r(t) + O"(t)-d H(t), 
t 
(4.87) 
Using variation of parameters we can show that the unique solution of (4.87) is 
1f(t) (C1(0) - v11~~2(vl -1L2)-1 1t D(s)e-U1SdS) vleu1t 
+ (C2(0) + ~-2V21(Vl - V2)-1 1t D(s)e- U2S ds) V2eu2t, 
where 'U1,2 = ±ylr;:-2(0"2 - r;:2) are the eigenvalucfi of the matrix 
( ~ 
In (4.88) the variables 
are the cigenvectors of the matrix (4.89) and 
C2(0) + ~-2V21(Vl -(12)-1 rt D(s)e- U2S ds, 
.fa 
Cl(O) - Vll~-2(Vl -V2)-1 1t D(s)e-U1Sds, 
(4.88) 
( 4.89) 
(4.90) 
(4.91) 
where the confitants Ci(O), i = 1,2 are obtained from the initial conditions (4.29) 
in other wordfi 
11"(0) = 1I"BI>1 and 11"'(0) = O. 
If r;: = 0 and ~ = 1 = 0", then we havc that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
(4.89) are respectively 
VI = 1, VI = ( ~ ) and 
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In this case (4.88) reduces to 
Using the initial condition 1f(0) = 0 we have that cdO) = C2(0) thus 
1f(t) = 2C1 (0) sinh t + 10t D(s) sinh(s - t)ds. (4.92) 
With SB = 1 if we use the filtration (4.83), then from (4.84) equation (4.92) 
reduces to 
1t ( B(To) - B(S)) 1f(t) = 2cdO)sinht+ E(s)-r(s)+ sinh(s-t)ds o To - s 
which is exactly the result derived by (Hu, 0ksendal [62], equation (5.35)). As 
shown in ([62], Example 5.8), in this case the objective functional of the insider is 
finite regardless of how close To is to T. This finiteness of the objective functional 
is a direct consequence of the inclusion of the penalty functions (4.42). 
4.4.4 Example 4 
Recall equation (4.76) viz for all 0 :s; t :s; T. i E Ns 
N8 NI3 N8 
o = ~i(t)-r(t)-LO"ij(t)1fj(t)-La;j(t)I]~(t)-LIL;,(ILj1(1f,(t)))+fJ:(t)+p;(t). 
j=1 )=1 ]=1 
In this example we simplify (4.76) assuming particular types of jumps exhibited 
by the securities S. With Ns = 1 = Xq.a == 0 == IL == j.L*./i1 = 1f·6 = ~,ql = 
q.Vl = V.Pl = P.gll = z in (4.76) it reduces to 
0= E(t)-r(t)- /" Z2/i(tt )vIF(dz)+IE [ITO /" ( (~)(T. )Q(dr,dZ)I1it j. JIR 1 + Z/i t t J" 1 + Z1f t 0 - t 
(4.93) 
From Assumption 1, if we assume that the pure jump process 'P = 'PI associated 
with the Poisson random measure q is in fact a Poisson process with intensity 
p. then we have that 
vIF(dz)ds = p6{1} (dz)ds 
where 6{1}(dz) is the unit point mass at z = 1. \Yith P = P(t) denoting a 
Poisson process of intensity p, equation (4.93) reduces to 
1f( t) = -,--IE-:..[ P_(-,-T._o )_I1i,.-tc:.-.1 _-_P--,-(t-,--) __ _ 1. (To - t)(r(t) + p - ~(t)) 
\\"hich is exactl~' the result derived by (Di :'\unno. et ai. [42]. equation (67)). 
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4.4.5 Example 5 
Recall equation (4.76) viz for all 0 ::; t ::; T,t ENs 
Ns Na N, 
o = ~i(t)-r(t)- L CTij(t)1fJ (t)- L(J"ij(t)Tl~(t)-LIL}i(lLji(1fi(t)))+/«t)+p,(t). 
j=1 j=1 j=1 
In this example we simplify (4.76) assuming particular types of jumps exhibit by 
the securities S. From Assumption 1, if we assume that the pure jump processes 
<p associated with the Poisson random measures q are Poisson processes with 
intensities P := (PI, .. ·, PN,,), then with Ns = 1 = N q , 1fl = 1f, 6 = ~, IL = 
o = J.L *, PI = p, TJR = TJB, we have that (4.76) reduces to 
1f( t) 1 [-B 2(J"2(t) TJ (t) ± (ijB(t)J2 + 4(J"2(t) (ijB(t) + (J"2(t) + IE[P(To)IHtl - P(t)) 1 '(To - t) 
where ijB(t) := ~(t) - r(t) - (J"(t)TJB(t) - P - (J"2(t) for all 0 ::; t ::; T. This is 
exactly the result derived hy (Di N unno, et al. [42], equation (72)). 
4.4.6 Example 6 
Recall equation (4.26) viz for all 0 ::; t ::; T, i ENs 
1f,(t) f'i(t) + Gi(t) + L (J"fdt) ( L C;kl(t) (Cl(t) - f'l(t) - GI(t)) 
kEC' (t) IEC' (t) 
- L f' n (t) L ~nl (t) (cz (t) - t l (t) - Gl (t) )) . 
nEC' (t) IEC' (t) 
(4.94) 
In this example we evaluate 7r defined in (4.94) for problem (P2) and in par-
ticular we want to ensure that 7r satisfies the inequality constraints (4.4). W"e 
assume the securities S do not exhibit jumps and that 
T=1, To=2, Ns=3, NB =4, Y=1, ,,-=1. 
W'e assume that !HI is of the form (4.83) viz 
HI = (J"(Ft U (J"(B(To))) (4.95) 
such that the bounded variation processes H are of the form (4.84) viz 
H(t) = t B(To) - B(s) ds. 
io To - s 
vVe also assume that the financial market parameters have the values given in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2. We assume these values are known at time 0 (which implies 
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t 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
a1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
(1,2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
a3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
61 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
62 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
63 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
6 0.1405 0.1292 0.1620 0.1542 
6 0.0198 0.0481 0.0521 0.04..14 
6 0.0855 0.1080 0.1415 0.1744 
Table 4.1: Time-t values of financial market parameters for securities S1, S2. S3 
for Example 6. 
that these financial market parameters are deterministic). (\\'e see from Table 
4.1 that ,ve require insider constrained optimal portfolios to be bounded between 
10% and 70% over the entire horizon [0, T].) We also assume that the particular 
sample paths over [0. To] of the Brownian motions B which arc realised are those 
listed in Table 4.3. Given these inputs we found that the constrained optimal 
portfolios are those listed in Table 4.4 and we now describe how these were 
calculated. 
First. from (4.94), with C*(t) empty for all 0 :s: t :s: T. the unconstrained 
portfolios are those given in Table 4.5. From Table ..1.5 we sec that the time-O 
unconstrained portfolio 11"(0) does not satisfy the constraints a(O) :s: 11"(0) :s: b(O), 
where a(O) and b(O) are defined in Table 4.1. Thus from Section 4.3 we do 
t he following to find a constrained optimal portfolio for problem (P2): Let 
o = to < tl < ... < tn = T, n = 4 be an equall~· spaced partition of [0. T]. \Ye 
find all really good portfolios from time tn - 1 = 0.75 up to time to = O. 
The time-t3 really good portfolio was determined as follmvs: At time t3 , 
with 1'1 = 6 in (4.27), we need to consider at most S = 19 constrained port-
folios and their corresponding objective functional values to find the time-t3 
really good portfolio. These 19 time-t3 constrained portfolios are listed in Table 
4.6. (From Section 4.3 there should be 19 portfolios between which we should 
choose. In Table 4.6 there are 18 portfolios: the nineteenth portfolio is 1I"(t3), 
the unconstrained portfolio in Table 4.5.) Only the portfolios which satisfy the 
constraints a(t3) :s: 1I"(t3) :s: b(t3), and their corresponding objective functional 
values. are listed in Table 4.7. Using the form (4.16) of the penalty functions IL 
and the partition defined above, from (3.43). the objective functional J2h has 
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t a 
( 0.1920 0.1440 -0.0246 0.0282 ) 0 -0.2142 -0.4873 0.0232 -0.5793 
-0.1288 -0.4847 -0.4536 -0.2740 
( -0.0483 0.0575 -0.4053 -D.0715 ) 0.25 0.1621 -0.2180 -0.1205 -0.0769 0.0867 --0.2906 0.0725 -0.0025 
( 0.0219 -0.4226 -0.4129 --D.2403 ) 0.5 -0.4801 -0.0289 -0.0763 -0.0794 
-0.5090 -0.:3261 -0.3908 -0.4542 
( -0.2726 0.1443 -0.2679 -D.4211 ) 0.75 -0.2711 -0.5645 -0.5977 -0.1366 
-0.0571 0.1386 -0.3306 0.0230 
Table 4.2: Time-t volatility matrices of securities 5 1 ,52 .53 for Example 6. 
t 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 2 
BJ 0 0.4275 0.3404 1.6325 2.7859 3.3035 
B2 0 0.3674 0.6679 1.7251 1.2242 0.1495 
B3 0 0.1044 0.1811 0.0457 0.8158 -1.3385 
B4 0 -0.0818 0.0109 -0.2847 0.0431 -0.5280 
Table 4.3: Time-t values of Brownian motions B l , B 2 , B 3 , Rl for Example 6. 
t 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
Cm ) ( 021 ) C2D) (".44) 1r 0.10 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.63 0.70 0.46 
Table 4.4: Time-t constrained optimal portfolios for securities 5 1,52 ,53 for 
Example 6. 
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t 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 
("73 ) ("21 ) ( 092) (OOG) 71' 0.00 0.16 -0.21 0.96 
0.27 0.63 0.29 0.10 
Table 4.5: Time-t unconstrained portfolios for Example 6. 
C050) C09 ) COAO) ( 070) ( 070) 0.80 0.70 0.70 0.71 -0.40 0.70 0.21 0.70 -0.41 0.70 
( 070) CODa) ("20 ) ("70 ) ("44 ) 0.70 -0.96 0.70 0.20 0.10 
-0.40 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.46 
("20 ) ("70 ) ("80 ) ( 010) ("10 ) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.91 0.20 
0.70 0.20 0.10 -0.01 0.70 
("10 ) ("10 ) ("10 ) 0.70 0.80 0.10 
0.20 0.10 0.80 
Table 4.6: All time-t:J constrained portfolios for Example G. 
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J2 ,/3 13.818 13.831 13.841 13.837 
("20) ("70) ("44 ) ("20 ) 11"( t3) 0.70 0,20 0.10 0,10 
0.10 0,10 0.46 ll70 
J2h 13.836 13.834 13.810 
("70) ("10 ) ("10 ) 11"( t3) 0.10 0.20 0.70
0,20 0.70 0,20 
Table 4.7: Valid time-t3 constrained portfolios and corresponding objective func-
tional values for Example 6. 
the form 
j=1 i=l 
(4.96) 
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where from (3.27), 0 < ~V(t.1) almost surely has the form 
and H/(to) is the insider's initial wealth value. The time-t3 really good portfolio 
is the constrained portfolio 7r(t3) which satisfies the constraints a(t3) :::; 7r(t3) :::; 
b(t3) and has the largest objective functional value J2.t3 (in (4.96)) amongst 
the set of time-t3 constrained portfolios listed in Table 4.6. Xow if we are at 
time t3, then we know the value of ~V(t3). We then seek the time-t3 portfolio 
7r(t3) which maximises J2h over the time interval [t3. T]. Since 0 < ~V(t3), from 
(4.96) without loss of generality, to compare different yalues of J2h for different 
constrained portfolios 7r(t3), we can assume that W(t3) = 1. Then a portfolio 
which maximises J2h with ~V(t3) = 1 will still maximise J2h for some 0 < 
W(t3). We then substitute each constrained portfolio in Table 4.7 into (4.96). 
\Ye simulate different values of B(t4) and calculate the expectation, hence yalue 
of J2.l3' in (4.96). After doing this for each constrained portfolio in Table 4.7, 
we obtained the objective functional values listed in Table 4.7. The time-t3 
constrained portfolio 7r(t3) = (0.44,0.1. 0.46) satisfied the constraints a(t3) :::; 
7r(t3) :::; b(t3) and had the largest objective functional yalue of J2.t3 = 13.841. 
:\"ote that for each sample path of B, new values of B(To) are not simulated. 
The values B(To) in Table 4.3 remain the same for the portfolios calculated 
in the different sample paths of B. Also to speed up the computational time, 
one actually needs to find only the time-t3 constrained portfolio with the least 
number of active constraints (and which has the largest objective functional 
value). 
The time-t2 really good portfolio was determined as follows: Suppose we are 
at time t 2 . \Ve want to a find the time-t2 constrained portfolio which satisfies 
the constraints (4.4) and has the largest objective functional value (3.43). The 
objective functional value (3.43) is an expectation over different sample paths 
of B oyer the time interval [t2. t4] and consequently it is an expectation over 
different constrained optimal portfolios from time t2 to time t3. To evaluate 
(3.43) we need to calculate constrained optimal portfolios for each sample path 
of B over [t2. t4]' So for each sample path of B we follow its evolution from 
time t2 to t4' At time t3 we calculate the unconstrained portfolio 7r(t3) for 
that sample path of B. If a(t3) :::; 7r(t3) :::; b(t3), then we use this portfolio in 
the calculation of J2h defined in (4.97) below. Otherwise we use the time-t3 
really good portfolio (which is then the time-t3 constrained optimal portfolio for 
that sample path of B) in the calculation of J2.l2' From (3.43) the objective 
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( 086) ( 675) ( -040 ) ("70 ) ( 07()) 
-0.56 0.70 0.70 0.08 -0.40 
0.70 -6.45 0.70 0.22 0.70 
( 070) ( 096) ("20 ) ("70 ) ( 293) 0.70 -0.06 0.70 0.20 0.10 
-0.40 0.10 0.10 0.10 -2.03 
("20 ) ("70 ) ("80 ) ("10 ) ( 010 ) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.85 0.20 
0.70 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.70 
C'0 ) C10 ) ("10 ) 0.70 0.80 0.10 
0.20 0.10 0.80 
Table 4.8: All time-t2 constrained portfolios for Example 6. 
J2h 13.870 13.884 13.891 
C2 ) ("7) C2 ) 7r( t2) 0.7 0.2 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.7 
J2,t2 13.887 13.886 13.875 
C7 ) C' ) ("' ) 7r( t2) 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.2 
Table 4.9: Valid time-t2 constrained portfolios and objective functional values 
for Example 6. 
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fUllctional J'2.t2 has the form 
343 
+ L L L Jfi(tk)(T,j(tk)(Bj(tk+d - BJ(tk)) 
k=2 j=1 i=1 
( 4.97) 
where 0 < ~V(t2) almost surely has the form 
Since 0 < n"(t2) almost surely. from (4.97) without loss of g('neralit~·, to compare 
different values of J2h , we can assume that n"(t2) = 1. TheIl a portfolio which 
maximises J2.t2 with ~V(t2) = 1 will still maximise J 2 .12 for some 0 < W(t2)' All 
time-t2 constrained portfolios are listed in Table 4.8. Only the portfolios which 
satisfy the constraints a(t2) <:::: 7r(t2) <:::: b(t2), and their corresponding objective 
functional values, are listed in Table 4.9. In Table 4.8 there arc only six time-t2 
constrained portfolios which satisfy the constraints a(t2) <:::: 7r(t2) <:::: b(t2) (and 
these are listed in Table 4.9). From Table 4.9 we show belm'l how we found the 
time-t2 really good portfolio. 
Case 1: Jf(t2) = (0.2,0.7,0.1). Substitute Jf(t2) = (0.2.0.7.0.1) into (4.97). 
Simulate different sample paths of B from time t2 to t4' For each sample 
path of B calculate Jf(t3) using (4.94) \'lith C*(t3) empty. If a(t3) i Jf(t3) or 
Jf(t3) i b(t3 ), then usc the time-t3 really good portfolio (0.44.0.1. O.4G) (which 
is then the time-t3 constrained optimal portfolio for that sample path of B) in 
the calculation of J2.b in (4.97). By calculating the expectation in (4.97), we 
can e\'aluatc J2.t 2 for Jf( t2) = (0.2. 0.7.0.1) and it has the \'alne J2.12 = 13.870. 
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Case 6: 7r(f2) = (O.l. 0.7, 0.2). Substitute 7r(t2) = (0.1,0.7,0.2) into (4.97). 
Simulate different sample paths of B from time t2 to t4. For each sample 
path of B calculate 7r(t:3) using (4.94) with C*(t:3) empty. If a(t:3) i 7r(t3) or 
7r(t:3) i b(t3), then use the time-t:3 really good portfolio (0.44,0.1. 0.46) in the 
calculation of J2h in (4.97). By calculating the expectation in (4.97), we can 
evaluate J2h for 7r(t2) = (0.1,0.7,0.2) and it has the value J2h = 13.875. 
After doing this for each constrained portfolio in Table 4.9 we obtained the 
corresponding objective functional values shown in Table 4.9. The time-t2 
constrained portfolio of 7r(t2) = (0.2,0.1,0.7) satisfied the constraints a(t2) :::: 
7r(t2) :::: b(t2) and had the largest objective functional value of J2.t2 = 13.891, 
thus it is the time-t2 really good portfolio. The times to and t] really good 
portfolios are calculated similarly. Thus for the realised sample paths of the 
Brownian motions B in Table 4.3, the constrained optimal portfolios in Table 
4.4 are calculated as follows: 
• Start at time to. Calculate the unconstrained portfolio at time to using 
(4.94) with C*(to) empty. See Table 4.5. If aCto) i 7r(to) or 7r(to) i b(to), 
then the time-to constrained optimal portfolio is the time-to really good 
portfolio. 
• Evolve to time tl. Calculate the unconstrained portfolio at time t] using 
(4.94) with C*(td empty. See Table 4.5. If a(t1) i 7r(t1) or 7r(tJ) i b(td, 
then the time-t1 constrained optimal portfolio is the time-t] really good 
portfolio. 
• Evolve to time t2. Calculate the unconstrained portfolio at time t2 using 
(4.94) with C*(t2) empty. See Table 4.5. If a(t2) i 7r(t2) or 7r(t2) i b(t2), 
t hen the time-t2 constrained optimal portfolio is the time-t2 really good 
portfolio. 
• Evolve to time t3. Calculate the unconstrained portfolio at time t3 using 
(4.94) with C*(t3) empty. See Table 4.5. If a(t3) i 7r(t3) or 7r(t3) i b(t3), 
then the time-t3 constrained optimal portfolio is the time-t3 really good 
portfolio. 
vVith respect to how long it took to derive the constrained optimal portfolios 
listed in Table 4.4, on a 3.00GHz CPU, 512:t\IB RAM personal computer it took 
40 seconds to complete. In the calculation of each really good portfolio 500 
Brownian motion sample paths were generated. 
4.4.7 Example 7 
Recall equation (4.30) viz for all 0 :::: t :::: T, i ENs 
-D(t) = -a(t)7r(t) + U(t)7r"(t) + V(t)7r'(t) + Y(t)7r(t). (4.98) 
In this example we solve for 7r defined in (4.98) (for problem (P2) assuming 
the securities S are diffusions). \Ne assume the insider filtration lHl has the form 
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given in (4.95) above and that 
u(t,X) == lnx, T = 1, To = 2. Ss = 4. SB = 2. 
\Ye assume the coefficient functions of the operators lLll • i = 1. 2. 3 are of the 
form 
K,(t) = In(2 + t) and ~i(t) = exp(O.OOOOlt). i = 1. 2. 3. 0 <::: t <::: T 
and we assume the initial values 
11"(0) = 1I"BAJ := (0.11.0.16.0.33.0.40). 
Let 0 = to < tl < t2 < t3 < t4 < ts = T be an equally spaced partition of the 
interval [0, T]. Then we also assume that the financial market parameters have 
the values given in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 and that the particular sample paths 
of the Brownian motions which are realised are those in Table 4.12. With C*(t) 
empt~· for all 0 <::: t <::: T we use (4.98) to solve for unconstrained portfolios at 
times tj,j = 0, ... ,4. We solve (4.98) numerically and so we approximate the 
derivatives 11"' (t j ). j = 1, ... ,4 and 11"" (t j). j = 2 ..... 4 respectively as 
(4.99) 
(4.100) 
Substituting (4.99)-(4.100) into (4.98) it reduces to 
1I"(tJ) = U(tj) [-(~t)2D(tj) + ~tV(tJ)1I"(tj~Il- U(tj)(-211"(tj~d +1I"(tJ~2))1, 
(4.101) 
where 
D(tJ ) 
U(tj) 
V(tj) 
Y(tj) 
U(tj) 
U(tj) 
d 
. - ~ (t J) + 0' (t j ) dt H (t j) - ).. (t j) + J.L (t j) - jl( t J ). 
.- (diag(K(tj)))2, 
.- 2 x diag(K(tj))diag(K'(t j )), 
.- diag(K(tj))diag(K'(tj)) + diag(K'(tj))diag(K(tj)) - (diag(K(t j )))2, 
.- _(~t)2(j(tj) + U(tj) + ~tV(tj) + (~t)2Y(tj) and 
[U,k(t j )] := D~l(tj). 
\Ye eliminate A(tJ ) in (4.101) by substituting (4.101) into the unit~· weight con-
straint (4.12) to get that 
N" Ns 
(~t)2A(tJ) = (;~l(tj) - (;~l(tJ) L L LTq,,(tj) [-(~t)2Dn(tJ) 
q=1,,=1 
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where 
+E,t ~ V"p(t j )7fp(t]-1) - ~ Unp(t j )( -27fp(t j_1 ) + 7fP(t]_2))] , 
(4.102) 
Ns Ns 
(;(tj) .-- L L Uidtj) and 
i=l k=l 
Substituting (4.102) into (4.101) we get for all tj E {to, ... , t4 }, i ENs that 
7f,(tj) = V;(t j )+Gi(t j )_(E,t)2 L Uidtj) (~k(t]) - U- 1(t]) i= L Uqn(tj)~~(tj)), 
kEC* q=l nEC*(tJ ) 
(4.103) 
where 
Ns 
V,(t j ) - E,t L V,p(t j )7fp(t j - 1 ), 
p=l 
Ns 
Ui(t j ) - L Uip(tj)( -27fp(tj-d + 7fp(t j __ 2)), 
p=1 
N~ 
V; (tj) - L Uidtj) [Vdtj) - Udtj) 
k=l 
+(;-I(tj) (1- ~~Uqn(tj)(Vn(tj)-Un(tj)))] and 
2~ - ( 0 d Gi(tj) .- -(E,t) Uidtj) ~dtj) + ~ CTkp(tj) dt Hp(tj) 
Ns Ns ( Nn d )) 
_(;-1(tj ) ~ ~ Uqn(t j ) ~n(tj) + ~ CTnp(t j ) dt Hp(t j ) . 
We eliminate ~*(tj) in (4.103) by substituting (4.103) into (4.23) to get that 
p.*(tj) = 1/1- 1(tj) [c(t j ) -- V(tj) - C(tj)] , (4.104) 
where for all ai E C*(tj), V(tj) == [Vn,(t j )], C(tj) == [Gn,(t j )] and 
l!'idtj) .- _(E,t)2 (Un i ,O:k(t.7) - (;-1(t]) i= L Un"nl(t])Uq'O:I(tj)) , 
q=l <>IEC*(tj) 
1/1 ( tj) - [4Jid tj) land 
1/1-1 (tj) .- [~pq(tj)l. 
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t 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
al 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
a2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
a3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
a4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
b1 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
b2 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
b3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
b4 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
~l 0.0612 0.0636 0.0828 0.1017 0.1088 
~2 0.0104 0.0189 0.0471 0.0726 0.0691 
6 0.0761 0.0714 0.0762 0.1037 0.1214 
~4 0.0548 0.0753 0.0680 0.0950 0.1058 
Table 4.10: Time-t values of financial market parameters for securities S;, i E 
{1, 2. 3. 4} for Example 7. 
Substituting (4.104) into (4.103) we get that 
rn(t j ) (m(t J ) 
\!i(tj) + C;(t j ) - (6t)2 ?; U,dt)) ~ C;kp(t)) (cp(t j ) - Vp(t)) - Cp(t j )) 
Ns m(tJ) m(t j ) ) 
-U- 1(t j ) ~ ~ Uqn(tj) ~ ~np(tj) (cp(t j ) - f~(tj) - Cp(tj)) , 
(4.105) 
where as in (4.25) m(t j ) is the cardinality of C*(tj). From (3.43), (4.105) and 
the inputs in Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, we found that the constrained optimal 
portfolios are those given in Table 4.13. The unconstrained portfolios are those 
given in Table 4.14. From Table 4.14, time t2 was the first time that one of the 
unconstrained portfolios violated the inequality constraints (4.4). Thus from 
Section 4.3 we need to find all really good portfolios from times t4 to t2' Note 
that the time-t2 really good portfolio will in fact be the time-t2 constrained 
optimal portfolio. 
The time-t4 really good portfolio ,vas determined b.v considering at most 65 
time-t4 constrained portfolios and their objective functional values (3.43). From 
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t a 
( -0.4920 -0.3710 ) 0 -0.2550 -0.5477 0.0874 -0.0743 
-0.2264 -0.0957 
( 0.0940 0.5438 ) 0.2 -0.3642 -0.0933 -0.1573 -0.5671 
0.0257 -0.5806 
( 0.0050 -0.1558 ) 0.4 -0.2980 -0.5310 0.0673 -0.1561 
-0.0506 -0.0564 
( 00404 -0.5230 ) 
0.6 0.0227 -0.2405 0.1424 0.1812 
-0.0190 0.1751 
( -0.3762 -0.0378 ) 0.8 -0.4188 -0.0550 -0.4841 -0.2338 
-0.5257 -0.1741 
Table 4.11: Timc-t volatility matrices of securities S" i E {I, 2, 3, 4} for Example 
7. 
t 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 
Bl 0 -0.4658 -0.8529 -0.3567 0.1636 0.4157 0.0939 
B2 0 0.0801 0.1919 0.2658 0.8693 1.5430 1.3297 
Table 4.12: Time-t values of the Brownian motions B 1 , B2 for Example 7. 
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t 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
("11 ) ("11 ) ("HI) ("'3 ) ("'3 ) 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.10 0.10 7r 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.34 
0.40 0.40 0.39 0.42 0.43 
Table 4.13: Time-t constrained optimal portfolios for Example 7. 
t 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
("" ) ("" ) ("09 ) ("09 ) C08 ) 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.23 7r 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.38 
Table 4.14: Time-t unconstrained portfolios for Example 7. 
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(3.43) the objective fUllctional .12,/.(7r) has the form 
(4.106) 
where 0 < TV (t4) almost surely has the form 
( 3 { 4 1 2 (4 )2} W(to) exp ~ 8 ~i(td7fi(tk) - "2 ~ 8 CTij(fk)7fi(tk) t1t 
+ ~t t, rr'i(t, )rr,(tk)(Bj(tk+') Bj(tk))). 
The time-tl really good portfolio is that which satisfies the constraints a( ttl -s: 
7r(t1) -s: b(t4) and has the largest value of .12,11(7r) in (4.106). Since 0 < W(t4) 
almost surely, from (4.106) without loss of generality, to compare different values 
of .12 ,/4 (7r), we can assume that TV(t4) = 1. Then a portfolio which maximises 
.12,14(7r) with W(t4) = 1 will still maximise .12 ,t4(7r) for some 0 < W(t4). To 
find the time-t4 really good portfolio we need to calculate .12 ,t4 (7r) for at most 
65 combinations of active and inactive inequality constraints (4.4). (Recall that 
a really good portfolio is clearly that with the least number of active inequality 
constraints (4.4), satisfies (4.4) and has the largest objective functional value. 
So the first portfolio which has these properties will be the time t4 really good 
portfolio. Knowledge of this speeds up the computation.) There are sixty-four 
cases (constrained portfolios) to consider, however many of these will be elimi-
nated by the fact that they do not satisfy the constraints a(t4 ) -s: 7r(t1) -s: b(t4). 
We substitute each time-t4 constrained portfolio into (4.106). vVe simulate dif-
ferent sample paths of B over [t4' ts] and calculate the expectation, hence value 
of .12 .t4 (7r), in (4.106). After doing this for each time-t4 constrained portfolio 
we obtained objective fUllctional values for each portfolio. \\le found that the 
constrained portfolio 7r(t4) = (0.13,0.10,0.34,0.43) was the time-t4 really gooe! 
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portfolio sillce it satisfied the constraints (4.4) alld had the largest objective 
functional value of 13.841. For the particular sample paths of B in Table 4.12, 
this really good portfolio turned out also to be the time-tel constrained optimal 
portfolio since the time-t4 unconstrained portfolio didn't satisfy the constraints 
a(tel) :::; 71'(t4) :::; b(t4)' 
\Yith respect to how long it took to derive the constrained optimal portfolios 
listed in Table 4.13, on a 3.00GHz CPU, 512:'IB RA:'I personal computer it took 
100 seconds to complete. In the calculation of each really good portfolio 10 000 
Brownian motion sample paths were generated. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis constrained portfolio selection problems were solved via the meth-
ods of stochastic dynamic programming and the calculus of variations. The 
difference between the two approaches is that in the former the state variables 
are required to be l'vIarkov processes, whereas in the latter the state variables 
need not be IVIarkov. 
The first constrained portfolio selection problem we solved involved the de-
termination of constrained optimal investment in diffusions. It is a problem 
similar to that of 1Ierton [101], but in our problem inequality constraints are 
also imposed on the portfolio security weights. Here, as in [101], we made a dis-
tinction between the solving the constrained portfolio selection problem with a 
money market security unavailable and available for investment and derived the 
optimality equations (2.41) and (2.66) respectively. vVe do this since a money 
market security has zero volatility and this will result in the covariance matri-
ces a( t), 0 -S t -S T (of the security returns) being singular and the analysis in 
Section 2.3.3 then cannot be applied (if at least one of the securities has zero 
volatility). We defined a value functional J and proved that 
(i) J is concave in the wealth level and initial security prices if the utility 
function U(t, x) is concave in its second argument (Propositions 1 and 2), 
(ii) for fixed t E [0, T] J is continuous in its spatial arguments (Corollary 3) 
and 
(iii) J satisfies a homothetic property (Theorem 1). 
Since the state variables S are Markov processes stochastic dynamic program-
ming was used to solve the constrained portfolio selection problems. Since the 
covariance matrices a are positive definite we used the Karush-Kullll-Tucker con-
ditions in the derivation of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) 
equations for J. These H.JB equations are second order degenerate parabolic 
homogeneous partial differential equations with nonhomogeneous boundary con-
ditions. Constrained optimal portfolios are given in feedback form in terms of 
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the solution J of the HJB equations and its partial derivatives. As an example 
we solved a constrained portfolio selection numericall~' and showed the results in 
Section 2.5. \Ye also conducted an analysis of the no-constraining C'\C) region 
of a portfolio. 
\Yhat we confirmed is that the disadvantage of using dynamic programming 
to solve (even unconstrained) optimisation problems is that the dimensionality 
of the (dynamic optimisation) problem increases disproportionately with the 
number of state variables making it very difficult to solve a practical optimisa-
tion problem. (In our problem the state variables are financial securities and our 
optimisation problem is a portfolio selection problem.) :-!oreover if the optimi-
sation problems are constrained, then use of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 
conditions further adds to the computational time (required to solve the con-
strained optimisation problems). Use of the KKT conditions to find constrained 
optimal portfolios involves the calculation of several different values of objective 
functional J = J(t, ~v~ S) at each time t E [0. T]. By comparing these values of 
J(t. W, S), a time-t constrained optimal portfolio is that which satisfies the in-
equality constraints a(t) <::::: 1r(t) <::::: b(t) and has the largest objective functional 
value J(t. TV S). Due to the number of permutations, it is less computationally 
expensive to solve several low dimensional HJB equations than one high dimen-
sional HJB equation. Thus for managers who implement a top-down approach 
in their asset allocation, use of dynamic programming may not be impractical. 
The first step in their asset allocation process illYolves an allocation between 
say domestic and international investments. For this decision there are only 
two state variables between which to optimise. It is relatively inexpensive to 
solve the resulting two (spatial) dimensional HJB equation. The next decision 
may involve optimal allocations bet\\"een domestic equit~·, domestic bond, do-
mestic cash and domestic property investments. This decision involves only four 
state variables and it will not be computationally expensive to solve the result-
ing four (spatial) dimensional H.JB equation. \Yith respect to the ;\"C region 
analysis. we also found that under certain conditions analytical descriptions of 
no-constraining regions are possible. See Section 2.6.1. 
The second constrained portfolio selection problem we solved involved the 
determination of constrained optimal investments (for an insider) in a financial 
market driven by Levy processes. This work is an extension of the models in 
([18], [42], [62]). From [62], by an insider in a financial market we mean an 
investor who possesses more information than the information generated by the 
disturbances in the financial market itself. An insider may be for example an 
executive or simply an employee of a company. [62] An honest investor can 
onl.Y use the filtration (or information) generated by the market itself if making 
an investment decision. An insider has a larger filtration available to him and 
uses this to make investment decisions. In realit~· insiders do not trade in the 
absence of market inefficiencies. The market inefficiency of portfolio security 
weight inequality constraints was considered in Chapters 3-4 since an insider 
may not be able to trade unconstrained units of some security. An application 
of this work is to improve the detection of insider trading. This work can also 
be extended to the pricing of contingent claims in the presence of investment 
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constraints and where the amount of information agents have is important. As 
in Chapter 2 we also distinguish between solving the portfolio selection problems 
assuming a money market security is unavailable and available for investment 
(by the insider). The reasons for this are exactly the same as in the dynamic 
programming case, viz that (i) the invertibility of the covariance matrices are 
required for the tractability of the model and (ii) a money market security can-
not be explicitly constrained if it is available for investment. If a money market 
security is available for investment, then it must be treated as a balancing secu-
rity as is done in [42] in the one-dimensional case. In other words constrained 
optimal portfolio weights are determined for the risky securities and the money 
market security weight is defined so that the portfolio weights sum to unity. 
Forward integration with respect to Brownian motion and Poisson random 
measures was defined and an Ito formula for functionals of forward Levy pro-
cesses was stated. From [57] a forward stochastic differential equation for the 
insider wealth process was derived. The Ito formula (for functionals of forward 
Levy processes) was then used to derive an analytical formula for the wealth pro-
cess. We defined the three constrained portfolio selection problems we wished 
to solve, viz 
(i) find optimal portfolios for an insider with a strictly increasing, concave, 
at least once-differentiable utility function and absence of explicit weight 
constraints and absence of penalty functions, 
(ii) find constrained optimal portfolios for an insider with logarithmic util-
ity in the presence of explicit weight constraints and presence of penalty 
functions, but a money market security is not available for investment and 
(iii) find constrained optimal portfolios for an insider with logarithmic util-
ity in the presence of explicit weight constraints and presence of penalty 
functions and where a money market security is available for investment. 
We considered two financial markets viz (i) where the risky securities are driven 
by diffusions and (ii) where the risky securities are driven by Levy processes 
with jumps. If the securities exhibit jumps, then Malliavin calculus is required 
to solve the portfolio selection problems. If the securities S are continuous, then 
only classical differentiation (and not Malliavin calculus) is required to solve the 
portfolio selection problems. See Remark 2. We defined Malliavin differentia-
tion and showed the relationship between the Malliavin derivative and forward 
Poisson integration. To get explicit solutions of constrained optimal portfolios 
we considered different forms of the ordinary differential penalty functions lL. 
vVe solved some examples analytically and showed that our constrained opti-
mal portfolios reduced to those derived in ([18], [42], [62]). We also solved two 
examples numerically - sec Sections 4.4.6-4.4.7. 
¥hth respect to future research we aim to extend the portfolio selection 
model in Chapter 2 to determine constrained optimal investments in financial 
markets driven by multidimensional Levy processes (with jumps). We also aim 
to include transaction costs but possibly still keep the portfolio weights as the 
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('(mtrol yariables. (In almost all portfolio selection models including transaction 
costs. the control variables are the security holdings not security \veights). \\'e 
aim to consider a portfolio selection model in which the prices of the securities 
dE'pend on economic factors and we want to include exogenous constraints such 
as liquiclit~·. \\'e also aim to deal correctl:v with margined derivatives in our 
portfolio selection model. The difficulty in dealing with margined derivatives (in 
Chapter 2) is that the expected value of a margin call does not tend to zero as the 
time partition becomes finer. Now the differential generator L1 = lim6t~o E[~/l 
is used in equation (2.25). If IE[~J] contains any terms which do not tend to 
zero as ~t tends to zero (for example an expected margin call), then L1 will 
be infinite. A possible alternative is to use the impulse control framework [16] 
to model these margined derivatives and at the same time incorporate fixed 
transaction costs into our portfolio selection model. \\"e also aim to include in 
our model stochastic interest rates and differentiate between rates for borrmving 
and lending. 
To improve the portfolio selection model in Chapter 3, we aim to incorpo-
rate both fixed and proportional transaction costs. In follow up work \ve hope 
to prove that the discrete constrained optimal portfolios (required in Section 
4.3) in fact tend to the continuous-time constrained optimal portfolios (derived 
in Sections 3.7.2, 3.7.3, 3.8.3 and 3.8.4) as the time increment tends to zero. 
Another possible improvement is to allow the insider to have knowledge of a 
distribution of time-To values of the disturbances Band q instead of only time-
To yalues. \\'e then aim to extend this to a term structure of future distributions 
of the disturbances Band q. 
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Appendix A 
Definition of 
Karush-K uhn-Tucker 
(KKT) Optimality 
Conditions 
Consider the maximisation problem 
max f(x) 
xEP 
subject to 91 (x) < b1 
(A.l) 
where X E N, P <:;; ]RN, X := (X1,'" ,XN) E P, bi E lR. i = L .... mEN and the 
functions f : P --> ]R and gi : P --> lR. )Jecessary conditions for the existence of 
an optimal solution of (A.l) are given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 29 (KKT Necessary Optimality Conditions) Ifx:= (Xl, ... ,XN) 
E]RN i.s an optimal .solution of (A.1). then x must .satisfy the m constraints in 
(A.1) and there mu.st exist multipliers.x:= (,\1 ..... '\m) .satisfying 
o!(x) _ f'\, o~,(x) = O. 
ox]" " ox]" 
,=1 
for j = 1. .... S. 
'\,[b, - 9i(X)] = o. for i = 1 ..... m . 
.x =:> o. 
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Proof: See [149]. • 
In the following theorem taken from [149] we give sufficient conditions for x 
to be an optimal solution of (A.l). 
Theorem 30 (KKT Sufficient Optimality Conditions) If f(x) is a con-
cave function and for each i E Ns the function gi (x) is a convex function, then 
any point x satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 29 is an optimal solution of 
(A.i). 
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Appendix B 
Derivation of (2.35) 
If we write (2.30) in matrix form, then it becomes 
0= -oX - JL + fl + W Jwe + n-2 Jwwa1l"* + aMlV, (B.l) 
",'here M == [lUi]. Solving for 11"* in (B.l) we find that 
which we can write in index form as 
(B.2) 
where a-I == [Vij] and r := l..:;:;\ l..:;~1 V'j' Substituting (B.2) into (2.31) we 
find that 
Substituting (B.3) into (B.2) we obtain (2.35). 
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Appendix C 
Derivation of (2.40) 
If we substitute (2.37) into (2.39), then for all i E C* (the active constraints) we 
find that 
vVith C;:= (-I)-die; for all i E C* we can rewrite (C.1) in matrix form as 
A 1 A 
C = G + W 2 .Jww illJ.L* + M, 
where all vectors are of length m, ill is an m x Tn matrix with 
C;:= (-l)-d'Ci' G == [C"J and M == [NI"J 
Solving for J.L* in (C.2) we find that 
J.L* = W 2 .Jww ill- 1 [c - G - M] . 
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Appendix D 
Derivation of (2.41) 
Substituting (2.40) into (2.37) we find that 
-* 
", 
~----------~v~----------~ 
=:JVi 
-Hi} . . ,2.: Vki"ke (? I= Mp - Me) - ? if 
H· ~t k,cEC' p=l 
" , v 
=:0, 
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=:N 
=:0 
C' j\'{ R Jw N 1 0 _ v'R- + Jw v, N- + 1 v, 0-
,+ 'i +i - W Jww i - WJww ' r WJww r W Jww r 
" Vi - JW ( Vi -) 1 ( Vi -) C + M + R - -R- N - -N - 0 --0 
, , , r WJ 'r WJ 'r 
'-v-" WW '-v--" ww "-v---' 
= Ci + E i , 
where some of these variables are defined in (2.42). 
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£L1 
,11.11[' 11 .11.1)['_ ,11 /1Ul[ 11 ,11.11[' ,11 [ . + [ G (,. [~(, 6" [ '+ 
If '0 9 '.\',11[iy. 'l'f"W -if 'l:F11[ 
.11.11[' 11 .11.11[11 ,11.11[_11 
--r=-~. :..::10 - . '0 - CU'O + [o~ [9 v [S·11[ v v V _ '9 
[ r ,11.¥[6"11 [.11 11[.11 [, ,lL¥[z;/l1 C ,lL1iIdl 
.\ '0 H[ 0 '0 - 9 l'f /H[ N 'N·11[ 
v v v 6 
.I1A"I[l1 ,11,11[11 iH,,11[ ,11 , ) , ~1=[ ~1=' Z Co . - 'll. ' + . 'll. + CO'll. c'£J -+ 
v 'N ,11[ v [0 cN /11[ v v V -. • I 
v - - "N "N 
1111 ,1=' 11,11 1=' 1=' 
Al[Ll1 , ',[.l1'j~ - .11Lll"·T.~;11'j~ - M[M'lf'j~ +dJV 0 
9 ,'N ly. [ 'N S N 
,11.11[' 11 II-L11[ 11 l=c 1=' 
,HI[, [ J -, • - Cll.l's['£ ~ ~ + 
.11 [0 {N,11[ v ~ ~ 
v v 'N 'N 
,lUI , (.11.1,1[.11 _ .11.11[.11 _ [ '11,1,1[.11 _ '1,1.11["11 _, 
[(,.11 [[9 [.y.lI[ If][ '9 '8,11[ lfl+ 
lUl[.l1 _ .1UIL11 _ C ALl1L11 + ,11,11[:11 +' + 
[[9 \r. 11[lf][ '9 '8 A1[ oj 
,11,11[111 + ,1L1,I[.l1 + [ .1U,1[,l1 _ ,11,11[:11 _, ) ['£J~;; ~+ 
[{o [x·11[ 0][ '0 'N AI[ ifl -~ ~ I 
- - v v 'N 'N 
1=' 
.1L11[11 ,HA1[ Ai ~' 
,11[ ,11 [ " - - 'U]'j + IV 0 
. '0 'N M[ v " d 
v v 'N 
~Blj~ puy 
81;\ (SV·Z) O~U] (j\[8'\]P8dS81 (Zt'Z) pUB (Iv'Z) U] P8UY8p) ':g pUB ';] ~uqnmsqns 
(1717-(;) JO UO!lBA!J:aa 
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o 
1 Ns Ns ( 
+2 t;~o-ij R;C;jW2Jww + WR;JwNj +OjWR; - WJWNiGj 
_J?v N, N _ Jw N/)j _ WaG· _ JWOi N - ~o. 
Jww J Jww 'J Jww J Jww J 
-WOR + --N + ~-() " JWOi , Oi' ) 
1 J Jww J Jww J 
o lvr + W .~ o-ij (SiRjJ,W + ~Q8 ) + W Jw ~ (~iR; + ~ ~ o-ijQ~) 
',J=1 1=1 J=1 
- J~ , ~ o-ij (SiOjJiW - ~PB) - /?v ~ (~iNi - ~ ~O-iJPi1) 
n H· i,j=1 WW i=1 j=1 
-/~V , ~ (~IOi + ~o-ij (S,NjJiW - ~Ng)) + ~W2JWW ~ o-ijG~. 
\~ l+ i=1 j=1 ',j=1 
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Appendix F 
Derivation of (3.108) 
Let 1r,O E PLl be two admissible portfolios. Let 6 > 0 and let 8 be a Ns x 1 
yector with each of its elements equal to 6. For each i E Ns let y, E (-6. 6) and 
let y:= (yl, .... yNs ). For all 0 <::: t <::: T,z E ]RN.j ENq.y E (-8,8) let 
Ns 
Gj(t. z, y) := gO,j(t, z) + L Ykj(t. z)(7rdt) + Ykedt)), 
k=l 
where g,j' i ENs, i E Nq are the jump coefficients defined in (3.14)-(3.1.5). From 
Remark 5(iY) for all j E Nq , y E (-8,8) the fUIlction In( 1 + Gj (t. z. y)) E M1.2. 
Thus we hayc from Definition 17(iy)(a), Remark 5(ii). Definition 17(iy)(e), 
Lemma l(iv), Lemma l(iii) and Lemma I(Y) that 1 
[ ,,0 Dt . ,z[ln(1 + Gj(t. z, y))]] uy, y=o 
[ "D. [In (1 + Gj(t. z, y) + Dt- ,z[Gj(t, z. y)]) - In(1 + GJ(t, z. Y))l] uy, y=o 
[
Y'J(t, z)e,(t) + ~ [L~~l Ykj(t, z)(Dt -,z[7rdt)] + YkDt- .z[edt )])] _ Yij(t, Z)ei(t) 1 
1 + Gj(t, z, y) + Dt- ,z[GJ(t. z. y)] 1 + Gj(t, z, y) 
Y,j(t, z)e,(t) + Dt+,z[YiJ(t, Z)ei(t)] .q'j(t, z)e,(t) 
1 + Gj(t, z) + Dt+,z[Gj(t. z)] 1 + GJ(t. z)' 
(F.l) 
Using Lemma l(iv) with f(x) = (1 + X)-l and X = GJ(t. z).j E Nq . we have 
that for all 0 <::: t <::: T.z E]RN 
(1 + GJ(t. z) + Dt+,z[Gj(t, z)])-l = Dt- ,z[(1 + Gj(t, Z))-l] -l- (1 + GJ(t, z))-l. 
(F.2) 
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Thus from (F.2) equation (F.l) reduces to 
[88 VI+ .z[ln(1 + Gj(t, z, y))]] y, y=o 
Uhj(t, z)8i(t) + VI" ,z[§ij(t, Z)8i(t)]) (vt+,z [1 + G~(t, Z)] 
+ 1 ) _ .qij(t, z)8i (t) 
1 + G](t, z) 1 + Gj(t, z) 
9ij(t, z)8i(f)Vt+,z [1 + G1j (t, Z)] + Vt+,z [9'j (t, z)8,(t)]Vt"z [1 + G~(t, Z)] 
1 
+Vt + ,Z[91](t, z)8,(t)ll + GJ(t. z) 
(F.3) 
Using Lemma l(iii) with X = 9ij(t, z)8i(t) and Y = HG~(t,z)' i E Ns,j E Nq 
we have that 
[
9i j (t,Z)8i.(t)] _ V t + -
,z 1 + Gj(t, z) 
Substituting (F.4) into (F.3) it reduces to (3.108). 
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Appendix G 
Why (4.34) is solved 
discretely 
:\ow equations (4.30) and (4.34) are equivalent - (4.34) is (4.30) converted to 
a system of first order differential equations. For ease of reference we repeat 
equation (4.30) viz 
~D(t) = ~o-(t)7r(t) + U(t)7r"(t) + V(t)7r'(t) + Y(t)7r(t) (G.1) 
where the functions in (G.1) are defined in (4.31). \Ye show why it is not possible 
to solve analytically for 7r (in particular eliminating the multipliers A. J1. and jl) 
in (G.1). For simplicity we also assume that the financial market parameters 
are constant - the simplest form these can have. In this case (G.1) reduces to 
~D(t) = ~o-7r(t) + (diag(K,))27r"(t). (G.2) 
\Ye use variation of parameters [136] to soh·e (G.2). First we solve the homo-
geneous form of (G.2) viz 
(G.3) 
\Ye corlYert (G.3) to a system of first order ordinary differential equations by 
defining 
Then (G.3) can be rewritten as 
1 0 
o 
o 
o 
1 
(G.4) 
o 
o () 
(G.5) 
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where KJ := if x (diag(K,))-2 and 0 is an Ns x Ns matrix of zeros alld the 
defined matrix K2 has size 2Ns x 2Ns . We look for a solution of (C.5) of the 
form ( : ) " = vellt , (C.6) 
where U and v are a scalar and constant vector respectively. Differentiating 
(C.6) with respect to t and using (C.5) we have that 
( : )' = uveut = u ( : ) = K2 ( : ) . (C.7) 
In (C.7) we have an eigenvalue problem with 1L and v the eigenvalue and eigen-
vector respectively. Solving (C.7) we find that the 2Ns eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors are 1Ll, ... ,1L2Ns and VI, ... ,V2N s respectively. Assuming the eigenvalues 
are distinct, the solution of the homogeneous problem (C.3) is then a linear 
combination of its independent solutions viz 
2Ns 
= L hiviellit , 
i=1 
where h:= (h 1 , ... ,h2t.,'.J E Jl{2Ns, the ith eigenvector Vi .- (::) and 
Vi, Vi E Jl{Ns giving 
2Ns 
7r(t) = L h;v;eu,t. 
;=1 
In (C. 7) if any of the eigenvalues 1L~, i E {I, ... , 2N s} are repeated, resulting 
in the solutions e U It, ... , eU2Ns t not being independent, then we multiply the 
jth repeated solution by the (j - l)st power of the independent variable t. For 
example, the second (third) repeated solution is multiplied by t (t 2 ). 
Continuing, we now look for a particular solution of (C.2) of the form 
2Ns 
7r(t) = L hi(t)v;euit . 
;=1 
Differentiating (C.8) with respect to t we have that 
2Ns 2Ns 
7r'(t) = L h;(t)v,euit + L h;(t)V;Uieuit . 
i=1 i=1 
(C.8) 
(C.g) 
Standard in the variation of parameters is to simplify the calculations by im-
posing the condition 
2Ns L h;(t)v,euit = o. (C.lO) 
i=1 
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Then substituting (G.10) into (G.g) and differentiating (G.g) \vith respect to t, 
"'e have that 
2Ns 'IN,, 
1["(t) = L h;(t)ViU,c,,;t + L h,(f)ViU7c",t. (G.ll) 
,=1 
Substituting (G.S) and (G.ll) into (G.2) we get that 
21\r"'-,. 
-( diag(~)) -2D( t) L h;(t)v,u,c",t. (G.12) 
i=1 
since each solution Vic",t solves the homogeneous equation (G.3). In (G.10) 
and (G.12) we have a system of 2Ns equations for 2Ns unknowns h;(t), i = 
1. .... 2Ns. Putting (G.lO) and (G.12) into matrix form we get that 
F( t )h' (t) 
( 
-(diag(~~.))_2D(t) ) and 
(G.13) 
t ( -(diag(~)-2D(S) ) 
h(t) = h(O) + 1 F-l(S) : ds. 
o 
(G.14) 
In (G.13)-(G.14) the 2Ns constants h(O) are determined by using some set of 
initial conditions on 1[ and 1['. The variable (v)), is the ith element of the 
column vector Vj and the 2Ns x 2Ns matrix F(f) = [Fzj(f)] is defined as 
if 1:'S i :'S Xs 
if Xs + 1 :'S i :'S 2"Vs · 
Thus substituting (G.14) into (G.S) it reduces to 
2N, ( t ) 1[(t) = 8 hi(O) + J
o 
vf(s)ds Vic";t. (G.15) 
where for all 0 :'S t :'S T the vector 
In (G.15) we want to eliminate the multiplier ),(t) which is contained in the 
expression D(t). Substituting (G.15) into the unit~· "'eight constraint (4.12) \ve 
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get that 
1 = ~ % (11;(0) + 1t v{J(S)dS) (Vi)J£,u,t. (G.16) 
We encounter two obstacles if we try to solve for '>-(t) in (G.16). First, (G.16) is 
an integral equation, thus in general the function .>- cannot be uniquely deter-
mined. Even if we differentiate (G.16) with respect to t, the integral term will 
still be present. Second we need to know at least all values .>-(8), () S sSt to 
evaluate the integral in (G.16). In discrete time this is not a problem, but in 
continuous time it is. This same problem is encountered if we try to eliminate 
any multipliers JL(t) or fi,(t) from (G.15). This same problem is also encoun-
tered if we consider penalty functions of the more general form (4.28). So if any 
penalty function lLij is differential and at least one portfolio weight constraint 
is active, then the only way we have been able to solve for constrained optimal 
portfolios 7r(t) is to solve the differential equation (G.2) numerically. Solving 
variational problems in discrete time is quite common - see for example ([39], 
Chapter 1). 
We use a simple first order numerical scheme to solve (G.1). With respect 
to why we can't use a more sophisticated numerical scheme, like for example 
the standard Runge-Kutta scheme, to solve (4.34) numerically, the problem is 
the following. If we employed the Runge-Kutta scheme, then at each time tj for 
i = L ... , 2N 5 \ve \vould need to calculate the variables 
k j .-1,i 
k j .-2., 
J k3 ,i .-
k j .-
,1., 
From the Runge-Kutta scheme we then have that 
1· . . . 
]ri,j+1 = ]ri,j + 6[ki,i + 2k~,i + 2k~,i + kLl· (G.17) 
The problem is that calculation of the variables ki.i' k~,i' k~,i' k~.i involve evalua-
tion off at two time values viz tJ+~6.t and tJ+6.t. This introduces into the cal-
culation of the variables 1rj+J, the Ns+ 1 unknowns '>-(tj + ~6.t) and JL*(tj +~6.t). 
The system of 3Ns + 1 equations (4.12), (4.23) and (G.17) is then an under-
determined system for the 4Ns + 2 unknowns 1rj+1,'>-j+l,JL;+1,.>-(tj + ~6.t) 
and JL*(tj + ~6.t). If the Runge-Kutta numerical scheme or any other scheme 
can be adjusted so that evaluation of the functions f take place only at times 
{to, ... , tn} of the partition, then we can use this scheme to solve (4.34) lllore 
efficiently for a constrained optimal portfolio 7r(tj+d. 
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